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REGARDING USE OF THIS OFFICIAL STATEMENT 

The information contained herein under the heading “THE AUTHORITY” and “LITIGATION – Authority” has been 
furnished by the Wisconsin Health and Educational Facilities Authority (the “Authority”).  The information under the heading 
“BOOK-ENTRY SYSTEM” has been obtained from The Depository Trust Company.  All other information contained herein has 
been obtained from Marquette University (the “University”) and other sources (other than the Authority) that are believed to be 
reliable.  Such other information is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness by and is not to be relied upon as or construed as 
a promise or representation by, the Authority or the Underwriters.  No representation, warranty or guarantee is made by the 
Underwriters as to the accuracy or completeness of any information in this Official Statement, and nothing contained in this 
Official Statement is or shall be relied upon as a promise or representation by the Underwriters. 

No dealer, broker, salesperson or other person has been authorized by the Authority, the University or the Underwriters to 
give any information or to make any representations other than those contained in this Official Statement and, if given or made, 
such information or representations must not be relied upon as having been authorized by any of the foregoing.  This Official 
Statement shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor shall there be a sale of Series 2022 Bonds by 
any person, in any jurisdiction in which it is unlawful for such person to make such offer, solicitation or sale.  The information and 
expressions of opinion herein are subject to change without notice and neither the delivery of this Official Statement nor any sale 
made hereunder shall, under any circumstances, create any implication that there has been no change in the affairs of the Authority 
or the University since the date hereof. 

In making an investment decision, investors must rely upon their own examination of the terms of the offering, including 
the merits and risks involved.  

The Underwriters have provided the following sentence for inclusion in this Official Statement.  The Underwriters have 
reviewed the information in this Official Statement in accordance with, and as part of, their respective responsibilities to investors 
under the federal securities law as applied to the facts and circumstances of this transaction, but the Underwriters do not guarantee 
the accuracy or completeness of such information. 

IN CONNECTION WITH THE OFFERING OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS, THE UNDERWRITERS MAY 
OVER-ALLOT OR EFFECT TRANSACTIONS THAT STABILIZE OR MAINTAIN THE MARKET PRICE OF THE 
SERIES 2022 BONDS AT A LEVEL ABOVE THAT WHICH MIGHT OTHERWISE PREVAIL IN THE OPEN 
MARKET.  SUCH STABILIZING, IF COMMENCED, MAY BE DISCONTINUED AT ANY TIME. 

THE SERIES 2022 BONDS HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 NOR 
HAS THE BOND INDENTURE OR THE MASTER INDENTURE BEEN QUALIFIED UNDER THE TRUST 
INDENTURE ACT OF 1939, IN RELIANCE UPON EXEMPTIONS CONTAINED IN SUCH ACTS.  THE 
REGISTRATION OR QUALIFICATION OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE 
PROVISIONS OF SECURITIES LAWS OF THE STATES IN WHICH THE SERIES 2022 BONDS HAVE BEEN 
REGISTERED OR QUALIFIED, IF ANY, AND THE EXEMPTION FROM REGISTRATION OR QUALIFICATION 
IN OTHER STATES CANNOT BE REGARDED AS RECOMMENDATIONS THEREOF.  NEITHER THESE STATES 
NOR ANY OF THEIR AGENCIES HAVE PASSED UPON THE MERITS OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS OR THE 
ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THIS OFFICIAL STATEMENT.  ANY REPRESENTATION TO THE 
CONTRARY MAY BE A CRIMINAL OFFENSE. 

CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS  
IN THIS OFFICIAL STATEMENT 

Certain statements included or incorporated by reference in this Official Statement constitute “forward-looking 
statements.”  Such statements are generally identifiable by the terminology used such as “plan,” “expect,” estimate,” “budget” or 
similar words.  Such forward-looking statements include, among others, the information under the caption “Endowment” in 
APPENDIX A to this Official Statement. 

THE ACHIEVEMENT OF CERTAIN RESULTS OR OTHER EXPECTATIONS CONTAINED IN SUCH 
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS INVOLVES KNOWN AND UNKNOWN RISKS, UNCERTAINTIES AND 
OTHER FACTORS WHICH MAY CAUSE ACTUAL RESULTS, PERFORMANCE OR ACHIEVEMENTS 
DESCRIBED TO BE MATERIALLY DIFFERENT FROM ANY FUTURE RESULTS, PERFORMANCE OR 
ACHIEVEMENTS EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED BY SUCH FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS.  THE 
UNIVERSITY DOES NOT PLAN TO ISSUE ANY UPDATES OR REVISIONS TO THOSE FORWARD-LOOKING 
STATEMENTS IF OR WHEN THEIR EXPECTATIONS, OR EVENTS, CONDITIONS OR CIRCUMSTANCES ON 
WHICH SUCH STATEMENTS ARE BASED OCCUR. 
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OFFICIAL STATEMENT 

$56,590,000 
WISCONSIN HEALTH AND EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES AUTHORITY 

REFUNDING REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 2022 
(MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY) 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of this Official Statement.  This Official Statement, including the cover page and 
Appendices, is furnished in connection with the offering of $56,590,000 in aggregate principal amount of 
Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series 2022 (Marquette University) (the “Series 2022 Bonds”) of the 
Wisconsin Health and Educational Facilities Authority (the “Authority”), a public body politic and 
corporate organized under the laws of the State of Wisconsin (the “State”).  The Series 2022 Bonds are 
being issued pursuant to and secured by a Bond Trust Indenture dated as of July 1, 2022 (the “Bond 
Indenture”), between the Authority and U.S. Bank Trust Company, National Association, as bond trustee 
(the “Bond Trustee”), and are being issued in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 231 of the 
Wisconsin Statutes, as amended (the “Act”).  The Series 2022 Bonds are expected to be delivered on or 
about July 12, 2022 (the date of delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds and the purchase thereof by the 
Underwriters (as defined herein), the “Settlement Date”).  For a discussion regarding the delayed delivery 
of the Series 2022 Bonds, certain conditions to the obligation of the Underwriters to purchase the Series 
2022 Bonds and certain risks to the purchasers of the Series 2022 Bonds resulting from their delayed 
delivery, see “Forward Delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds” under this “INTRODUCTION” and 
“CERTAIN FORWARD DELIVERY CONSIDERATIONS RELATED TO THE SERIES 2022 
BONDS” herein. Certain capitalized terms used in this Official Statement and not otherwise defined are 
defined in APPENDIX C and APPENDIX D. 

Marquette University.  The proceeds to be received by the Authority from the sale of the Series 
2022 Bonds will be loaned to Marquette University (the “University”), pursuant to a Loan Agreement 
dated as of July 1, 2022 (the “Loan Agreement”), by and between the Authority and the University.  See 
APPENDIX A herein for a detailed description of the University and its history, organization, facilities 
and financial performance. 

Purpose of the Series 2022 Bonds.  The proceeds of the sale of the Series 2022 Bonds, together 
with certain other moneys, will be used to (i) refund and redeem a portion of the Authority’s Revenue 
Bonds, Series 2012 (Marquette University) previously issued by the Authority for the benefit of the 
University (the “Prior Bonds”) and (ii) to fund certain costs incidental to the issuance of the Series 2022 
Bonds.   

Security.  To evidence the loan under the Loan Agreement, the University will issue its 
$56,590,000 Promissory Note, Series 2022 (the “Series 2022 Note”) payable to the Authority providing 
for payments sufficient to pay principal of and premium, if any, and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds.  
The Series 2022 Note will be issued pursuant to an Amended and Restated Master Trust Indenture dated 
as of November 1, 1998, as supplemented and amended through the date hereof (the “Original Master 
Indenture”), as further supplemented and amended by the Sixteenth Supplemental Master Trust Indenture 
dated as of July 1, 2022 (the “Series 2022 Supplement” and, together with the Original Master Indenture, 
the “Master Indenture”), each between the University and The Bank of New York Mellon Trust 
Company, N.A., as master trustee (the “Master Trustee”).  The Authority will pledge and assign the 
Series 2022 Note and certain of its rights under the Loan Agreement to the Bond Trustee as security for 
the Series 2022 Bonds. 
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As of the date of issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds, the University will be the sole Obligated 
Issuer of the Obligated Group (as such terms are defined in the Master Indenture).  The Master Indenture, 
however, permits other entities to become Obligated Issuers under certain circumstances.  See the caption 
“SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE – The Obligated Group” 
in APPENDIX C.  The University has no intention of adding additional Obligated Issuers to the Obligated 
Group in the foreseeable future.  Notwithstanding uncertainties as to enforceability of the covenant of 
each Obligated Issuer in the Master Indenture to jointly and severally guarantee each promissory note 
issued under the Master Indenture (herein referred to as an “Obligation”) (as described under 
“BONDHOLDERS’ RISKS – Certain Matters Relating to Enforceability of the Master Indenture”), the 
accounts of the University, its consolidated subsidiaries, and any future Obligated Issuers will be 
combined for financial reporting purposes and will be used in determining whether various covenants and 
tests contained in the Master Indenture (including tests relating to the incurrence of Additional 
Indebtedness) are met.  The Obligations of the Obligated Issuers under the Master Indenture are not 
secured by a mortgage on or a security interest in any property of any of the Obligated Issuers. 

Outstanding and Additional Indebtedness.  Including the Series 2022 Note, the University will 
have $388,165,000 of other Obligations outstanding under the Master Indenture upon the issuance of the 
Series 2022 Bonds.  $62,860,000 in principal amount of outstanding Notes is expected to be refunded in 
connection with the redemption of a portion of the Prior Bonds on October 1, 2022.  Following the 
redemption of a portion of the Prior Bonds and the refunding of the related Notes, the University will 
have $315,675,000 (excludes $9,630,000 of the principal amount of Obligations paid by their regularly 
scheduled terms on October 1, 2022) of Obligations outstanding under the Master Indenture.  The Prior 
Bonds to be refunded will not be defeased upon issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds and will remain 
outstanding until their redemption on October 1, 2022.  In certain circumstances, the University or any 
future Obligated Issuer may issue additional Obligations under the Master Indenture to the Authority or to 
persons other than the Authority, that will not be pledged under the Bond Indenture but will be equally 
and ratably secured with the Series 2022 Note by the Master Indenture and may be secured by security in 
addition to that provided to the Series 2022 Note.  See “SECURITY AND SOURCE OF PAYMENT 
FOR THE SERIES 2022 BONDS.” 

Continuing Disclosure.  The University will enter into an undertaking for the benefit of the 
Bondholders to provide certain information annually and to provide notice of certain events to certain 
information repositories.  For further information, see “CONTINUING DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT” 
herein and APPENDIX F hereto. 

Forward Delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds.       The Series 2022 Bonds are to be delivered 
pursuant to a Bond Purchase Agreement between Barclay’s Capital Inc., as representative of the 
Underwriters, the University and the Authority (the “Bond Purchase Agreement”) on or about the 
Settlement Date. The issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds is contingent upon delivery of certain certificates 
and legal opinions and the satisfaction (or waiver) of other conditions required by the Bond Purchase 
Agreement, certain of which are described herein. The delayed delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds may 
have significant consequences to the owners thereof. The market value of the Series 2022 Bonds on the 
Settlement Date is unlikely to be the same as and will likely be greater or less than the initial offering 
prices thereof, and such difference may be substantial. Several factors may adversely affect the market 
prices of the Series 2022 Bonds, including, but not limited to, a reduction in the ratings on the Series 2022 
Bonds, a general increase in interest rates for all obligations and other indebtedness, any threatened or 
adopted change in federal tax laws affecting the relative benefits of owning tax-exempt securities instead 
of other types of investments, such as fully taxable obligations, or any adverse development with respect 
to the University. See “CERTAIN FORWARD DELIVERY CONSIDERATIONS RELATED TO THE 
SERIES 2022 BONDS” herein.  
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By placing an order with the Underwriters for the purchase of the Series 2022 Bonds, each 
purchaser acknowledges that (i) the Series 2022 Bonds are being sold on a “delayed delivery” basis, (ii) 
each purchaser will sign, and deliver to the Underwriters, a delayed delivery contract substantially in the 
form attached to this Official Statement as APPENDIX G (the “Delayed Delivery Contract”) as a 
condition to any Series 2022 Bonds being allocated to such purchaser, and (iii) assuming the issuance and 
delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds to the Underwriters, each purchaser is obligated to accept delivery and 
pay for the Series 2022 Bonds allocated to it in the Delayed Delivery Contract on the Settlement Date 
unless such obligation has been terminated by such purchaser prior to the settlement in accordance with 
the Delayed Delivery Contract.  

Bondholders’ Risks.  There are risks associated with the purchase of the Series 2022 Bonds.  See 
the information under the heading “BONDHOLDERS’ RISKS” herein for a discussion of certain of these 
risks. 

General.  The following descriptions and summaries of the Series 2022 Bonds, the Bond 
Indenture, the Loan Agreement, the Series 2022 Note and the Master Indenture in this Official Statement 
are qualified by reference to the complete text of the documents being described or summarized.  Copies 
of such documents will be available for inspection at the principal corporate trust office of the Bond 
Trustee. 

PLAN OF FINANCE 

The Authority will lend the proceeds received by the Authority from the issuance and sale of the 
Series 2022 Bonds to the University pursuant to the Loan Agreement.  The proceeds of the sale of the 
Series 2022 Bonds, together with certain other moneys, will be used to (i) refund and redeem the portion 
of the Prior Bonds outstanding in the principal amount of $62,860,000, and (ii) pay certain costs 
associated with the issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds and refunding the Prior Bonds. See “ESTIMATED 
SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS” herein.  The entire principal amount of outstanding Prior Bonds is 
$67,665,000. 

A portion of the proceeds of the Series 2022 Bonds will be held by the Trustee and applied to the 
redemption of the Prior Bonds to be refunded on October 1, 2022. 

THE AUTHORITY 

Powers 

The Authority has, among other powers, the statutory power to make loans to certain health care,  
educational, research and other nonprofit institutions in Wisconsin, to finance the cost of projects and 
refinance or refund outstanding indebtedness and to assign loan agreements, notes, mortgages and other 
securities of health care, educational, research and other nonprofit institutions to which the Authority has 
made loans, and the revenues therefrom, for the benefit of the holders of bonds issued to finance or 
refinance such projects. 

Members of the Authority 

The Authority consists of seven members, all of whom must be Wisconsin residents, appointed 
by Wisconsin’s Governor by and with the consent of the Wisconsin State Senate.  Members of the 
Authority serve staggered seven-year terms and continue to serve until their successors are appointed.  
The members of the Authority receive no compensation for the performance of their duties but are paid 
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their necessary expenses while engaged in the performance of such duties.  No member, officer, agent or 
employee of the Authority may, directly or indirectly, have any financial interest in any bond issue or in 
any loan or any property to be included in, or any contract for property or materials to be furnished or 
used in connection with, any project of the Authority, under penalty of law.  Members of the Authority, 
however, may serve as directors or officers of institutions for which the Authority is providing financing, 
but they may not vote or take part in the Authority’s deliberations concerning such financings. 

The present members of the Authority are:  

 

[Balance of page intentionally left blank.]
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 Term Expires June 30, 

James Dietsche, Chairperson 
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer 
Bellin Health Systems, Inc. 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 

2026 

Tim Size, Vice-Chairperson 
Executive Director 
Rural Wisconsin Health Cooperative 
Sauk City, Wisconsin 

2025 

Renee Anderson 
President/CEO 
Saint John’s Communities, Inc. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

2024 

Billie Jo Higgins 
Vice President Finance & Information Services  
Evergreen Retirement Community 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 

2028(1) 

James Oppermann 
Former Senior Vice President – Finance and 
Management Services 
Alverno College 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

2023 

Pamela Stanick  
Associate Vice President, Finance & Treasury 
The Medical College of Wisconsin, Inc. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

2022 

Robert Van Meeteren 
President/CEO 
Reedsburg Area Medical Center, Inc.  
Reedsburg, Wisconsin 

2027(1) 

____________________ 
(1)  Ms. Higgins and Mr. Van Meeteren were appointed by the Governor of the State of Wisconsin and serve 

pending Wisconsin State Senate confirmation. 

Authority Counsel 

Quarles & Brady LLP serves as general counsel to the Authority. 

Financing Program of the Authority  

The following summary outlines the principal amount of revenue bonds and notes issued during 
each of the Authority’s fiscal years.  All such bonds and notes (other than those issued for the benefit of 
the University) are secured by instruments separate and apart from the Master Indenture.  All such bonds 
and notes are secured by instruments separate and apart from the Bond Indenture. 
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 PUBLIC ISSUES PRIVATE PLACEMENTS TOTAL 
FISCAL 
YEAR 
ENDED 

JUNE 30 
NUMBER OF 
FINANCINGS AMOUNT 

NUMBER OF 
FINANCINGS AMOUNT 

NUMBER OF 
FINANCINGS AMOUNT 

1980 0 $                       0 1 $     1,300,000 1 $   1,300,000 
1981 3 24,480,000 4 20,365,000 7 44,845,000 
1982 3 34,100,000 4 12,575,000 7 46,675,000 
1983 1 4,000,000 1 600,000 2 4,600,000 
1984 4 16,375,000 3 13,225,000 7 29,600,000 
1985 6 196,505,000 2 2,200,000 8 198,705,000 
1986 9 213,260,000 5 17,478,000 14 230,738,000 
1987 12 191,610,000 9 48,410,000 21 240,020,000 
1988 14 170,890,000 14 81,589,000 28 252,479,000 
1989 20 254,979,000 6 14,394,000 26 269,373,000 
1990 14 277,605,000 9 45,737,000 23 323,342,000 
1991 11 233,590,000 3 37,500,000 14 271,090,000 
1992 15 346,160,000 5 43,500,000 20 389,660,000 
1993 25 579,235,000 6 18,775,000 31 598,010,000 
1994 16 434,495,000 6 46,615,000 22 481,110,000 
1995 7 101,770,000 6 18,847,000 13 120,617,000 
1996 14 382,905,000 2 8,800,000 16 391,705,000 
1997 28 706,960,300 1 764,000 29 707,724,300 
1998 25 722,050,000 1 2,700,000 26 724,750,000 
1999 28 710,960,000 4 36,000,000 32 746,960,000 
2000 16 415,710,000 6 17,736,450 22 433,446,450 
2001 19 437,580,000 8 26,589,000 27 464,169,000 
2002 18 815,100,000 2 8,000,000 20 823,100,000 
2003 14 296,895,000 3 15,935,000 17 312,830,000 
2004 26 912,245,000 4 25,980,000 30 938,225,000 
2005 32 923,038,430 2 23,067,000 34 946,105,430 
2006 25 706,235,000 2 6,570,000 27 712,805,000 
2007 25 1,238,330,000 2 29,090,000 27 1,267,420,000 
2008 24 1,006,255,000 4 36,500,000 28 1,042,755,000 
2009 21 1,470,875,000 3 37,859,824 24 1,508,734,824 
2010 17 1,338,695,000 13 114,746,851 30 1,453,441,851 
2011 11 512,745,000 12 75,330,531 23 588,075,531 
2012 10 1,149,250,000 16 469,944,854 26 1,619,194,854 
2013 18 1,335,035,000 29 374,569,801 47 1,709,604,801 
2014 5 326,220,000 19 468,391,000 24 794,611,000 
2015 11 726,181,000 26 752,236,098 37 1,478,417,098 
2016 4 1,219,215,000 19 689,319,802 23 1,908,534,802 
2017 8 668,330,000 18 700,681,416 26 1,369,011,416 
2018 10 1,043,355,000 17 379,430,529 27 1,422,785,529 
2019 8 1,027,775,000 10 297,056,000 18 1,324,831,000 
2020 13 978,810,000 8 207,597,597 21 1,186,407,597 
2021 4       322,355,000 5    313,052,310 9       635,407,310 
Total 594 $24,472,158,730(1) 320 $5,541,058,063(2) 914 $30,013,216,793 

    
(1)  Includes $10,323,978,521, which was refinanced by subsequent Authority bond issues. 
(2)  Includes $2,461,828,311, which was refinanced by subsequent Authority bond issues. 
 
 

In its fiscal year beginning July 1, 2021, the Authority has issued and authorized the issuance of 
additional issues of bonds.  The Authority plans to issue other obligations from time to time to finance 
and refinance additional health, educational research and other nonprofit facilities.  Such other obligations 
will be issued pursuant to and secured by instruments separate and apart from the Bond Indenture.  
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Bonds of the Authority 

The Authority may from time to time issue bonds for any corporate purpose described in the Act, 
and, pursuant to the Act, such bonds are negotiable for all purposes notwithstanding their payment from a 
limited source.  Such bonds are payable solely out of revenues of the Authority specified in the resolution 
under which they are issued or in a related trust indenture or mortgage.  The Authority must pledge the 
revenues to be received by it on account of each financing as security for the bonds issued in that 
financing. 

State of Wisconsin Not Liable on the Series 2022 Bonds 

The Series 2022 Bonds and the interest payable thereon do not constitute a debt or liability of the 
State of Wisconsin or of any political subdivision thereof other than the Authority, but will be payable 
solely from the funds pledged for the Series 2022 Bonds in accordance with the Bond Indenture.  The 
issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds does not, directly, indirectly or contingently, obligate the State of 
Wisconsin or any political subdivision thereof to levy any form of taxation for the payment of the Series 
2022 Bonds or to make any appropriation for their payment.  The State of Wisconsin will not in any event 
be liable for the payment of the principal of or interest on the Series 2022 Bonds or for the performance of 
any pledge, obligation or agreement of any kind whatsoever which may be undertaken by the Authority.  
No breach by the Authority of any such pledge, obligation, or agreement may impose any pecuniary 
liability upon the State of Wisconsin or any charge upon its general credit or against its taxing power.  
The Authority has no taxing power. 

The Act provides that the State of Wisconsin pledges to, and agrees with, holders of any 
obligations issued under the Act that it will not limit or alter the rights vested in the Authority by the Act 
until such obligations, together with the interest thereon, are fully met and discharged, provided nothing 
in the Act precludes such limitation or alteration if and when adequate provision will be made by law for 
the protection of the holders of such obligations. 

THE SERIES 2022 BONDS 

The following is a summary of certain provisions of the Series 2022 Bonds.  Reference is made to 
the Series 2022 Bonds and to the Bond Indenture for a more detailed description of such provisions.  
Reference is also made to APPENDIX C and APPENDIX D to this Official Statement for the definitions 
of certain terms used, but not defined herein. The discussion herein is qualified in all respects by such 
references. 

General 

The Series 2022 Bonds will be issued as fully registered bonds without coupons and will be dated 
the date of their initial delivery.  The Series 2022 Bonds will be issued in Authorized Denominations of 
$5,000 and any integral multiple of $5,000 in excess thereof.  The Series 2022 Bonds will bear interest at 
the rates indicated on the cover of this Official Statement. 

The Series 2022 Bonds will not be subject to optional redemption or purchase in lieu of 
redemption prior to maturity as described under “THE SERIES 2022 BONDS – Redemption and 
Purchase.”  

The Series 2022 Bonds will be made available to Beneficial Owners in book-entry form only, in 
Authorized Denominations.  Beneficial Owners of the Series 2022 Bonds will not receive certificates 
representing their interests in the Series 2022 Bonds, except as described below.  So long as Cede & Co. 
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is the registered owner of the Series 2022 Bonds, the principal of, and the interest on, the Series 2022 
Bonds are payable by wire transfer by the Bond Trustee to Cede & Co., as nominee for DTC which, in 
turn, will remit such amounts to DTC Participants for subsequent disbursement to the Beneficial Owners.  
So long as all records of ownership of the Series 2022 Bonds are maintained through the book-entry only 
system, all payments to the Beneficial Owners of the Series 2022 Bonds will be made in accordance with 
the procedures described herein under the caption “BOOK-ENTRY SYSTEM.” 

The principal of and premium, if any, on the Series 2022 Bonds will be payable at the designated 
corporate trust office of the Bond Trustee or at the designated office of any alternate paying agent upon 
presentation and surrender of the Series 2022 Bonds being paid.  Interest on the Series 2022 Bonds will 
be paid when due (i) by check mailed by first-class mail on the applicable Bond Interest Payment Date by 
the Bond Trustee to the registered owners at the address shown on the registration books of the Bond 
Trustee or at such other address as is furnished to the Bond Trustee in writing by such registered owner 
no later than the Record Date (as defined below) or (ii) by wire transfer on the applicable Bond Interest 
Payment Date to any Depository or any bank in the United States that is a member of the Federal Reserve 
System on the written request of any securities depository or a registered owner of $1,000,000 or more in 
aggregate principal amount of the Series 2022 Bonds, provided that the registered owner shall have made 
such request no later than the Record Date.  Such payments of interest shall be made to the person in 
whose name the ownership of the Series 2022 Bonds is registered as of the close of business on the 
fifteenth day of the month (the “Record Date”) (whether or not a business day) immediately preceding the 
month in which an interest payment on the Series 2022 Bonds is to be made. 

Interest on the Series 2022 Bonds will be calculated as described below and will be payable on 
each Bond Interest Payment Date in an amount equal to all interest which has accrued during the period 
from (and including) the last such Bond Interest Payment Date to (but not including) such current Bond 
Interest Payment Date. 

Maturity 

The Series 2022 Bonds mature on October 1 in the years indicated on the cover of this Official 
Statement. 

Interest 

Interest on the Series 2022 Bonds shall be calculated on a 360-day year of twelve 30-day months.  
Interest accrued on the Series 2022 Bonds will be payable on each October 1 and April 1, beginning 
October 1, 2022. 

Redemption and Purchase 

Optional Redemption.  The Series 2022 Bonds are not subject to optional redemption or purchase 
in lieu of redemption prior to maturity.   

Registration, Transfer and Exchange 

For a description of the procedure to transfer ownership of a Series 2022 Bond while in the book-
entry only system, see “BOOK-ENTRY SYSTEM” herein.  Any Series 2022 Bond may be transferred 
upon its presentation at the designated corporate trust office of the Bond Trustee if it has been duly 
endorsed for transfer or is accompanied by a written instrument of transfer satisfactory to the Bond 
Trustee, which has been executed by the Registered Owner.  The Bond Trustee will transfer any Series 
2022 Bond so presented by making an appropriate entry in the Registration Books and delivering to the 
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transferee(s) one or more new Bonds which have been executed by the Authority, have been authenticated 
by the Bond Trustee, are in an Authorized Denomination and have the same form, terms, interest rate, 
maturity and aggregate principal amount and are of the same series as the Series 2022 Bond being 
transferred. 

Series 2022 Bonds may be exchanged for other Series 2022 Bonds by surrendering the Series 
2022 Bonds to be exchanged at the designated corporate trust office of the Bond Trustee.  The Bond 
Trustee will exchange any Series 2022 Bond so presented by making an appropriate entry in the 
Registration Books and delivering to the Registered Owner presenting the Series 2022 Bonds for 
exchange one or more new Bonds that have been executed by the Authority, have been authenticated by 
the Bond Trustee, are in an Authorized Denomination and have the same form, terms, interest rate, 
maturity and aggregate principal amount as the Series 2022 Bond being exchanged. 

The Registered Owner requesting any transfer or exchange of any Series 2022 Bonds must pay, 
as a condition to the transfer or exchange, any resulting tax or other governmental charge but may not 
otherwise be charged for an exchange or transfer. 

The Bond Trustee is not required to register, transfer, exchange or replace any Series 2022 Bond 
(a) during the 10-day period immediately preceding the first mailing or publication of a notice of 
redemption with respect to any Series 2022 Bonds of the same maturity or (b) after such Series 2022 
Bond or any portion thereof has been called for redemption. 

BOOK-ENTRY SYSTEM  

Ownership interests in the Series 2022 Bonds will be available to purchasers only through a 
book-entry system (the “Book-Entry System”) maintained by The Depository Trust Company (“DTC”), 
New York, New York, which will act as securities depository for the Series 2022 Bonds.  The Series 2022 
Bonds will be issued as fully-registered securities registered in the name of Cede & Co. (DTC’s 
partnership nominee) or such other name as may be requested by an authorized representative of DTC. 
One fully-registered bond certificate will be issued in the aggregate principal amount of the Series 2022 
Bonds and will be deposited with DTC.  

DTC, the world’s largest depository, is a limited-purpose trust company organized under the New 
York Banking Law, a “banking organization” within the meaning of the New York Banking Law, a 
member of the Federal Reserve System, a “clearing corporation” within the meaning of the New York 
Uniform Commercial Code, and a “clearing agency” registered pursuant to the provisions of Section 17A 
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. DTC holds and provides asset servicing for over 3.5 million 
issues of U.S. and non-U.S. equity issues, corporate and municipal debt issues, and money market 
instruments (from over 100 countries) that DTC’s participants (“Direct Participants”) deposit with DTC. 
DTC also facilitates the post-trade settlement among Direct Participants of sales and other securities 
transactions in deposited securities, through electronic computerized book-entry transfers and pledges 
between Direct Participants’ accounts. This eliminates the need for physical movement of securities 
certificates. Direct Participants include both U.S. and non-U.S. securities brokers and dealers, banks, trust 
companies, clearing corporations, and certain other organizations. DTC is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
The Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (“DTCC”). DTCC is the holding company for DTC, 
National Securities Clearing Corporation and Fixed Income Clearing Corporation, all of which are 
registered clearing agencies. DTCC is owned by the users of its regulated subsidiaries. Access to the DTC 
system is also available to others such as both U.S. and non-U.S. securities brokers and dealers, banks, 
trust companies, and clearing corporations that clear through or maintain a custodial relationship with a 
Direct Participant, either directly or indirectly (“Indirect Participants”). DTC is rated AA+ by Standard & 
Poor’s. The DTC Rules applicable to its Participants are on file with the Securities and Exchange 
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Commission. More information about DTC can be found at www.dtcc.com.  (This internet site is included 
for reference only, and the information in this internet site is not incorporated by reference in this Official 
Statement.) 

Purchases of Series 2022 Bonds under the DTC system must be made by or through Direct 
Participants, which will receive a credit for the Series 2022 Bonds on DTC’s records.  The ownership 
interest of each actual purchaser of each Series 2022 Bond (“Beneficial Owner”) is in turn to be recorded 
on the Direct and Indirect Participants’ records. Beneficial Owners will not receive written confirmation 
from DTC of their purchase. Beneficial Owners are, however, expected to receive written confirmations 
providing details of the transaction, as well as periodic statements of their holdings, from the Direct or 
Indirect Participant through which the Beneficial Owner entered into the transaction. Transfers of 
ownership interests in the Series 2022 Bonds are to be accomplished by entries made on the books of 
Direct and Indirect Participants acting on behalf of Beneficial Owners. Beneficial Owners will not receive 
certificates representing their ownership interests in Bonds, except in the event that use of the book-entry 
system for the Series 2022 Bonds is discontinued. 

To facilitate subsequent transfers, all Series 2022 Bonds deposited by Direct Participants with 
DTC are registered in the name of DTC’s partnership nominee, Cede & Co. or such other name as may be 
requested by an authorized representative of DTC.  The deposit of Series 2022 Bonds with DTC and their 
registration in the name of Cede & Co. or such other nominee do not effect any change in beneficial 
ownership.  DTC has no knowledge of the actual Beneficial Owners of the Series 2022 Bonds; DTC’s 
records reflect only the identity of the Direct Participants to whose accounts such Series 2022 Bonds are 
credited, which may or may not be the Beneficial Owners.  The Direct and Indirect Participants will 
remain responsible for keeping account of their holdings on behalf of their customers. 

Conveyance of notices and other communications by DTC to Direct Participants, by Direct 
Participants to Indirect Participants, and by Direct Participants and Indirect Participants to Beneficial 
Owners will be governed by arrangements among them, subject to any statutory or regulatory 
requirements as may be in effect from time to time. Beneficial Owners of Series 2022 Bonds may wish to 
take certain steps to augment transmission to them of notices of significant events with respect to the 
Series 2022 Bonds, such as redemptions, tenders, defaults, and proposed amendments to the Series 2022 
Bond documents. For example, Beneficial Owners of Series 2022 Bonds may wish to ascertain that the 
nominee holding the Series 2022 Bonds for their benefit has agreed to obtain and transmit notices to 
Beneficial Owners.  In the alternative, Beneficial Owners may wish to provide their names and addresses 
to the registrar and request that copies of the notices be provided directly to them. 

Redemption notices shall be sent to DTC.  If less than all of the Series 2022 Bonds within an 
issue are being redeemed, DTC’s practice is to determine by lot the amount of the interest of each Direct 
Participant in such issue to be redeemed. 

Neither DTC nor Cede & Co. (nor such other DTC nominee) will consent or vote with respect to 
the Series 2022 Bonds unless authorized by a Direct Participant in accordance with DTC’s MMI 
procedures. Under its usual procedures, DTC mails an Omnibus Proxy to the Authority as soon as 
possible after the record date.  The Omnibus Proxy assigns Cede & Co.’s consenting or voting rights to 
those Direct Participants to whose accounts the Series 2022 Bonds are credited on the record date 
(identified in a listing attached to the Omnibus Proxy). 

Payments of principal, interest and redemption prices on the Series 2022 Bonds will be made to 
Cede & Co., or such other nominee as may be requested by an authorized representative of DTC.  DTC’s 
practice is to credit Direct Participants’ accounts, upon DTC’s receipt of funds and corresponding detail 
information from the Authority or the Bond Trustee on the payable date in accordance with their 
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respective holdings shown on DTC’s records. Payments by Participants to Beneficial Owners will be 
governed by standing instructions and customary practices, as is the case with securities held for the 
accounts of customers in bearer form or registered in “street name,” and will be the responsibility of such 
Participant and not of DTC nor its nominee, the Bond Trustee or the Authority, subject to any statutory or 
regulatory requirements as may be in effect from time to time. Payment of principal, interest and 
redemption prices to Cede & Co. (or such other nominee as may be requested by an authorized 
representative of DTC) is the responsibility of the Authority or the Bond Trustee, disbursement of such 
payments to Direct Participants will be the responsibility of DTC, and disbursement of such payments to 
the Beneficial Owners will be the responsibility of Direct and Indirect Participants. 

DTC may discontinue providing its services as securities depository with respect to the Series 
2022 Bonds at any time by giving reasonable notice to the Authority or the Bond Trustee.  Under such 
circumstances, in the event that a successor securities depository is not obtained, Series 2022 Bond 
certificates are required to be printed and delivered. 

The Authority may decide to discontinue use of the system of book-entry-only transfers through 
DTC (or a successor securities depository).  In that event, Series 2022 Bond certificates will be printed 
and delivered to DTC. 

The information in this section concerning DTC and DTC’s book-entry system has been obtained 
from DTC.  The University, any future Obligated Issuers, the Authority and the Underwriters take no 
responsibility for the accuracy thereof and neither the DTC Participants nor the Beneficial Owners 
should rely on the foregoing information with respect to such matters but should instead confirm the same 
with DTC or the DTC Participants, as the case may be. 

None of the Authority, the Underwriters, the Bond Trustee, the University or any future Obligated 
Issuer will have any responsibility or obligations to any Direct Participants or Indirect Participants or 
the persons for whom they act with respect to (i) the accuracy of any records maintained by DTC or any 
such Direct Participant or Indirect Participant; (ii) the payment by any Participant of any amount due to 
any Beneficial Owner in respect of the principal of, premium, if any, or interest on the Series 2022 Bonds; 
(iii) the delivery by any such Direct Participant or Indirect Participant of any notice to any Beneficial 
Owner that is required or permitted under the terms of the Bond Indenture to be given to Bondholders; 
(iv) the selection of the Beneficial Owners to receive payment in the event of any partial redemption of the 
Series 2022 Bonds; or (v) any consent given or other action taken by DTC as Bondholder. 

The Authority, the University and the Bond Trustee cannot and do not give any assurances that 
DTC, the DTC Participants or the Indirect Participants will distribute to the Beneficial Owners of the 
Series 2022 Bonds (i) payments of principal or redemption price of or interest on the Series 2022 Bonds, 
(ii) certificates representing an ownership interest or other confirmation of Beneficial Ownership 
interests in Series 2022 Bonds, or (iii) redemption or other notices sent to DTC or Cede & Co., its 
nominee, as the Registered Owner of the Series 2022 Bonds, or that they will do so on a timely basis or 
that DTC, DTC Participants or Indirect Participants will serve and act in the manner described in this 
Official Statement.  The current “Rules” applicable to DTC are on file with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, and the current “Procedures” of DTC to be followed in dealing with DTC Participants are 
on file with DTC. 

SECURITY AND SOURCE OF PAYMENT FOR THE SERIES 2022 BONDS 

The Series 2022 Bonds and the interest payable thereon do not constitute a debt or liability of the 
State or of any political subdivision thereof, other than the Authority to the limited extent described 
herein, but shall be payable solely from the funds pledged or available therefor in accordance with the 
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Bond Indenture.  The issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds does not, directly, indirectly or contingently, 
obligate the State or any political subdivision thereof to levy any form of taxation for the payment thereof 
or to make any appropriation for their payment.  The Series 2022 Bonds and the interest payable thereon 
do not now and shall never constitute a debt of the State within the meaning of the Constitution or statutes 
of the State and do not now and shall never constitute a charge against the credit or taxing power of the 
State or any political subdivision thereof.  The State shall not in any event be liable for the payment of the 
principal of or interest on the Series 2022 Bonds or for the performance of any pledge, obligation or 
agreement of any kind whatsoever which may be undertaken by the Authority.  No breach by the 
Authority of any such pledge, obligation or agreement may impose any pecuniary liability upon the State 
or any charge upon its general credit or against its taxing power.  The Authority has no taxing power. 

The Series 2022 Bonds are limited obligations of the Authority and are payable solely from the 
following sources:  (i) all payments, income and revenues derived pursuant to the terms of the Loan 
Agreement (except for the Unassigned Rights as defined in APPENDIX D hereto) including all payments 
and prepayments made by the University and the Obligated Group in respect of the Series 2022 Note, (ii) 
all amounts realized upon recourse to the Loan Agreement or any collateral given by the Borrower to 
secure the University’s obligations under the Loan Agreement, (iii) all amounts realized upon recourse to 
the Master Indenture that are available pursuant to the Master Indenture to pay amounts due on the Series 
2022 Note and (iv) the money and securities (including the earnings from the investment of them) held by 
the Bond Trustee in the trust funds established under the Bond Indenture other than the account held by 
the Bond Trustee in which it holds funds to be rebated to the United States Treasury as required by the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (collectively, the “Revenues”). 

The rights of the Authority in and to the Series 2022 Note, the amounts payable thereon and the 
amounts payable to the Authority under the Loan Agreement (other than the Unassigned Rights) have 
been assigned to the Bond Trustee to provide for and to secure the payment of principal of, premium, if 
any, and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds.  The University agrees under the Loan Agreement to make its 
payments on the Series 2022 Note directly to the Bond Trustee. 

The Series 2022 Note is the principal source of payment and security for the Series 2022 Bonds. 
The Series 2022 Note is an unsecured obligation of the University.  The Obligations of the Obligated 
Issuers under the Master Indenture are not secured by a mortgage on or a security interest in any property 
of any of the Obligated Issuers. 

The Series 2022 Note will be issued in a principal amount equal to the principal amount of the 
Series 2022 Bonds.  The Series 2022 Note will be delivered to the Authority and assigned by the 
Authority to the Bond Trustee.  The terms of the Series 2022 Note will require payments by the 
University, which will be sufficient to provide for the timely payment of the principal of, premium, if any, 
and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds.  The Series 2022 Note will be the full and unlimited obligation of 
the University.  Subject to Existing Restrictions, the Obligated Issuers, in accordance with the provisions 
of the Master Indenture, will jointly and severally guarantee the payment of any and all amounts payable 
upon the Series 2022 Note if, for any reason, the amounts due on the Series 2022 Note are not punctually 
paid by the University.  At the time of issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds, there will be no Obligated 
Issuers other than the University and no Existing Restrictions.  See “BONDHOLDERS’ RISKS – Certain 
Matters Relating to Enforceability of the Master Indenture.” 

The Series 2022 Note will entitle the Bond Trustee, as the holder thereof, to the benefits and 
protection of the Master Indenture.  See APPENDIX C for a summary of certain restrictions imposed on 
the Obligated Issuers for the benefit of the holder of the Series 2022 Note and the other Notes issued 
pursuant to the Master Indenture.  Certain rights and remedies afforded by the Master Indenture will be 
controlled by the holders of less than all of the outstanding Notes. 
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ESTIMATED SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS 

The following table sets forth the estimated sources and uses of funds of the Series 2022 Bonds 
and other moneys necessary to accomplish the refunding of a portion of the Prior Bonds. 

Sources of Funds: 
 

 

Principal Amount of Series 2022 Bonds  $56,590,000.00 
Original Issue Premium on Series 2022 Bonds 7,187,733.25 
University Contribution $  1,165,615.45 
 Total Sources  $64,943,348.70 
  
Uses of Funds: 
 

 

Deposits for Refunding(1)  $64,330,700.00 
Costs of Issuance(2)         612,648.70 
 Total Uses  $64,943,348.70 
_________________ 
(1) Includes funds to be contributed by the University toward the refunding of a portion of the Prior Bonds.  

(2) Includes Underwriters’ compensation, legal fees and other costs incurred in connection with issuing the Series 
2022 Bonds and refunding a portion of the Prior Bonds. 
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 ESTIMATED ANNUAL DEBT SERVICE REQUIREMENTS 

 
Fiscal Year Ending 

June 30 
Series 2022 

Principal Series 2022 Interest 
Other Outstanding 

Debt Service1 Total Debt Service 

2022  -    -   $23,316,152  $23,316,152  
2023  -   $2,035,668 21,239,563 23,275,231 
2024 $4,510,000 2,716,750 18,842,075 26,068,825 
2025 4,665,000 2,487,375 18,899,319 26,051,694 
2026 4,915,000 2,247,875 18,895,628 26,058,503 
2027 5,185,000 1,995,375 18,879,751 26,060,126 
2028 5,450,000 1,729,500 18,880,463 26,059,963 
2029 5,740,000 1,449,750 18,872,560 26,062,310 
2030 6,040,000 1,155,250 18,323,835 25,519,085 
2031 6,355,000 845,375 18,321,158 25,521,533 
2032 6,690,000 519,250 18,311,166 25,520,416 
2033 7,040,000 176,000 18,303,751 25,519,751 
2034   13,218,148 13,218,148 
2035   13,223,392 13,223,392 
2036   13,222,725 13,222,725 
2037   13,221,730 13,221,730 
2038   13,221,924 13,221,924 
2039   13,227,524 13,227,524 
2040   13,227,872 13,227,872 
2041   13,227,437 13,227,437 
2042   13,228,225 13,228,225 
2043   13,229,270 13,229,270 
2044   13,231,847 13,231,847 
2045   13,235,071 13,235,071 
2046   13,233,154 13,233,154 
2047   13,235,213 13,235,213 
2048   8,618,642 8,618,642 
2049   8,623,461 8,623,461 
2050   8,626,565 8,626,565 
2051   8,627,570 8,627,570 

_________________ 
(1) Excludes debt service on the Prior Bonds to be refunded with the Series 2022 Bonds and other 

University funds. 

BONDHOLDERS’ RISKS 

The following is a discussion of certain risks that could affect payments to be made with respect 
to the Series 2022 Bonds.  Such discussion is not exhaustive, should be read in conjunction with all other 
parts of this Official Statement and should not be considered as a complete description of all risks that 
could affect such payments.  Prospective purchasers of the Series 2022 Bonds should analyze carefully 
the information contained in this Official Statement, including the Appendices hereto, and additional 
information in the form of the complete documents summarized herein, copies of which are available as 
described in this Official Statement. 

General 

As described in this Official Statement, the principal of and interest on the Bonds will be payable 
solely from Revenues including payments to be made by the University on the Series 2022 Note issued 
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pursuant to the Loan Agreement and pledged under the Bond Indenture. No representation or assurance is 
given or can be made that revenues will be realized by the University and any future Obligated Issuers in 
amounts sufficient to enable the University and any future Obligated Issuers to make payments on the 
Series 2022 Note when due and other payments necessary to meet the financial obligations of the 
University and any future Obligated Issuers.  The obligations of the University are not secured by any 
mortgage of or any security interest in assets or revenues of the University.  The realization of future 
revenues and expenses are subject to, among other things, the capabilities of management of the 
University and future Obligated Issuers, enrollment at the University and future economic and other 
conditions which are unpredictable and which may affect revenues and payment of principal of and 
interest on the Bonds. The following sections discuss some of these conditions. 

Additional Debt 

The Master Indenture permits the issuance of Notes in addition to the Series 2022 Note on a 
parity with the Series 2022 Note.  As of January 31, 2022, the University has $331,575,000 of debt 
outstanding, of which $330,945,000 has been issued under the Master Indenture. $62,860,000 in principal 
amount of such outstanding Notes is expected to be redeemed on October 1, 2022* in connection with the 
refunding of a portion of the Prior Bonds.  Following the issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds and the 
Series 2022 Note and such redemption of a portion of the Prior Bonds and refunding of the related Notes, 
the University will have $315,675,000 (excludes $9,630,000 of the principal amount of Obligations paid 
by their regularly scheduled terms on October 1, 2022) of Obligations outstanding under the Master 
Indenture.  The Master Indenture also permits incurrence of indebtedness other than that represented by 
the Notes (the “Additional Indebtedness”) by the University or future Obligated Issuers.  See the 
information in APPENDIX C under the caption “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE 
MASTER INDENTURE – Restrictions as to Incurrence of Additional Indebtedness.” 

Certain Matters Relating to Enforceability of the Master Indenture 

The obligation of the University and future Obligated Issuers to make payments on the Series 
2022 Note, will be limited as the obligations of debtors typically are affected by bankruptcy, insolvency, 
reorganization, moratorium, fraudulent conveyance or other similar laws or by equitable principles 
affecting the enforcement of creditors’ rights. 

The accounts of the University and future Obligated Issuers will not be combined for financial 
reporting purposes.  However, combined financial information of all of the Obligated Issuers will be used 
in determining whether various covenants and tests contained in the Master Indenture (including tests 
relating to the incurrence of Additional Indebtedness) are met, notwithstanding uncertainties as to the 
enforceability of certain obligations of the University and future Obligated Issuers contained in the Master 
Indenture.  Such uncertainties bear on the availability of the assets of the University and future Obligated 
Issuers for payment of debt service on the Notes, including the Series 2022 Note.  The provisions of the 
Master Indenture pursuant to which the University and future Obligated Issuers guarantee, subject to 
Existing Restrictions, the payment of any and all amounts due upon Notes may not be enforceable (i) if 
the purposes for which the Note was issued are not consistent with the charitable purposes of the 
University or the other Obligated Issuers from which payment is requested or if, at the time of payment 
thereunder by the University and future Obligated Issuers, the Obligated Issuer which originally issued 
such Note is other than a not for profit corporation that is exempt from federal income taxation under 
Sections 501(a) and 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”), or is a 
“private foundation” as defined in Section 509(a) of the Code, (ii) if such payments are requested to be 
made from any moneys or assets which are donor restricted or which are subject to a direct or express 
trust which does not permit the use of such moneys or assets for such a payment, (iii) if such payments 
would result in the cessation or discontinuation of any material portion of the educational or related 
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services previously provided by the University or future Obligated Issuers from which such payment is 
requested, or (iv) if such payments are requested to be made pursuant to any loan which violates 
applicable usury laws.  The extent to which the assets of the University or future Obligated Issuers may at 
any time fall within the category referred to in clause (ii) above cannot now be determined.  The amount 
of such assets which could fall within such category could be substantial. 

Competition 

The ability of the University to make payments on the Series 2022 Note when due depends upon, 
among other things, the continued ability of the University to attract a sufficient number of students to the 
University. The University currently faces substantial competition from other private and public colleges 
and universities. If, as a result of competition or otherwise, the enrollment levels were to be materially 
lower than in past years, there could be an adverse effect on the University’s revenues and the effect 
could be material. In particular, the educational costs for public schools within the State of Wisconsin are 
heavily subsidized. The financial condition of the University may be adversely affected by any change 
that increases the competitive position of other schools, including but not limited to the provision of 
greater financial subsidies to public colleges and universities. 

General Economic Conditions 

The costs of education are heavily subsidized by governmental and private aid. The financial 
condition of the University may be adversely affected by a diminution in these aids. Despite substantial 
public and private aid, a large portion of the costs of education are paid by the students.  The financial 
condition of the University may be adversely affected by changes in the economy (particularly in the 
States of Wisconsin and Illinois, from which the University draws a significant percentage of its students) 
that result in a decreased ability of students to pay for the costs of education. Inflation in the costs of 
operating the University in excess of that anticipated could result in increases in tuition and other student 
charges beyond the economic means of prospective students. 

In developing its facilities and endowment fund, the University has depended upon donated funds 
and operating surpluses. The financial condition of the University may be adversely affected by any 
change that results in decreased donations, including but not limited to certain changes in the current 
federal tax laws that encourage donations, and the failure to achieve operating surpluses in the future.  
The endowment fund of the University is invested in securities which are subject to market fluctuation. 
The financial condition of the University may be adversely affected by adverse market conditions. 

COVID-19 Pandemic  

COVID-19, a respiratory disease caused by a novel strain of coronavirus, has spread around the 
world, including in the United States.  The World Health Organization has declared it a pandemic and the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention confirmed the spread of the disease to the United States in 
February 2020.  The rapid spread of COVID-19, including by variants of the coronavirus that have 
emerged since the initial outbreak, has altered the behavior of people and businesses in a manner that is 
resulting in significant negative effects on global, federal, state, and local economies and presents unique 
challenges to colleges and universities. Nearly all industries and businesses, including colleges and 
universities, have encountered and expect to further encounter significant disruption in their operations 
and the resulting deterioration of their financial condition. COVID-19 developments and related 
governmental and regulatory responses are evolving.  The University’s operations and finances have been 
materially and adversely impacted by the COVID-19 outbreak, and because of the evolving nature of the 
COVID-19 outbreak and the uncertainty of its duration, the cumulative impact of the crisis on the 
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University’s operations and financial condition cannot be fully determined at this time.  For the 
University’s response to COVID-19, see APPENDIX A – COVID-19. 

In addition to the items described or referred to elsewhere in BONDHOLDERS’ RISKS and the 
discussion relating to COVID-19 in APPENDIX A there are a variety of factors related to or arising in 
connection with the COVID-19 outbreak that may also adversely affect the operations or finances of the 
University, although the extent cannot be presently determined, including, among others:  (1) changes in 
the demand for higher education at the University, including any changes resulting from general health 
concerns or from any change in the current mix of in-person, remote and hybrid instruction at the 
University’s campus; (2) changes in the level of enrollment or the level of net tuition and fees; (3) 
changes in the level of demand from international students; (4) changes in the level of demand for on-
campus student housing and other auxiliary services; (5) an increase in the costs of health care services 
provided to students or in health care benefits, retirement plan or other benefit packages offered by the 
University to its employees and retirees; (6) litigation, including litigation relating to claims for tuition or 
fees refunds relating to COVID-19 or changes to University programs as a result of COVID-19; (7) any 
adverse effect on the University’s investments; and (8) any adverse effect on the University’s fundraising 
efforts.   

Because of the evolving nature of the circumstances described above, the full impact of COVID-
19 and the scope of its potential adverse effects on the University’s finances and operations (including 
regulatory requirements and operational constraints, and/or higher costs) cannot be fully determined at 
this time. Further or renewed spread of COVID-19 or any other similar outbreaks in the future and the 
continued impact on social interaction, travel, economies and financial markets may continue to adversely 
affect the demand for on-campus instruction at colleges and universities such as the University, the ability 
of the University to conduct its operations, the cost of the University’s operations, the returns on and 
value of the University’s investments, and the secondary market for and value of bonds issued by or in 
favor of the University, including the Bonds. 

Internal Revenue Code Compliance 

The Internal Revenue Service has determined that the University is a tax-exempt organization 
described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Code and exempt from taxation under Section 501(a) of the Code.  
In the opinion of the associate general counsel to the University, the University operates in a manner 
consistent with such status as an organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Code.  As a tax-
exempt, charitable organization, the University and its operations are subject to various requirements 
specified by the Code and the regulations promulgated thereunder.  Compliance with those requirements 
is necessary to maintain the tax-exempt status of the University. 

Among the various provisions applicable to the University are restrictions prohibiting the 
University from entering into transactions with certain persons if such transactions would result in private 
inurement to, or confer a private benefit on, any such person. 

The opinion of its associate general counsel that the University is a tax-exempt organization is not 
binding upon the Internal Revenue Service or on any court.  If the University should fail to meet any of 
the requirements specified by the Code and regulations thereunder as necessary to maintain its tax-exempt 
status, action could be initiated by federal, state or local tax authorities to attempt to subject the 
University, its property, and its revenues to taxation.  If successful, such action could cause interest on the 
Bonds to be taxable to the holders thereof.  The failure of the University to maintain its tax-exempt status 
could constitute a default under the Loan Agreement and the Bond Indenture.  The University has 
covenanted in the Loan Agreement that it will not take or omit to take any action, if such act or omission 
would result in an Event of Taxability, as defined in the Loan Agreement. 
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Taxation of Interest on the Bonds 

Because the existence and continuation of the excludability of the interest on the Bonds from 
federal gross income of the owners thereof depends upon events occurring after the date of issuance of the 
Bonds, the opinion of Bond Counsel described under the caption “TAX MATTERS” herein assumes the 
compliance by the University and the Bond Trustee with the provisions of the Code, and the regulations 
relating thereto.  No opinion is expressed by Bond Counsel with respect to the excludability of the interest 
on the Bonds in the event of noncompliance with such provisions.  The failure of the University to 
comply with the provisions of the Code and the regulations thereunder may cause the interest on Bonds to 
become includable in gross income of the owners thereof as of the date of issuance. 

Tax Audits 

From time to time, taxing authorities conduct tax audits on non-profit organizations to confirm 
that such organizations are in compliance with applicable tax rules and in some instances have collected 
significant payments as part of the settlement process.  The University is not currently under a tax audit.  

Information Not Verified 

Information concerning the University has been obtained from the University.  The information 
has not been independently verified. 

Enforceability of Remedies 

All legal opinions with respect to the enforceability of the Bond Indenture and Loan Agreement 
will be expressly subject to a qualification that enforceability thereof may be limited by bankruptcy, 
reorganization, insolvency, moratorium, fraudulent conveyance or other similar laws affecting creditors’ 
rights generally, and by applicable principles of equity if equitable remedies are sought. 

Marketability of Bonds 

Although the Underwriters may engage in secondary market transactions, they are not obligated 
to do so. No assurance is given, and none can be given, by the University or the Underwriters that a more 
robust secondary market for the Series 2022 Bonds will be re-established (in the near or longer term) or, 
if re-established, will not be disrupted by ongoing world events, including but not limited to, the ongoing 
COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, there is no assurance that a secondary market for the Bonds will 
develop or that Bondholders who wish to sell their Bonds prior to their stated maturity will be able to do 
so. 

Acceleration of Maturity 

An event of default under the Bond Indenture may result in an acceleration of the maturity of the 
Bonds.  In such event, an owner whose Bonds are accelerated may not have the opportunity to hold such 
Bonds for a time period consistent with such owner’s original investment intentions. 

Amendment of the Master Indenture, the Bond Indenture and the Loan Agreement 

The Obligated Group and the Master Trustee may, without the consent of, or notice to, any 
holders of the Notes issued under the Master Indenture (the “Master Notes”), amend or supplement the 
Master Indenture in certain circumstances as provided in the Master Indenture.  In addition, certain 
amendments to the Master Indenture may be made with the consent of the holders of a majority in 
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aggregate principal amount of outstanding Master Notes.  Such amendments may adversely affect the 
security of the owners of the Bonds, and such percentage may be composed wholly or partially of the 
holders of Master Notes other than the Series 2022 Note.  See “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN 
PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE – Supplemental Master Indentures” in APPENDIX C.   

Certain amendments to the Bond Indenture and the Loan Agreement may be made without the 
consent of the owners of the Bonds, and other amendments thereto may be made with the consent of the 
owners of a majority in aggregate principal amount of the outstanding Bonds.  Such amendments may 
adversely affect the security of the owners of the Bonds.  See “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN 
PROVISIONS OF THE BOND INDENTURE – Supplemental Bond Indentures Not Requiring the 
Consent of the Registered Owners,” “– Supplemental Bond Indentures Requiring the Consent of the 
Registered Owners,” “– Amendments to Certain of the Borrower’s Documents Not Requiring the Consent 
of the Registered Owners,” and “– Amendments to Certain of the Borrower’s Documents Requiring the 
Consent of the Registered Owners” in APPENDIX D hereto. 

Cyber Security Risk 

The University like other public and private entities, relies on a technological environment to 
conduct its operations. As a recipient and provider of personal, private or sensitive information, the 
University is subject to multiple cyber threats including, but not limited to, hacking, viruses, malware and 
other attacks on computer and other sensitive digital networks and systems. Entities or individuals may 
attempt to gain unauthorized access to the University’s digital systems for the purposes of 
misappropriating assets or information or causing operational disruption and damage.  

The University is not aware of any successful cyber threat event to date; however, no assurances 
can be given that the University’s efforts to manage cyber threats and attacks will be successful or that 
any such attack will not materially impact the operations or finances of the University.  The University 
carries cyber liability insurance.   

Other Risk Factors 

The occurrence of any of the following events, or other unanticipated events, could adversely 
affect the operations of the University: 

l. inability of the University to control increases in operating costs, including salaries, 
wages and fringe benefits, supplies, utility costs and other expenses, without being able to obtain 
corresponding increases in revenues from students or other revenues; 

2. unionization, employee strikes, and other adverse labor actions which could result in a 
substantial increase in expenditures without a corresponding increase in revenues; 

3. the occurrence of any natural disasters or other disruptions that impair the operations of 
the University; or 

4. possible modification and repeal of existing federal and state tax laws and regulations 
affecting the tax-exempt status of non-profit organizations, income taxes, property taxes, or other loss by 
the University of the present advantages of certain provisions of said laws. 
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RATING 

A rating of “A2” has been assigned to the Series 2022 Bonds by Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. 
(“Moody’s”).  The rating and an explanation of its significance may be obtained from Moody’s. 

The University has furnished Moody’s with certain information and materials relating to the 
Series 2022 Bonds and the University that have not been included in this Official Statement.  Generally, 
Moody’s bases its rating on the information and materials furnished to it and on investigations, studies 
and assumptions of its own.  There is no assurance that the “A2” rating will continue for any given period 
of time or that the rating will not be revised downward or withdrawn entirely by Moody’s if, in the 
judgment of Moody’s, circumstances so warrant.  Neither the Authority, the Underwriters nor the 
University has undertaken any responsibility to bring to the attention of the holders of the Series 2022 
Bonds any proposed revision or withdrawal of the rating of the Series 2022 Bonds or to oppose any such 
proposed revision or withdrawal.  Any such change in or withdrawal of such rating could have an adverse 
effect on the market price of the Series 2022 Bonds. 

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS 

The consolidated financial statements of the University as of and for the fiscal years ended June 
30, 2021 and 2020, included in APPENDIX B to this Official Statement, have been audited by KPMG 
LLP, the University’s independent auditor, as stated in their report appearing herein.  KPMG LLP has not 
been engaged to perform and has not performed, since the date of its report included in APPENDIX B, 
any procedures on the consolidated financial statements addressed in that report.  KPMG LLP also has 
not performed any procedures relating to this Official Statement. 

LITIGATION 

Authority  

There is not now pending or, to the knowledge of the Authority, threatened any litigation 
restraining or enjoining the issuance or delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds or questioning or affecting the 
validity of the Series 2022 Bonds or the proceedings or authority under which they are to be issued.  
Neither the creation, organization or existence of the Authority, nor the title of the present members or 
other officials of the Authority to their respective positions, is being contested.  There is no litigation 
pending or, to the Authority’s knowledge, threatened which in any manner questions the right of the 
Authority to enter into the Bond Indenture or the Loan Agreement or to secure the Series 2022 Bonds in 
the manner provided in the Bond Indenture and the Act. 

University  

There is no litigation pending or, to the knowledge of the University, threatened which in any 
manner questions the right of the University to secure the Series 2022 Bonds in accordance with the 
provisions of the Bond Indenture, the Loan Agreement or the Master Indenture.  There is no litigation, 
proceeding or investigation pending or, to the University’s knowledge, threatened, except litigation, 
proceedings or investigations in which the probable ultimate recoveries and the estimated costs and 
expenses of defense, either will be entirely within the applicable insurance policy limits of the University 
(subject to applicable deductibles) or will not have a materially adverse effect on the operations or 
condition, financial or otherwise, of the University. 
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LEGAL MATTERS 

Legal matters incident to the authorization and validity of the Series 2022 Bonds are subject to 
the approval of Quarles & Brady LLP, Bond Counsel to the Authority, whose approving opinion will be 
delivered with the Series 2022 Bonds. Certain legal matters will be passed on for the Authority by 
Quarles & Brady LLP, its general counsel, for the University by its associate general counsel and by its 
special counsel, Quarles & Brady LLP, and for the Underwriters by their counsel, Squire Patton Boggs 
(US) LLP. 

TAX MATTERS 

In General 

The opinion of Bond Counsel and the descriptions of the tax laws contained in this Official 
Statement are based on laws and official interpretations of them that are in existence on the date the Series 
2022 Bonds are issued.  There can be no assurance that those laws or the interpretations of them will not 
change or that new laws will not be enacted or regulations issued while the Series 2022 Bonds are 
outstanding in a manner that would adversely affect the value of any investment in the Series 2022 Bonds 
or the tax treatment of the interest paid on the Series 2022 Bonds. 

Federal Income Tax Opinion of Bond Counsel 

Quarles & Brady LLP, Bond Counsel, will deliver a legal opinion with respect to the federal 
income tax exemption applicable to the interest on the Series 2022 Bonds under existing law in 
substantially the form attached as APPENDIX E hereto. 

Wisconsin Income Tax 

The interest on the Series 2022 Bonds is not exempt from present Wisconsin income taxes. 

Original Issue Discount 

To the extent that the initial public offering price of certain of the Series 2022 Bonds is less than 
the principal amount payable at maturity, such Series 2022 Bonds (“Discounted Bonds”) will be 
considered to be issued with original issue discount.  The original issue discount is the excess of the stated 
redemption price at maturity of a Discounted Bond over the initial offering price to the public, excluding 
underwriters or other intermediaries, at which price a substantial amount of such Discounted Bonds were 
sold (“issue price”).  With respect to a taxpayer who purchases a Discounted Bond in the initial public 
offering at the issue price and who holds such Discounted Bond to maturity, the full amount of original 
issue discount will constitute interest that is not includible in the gross income of the owner of such 
Discounted Bond for federal income tax purposes and such owner will not, subject to the caveats and 
provisions herein described, realize taxable capital gain upon payment of such Discounted Bond upon 
maturity. 

Original issue discount is treated as compounding semiannually, at a rate determined by reference 
to the yield to maturity of each individual Discounted Bond, on days that are determined by reference to 
the maturity date of such Discounted Bond.  The amount treated as original issue discount on a 
Discounted Bond for a particular semiannual accrual period is generally equal to (a) the product of (i) the 
yield to maturity for such Discounted Bond (determined by compounding at the close of each accrual 
period) and (ii) the amount that would have been the tax basis of such Discounted Bond at the beginning 
of the particular accrual period if held by the original purchaser; and less (b) the amount of any interest 
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payable for such Discounted Bond during the accrual period.  The tax basis is determined by adding to the 
initial public offering price on such Discounted Bond the sum of the amounts that have been treated as 
original issue discount for such purposes during all prior periods.  If a Discounted Bond is sold or 
exchanged between semiannual compounding dates, original issue discount that would have been accrued 
for that semiannual compounding period for federal income tax purposes is to be apportioned in equal 
amounts among the days in such compounding period.   

For federal income tax purposes, the amount of original issue discount that is treated as having 
accrued with respect to such Discounted Bond is added to the cost basis of the owner in determining gain 
or loss upon disposition of a Discounted Bond (including its sale, exchange, redemption, or payment at 
maturity).  Amounts received upon disposition of a Discounted Bond that are attributable to accrued 
original issue discount will be treated as tax-exempt interest, rather than as taxable gain. 

The accrual or receipt of original issue discount on the Discounted Bonds may result in certain 
collateral federal income tax consequences for the owners of such Discounted Bonds.  The extent of these 
collateral tax consequences will depend upon the owner’s particular tax status and other items of income 
or deduction. 

The Code contains additional provisions relating to the accrual of original issue discount.  
Owners who purchase Discounted Bonds at a price other than the issue price or who purchase such 
Discounted Bonds in the secondary market should consult their own tax advisors with respect to the tax 
consequences of owning the Discounted Bonds.  Under the applicable provisions governing the 
determination of state and local taxes, accrued interest on the Discounted Bonds may be deemed to be 
received in the year of accrual even though there will not be a corresponding cash payment until a later 
year.  Owners of Discounted Bonds should consult their own tax advisors with respect to the state and 
local tax consequences of owning the Discounted Bonds. 

Bond Premium 

To the extent that the initial offering prices of certain of the Series 2022 Bonds are more than the 
principal amount payable at maturity, such Bonds (“Premium Bonds”) will be considered to have bond 
premium. 

Any Premium Bond purchased in the initial offering at the issue price will have “amortizable 
bond premium” within the meaning of Section 171 of the Code.  The amortizable bond premium of each 
Premium Bond is calculated on a daily basis from the issue date of such Premium Bond until its stated 
maturity date (or call date, if any) on the basis of a constant instant rate compounded at each accrual 
period (with straight line interpolation between the compounding dates).  An owner of a Premium Bond 
that has amortizable bond premium is not allowed any deduction for the amortizable bond premium; 
rather the amortizable bond premium attributable to a taxable year is applied against (and operates to 
reduce) the amount of tax-exempt interest payments on the Premium Bonds.  During each taxable year, 
such an owner must reduce his or her tax basis in such Premium Bond by the amount of the amortizable 
bond premium that is allocable to the portion of such taxable year during which the holder held such 
Premium Bond.  The adjusted tax basis in a Premium Bond will be used to determine taxable gain or loss 
upon a disposition (including the sale, exchange, redemption, or payment at maturity) of such Premium 
Bond. 

Owners of Premium Bonds who did not purchase such Premium Bonds in the initial offering at 
the issue price should consult their own tax advisors with respect to the tax consequences of owning such 
Premium Bonds.  Owners of Premium Bonds should consult their own tax advisors with respect to the 
state and local tax consequences of owning the Premium Bonds. 
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Other Federal Income Tax Considerations 

Prospective purchasers of the Series 2022 Bonds should be aware that ownership of the Series 
2022 Bonds may result in collateral federal income tax consequences to certain taxpayers.  Bond Counsel 
will not express any opinion as to such collateral tax consequences.  Prospective purchasers of the Series 
2022 Bonds should consult their tax advisors as to collateral federal income tax consequences of owning 
the Series 2022 Bonds.  Investors should consult their tax advisors to determine how the provisions 
described under this heading and under the subheadings “Original Issue Discount” and “Bond Premium,” 
and other provisions of the Code relating to the ownership of tax-exempt obligations apply to them. 

From time to time legislation is proposed, and there are or may be legislative proposals pending 
in the Congress of the United States that, if enacted, could alter or amend the federal tax matters referred 
to above or adversely affect the market value of the Series 2022 Bonds.  It cannot be predicted whether, 
or in what form, any proposal that could alter one or more of the federal tax matters referred to above or 
adversely affect the market value of the Series 2022 Bonds may be enacted.  Prospective purchasers of the 
Series 2022 Bonds should consult their own tax advisors regarding any pending or proposed federal tax 
legislation.  Bond Counsel expresses no opinion regarding any pending or proposed federal tax 
legislation. 

CONTINUING DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT 

The University will enter into a Continuing Disclosure Agreement (the “Agreement”) for the 
benefit of the Series 2022 Bondholders and will provide certain information annually and notice of certain 
events as they occur to the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (“MSRB”) consistent with the 
requirements of Section (b)(5) of Rule 15c2-12 (the “Rule”) adopted by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”).  Information 
to be provided on an annual basis will be provided by the University not later than 180 days after the 
close of each fiscal year.  The information to be provided on an annual basis, the events which will be 
noticed on an occurrence basis and the other terms of the Agreement, including termination, amendment 
and remedies, are set forth under the caption “FORM OF CONTINUING DISCLOSURE 
AGREEMENT” in APPENDIX F.  Other than the University, no other obligated person has agreed to 
provide annual financial information or notice of events. 

Failure by the University to comply with the Agreement will not constitute an event of default 
under the Master Indenture, Bond Indenture or Loan Agreement and Series 2022 Bondholders are limited 
to the remedies described in the Agreement.  See the caption “FORM OF CONTINUING DISCLOSURE 
AGREEMENT – Default” in APPENDIX F.  Failure by the University to comply with the Agreement 
must be reported in accordance with the Rule and must be considered by any broker, dealer or municipal 
securities dealer before recommending the purchase or sale of the Series 2022 Bonds in the secondary 
market.  Consequently, any such failure may adversely affect the transferability and liquidity of the Series 
2022 Bonds and their market price. 

The University maintains an unsecured line of credit. In April 2020 the amount available under 
the line of credit was increased from $25.00 million to $50.00 million.  No event notice was filed with 
respect to the line of credit at that time.  On March 29, 2022 the University filed a notice with the MSRB 
through its “EMMA” system with respect to that increase and providing certain additional information 
with respect to the line of credit.  See, also, APPENDIX A –Indebtedness.  The University is subject to 
certain continuing disclosure requirements pursuant to existing disclosure agreements (the “Existing 
Disclosure Agreements”) entered into by the University in connection with the issuance of various other 
series of tax-exempt bonds.  During the past five years except as noted, above, the University has 
complied in all material respects with its Existing Disclosure Agreements.  
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UNDERWRITING 

The Underwriters, for whom Barclays Capital Inc. is acting as representative (the 
“Representative”), have agreed, jointly and severally, to purchase the Series 2022 Bonds when, as and if 
issued at an aggregate purchase price of $63,430,110.30 (reflecting a par amount of $56,590,000.00 plus 
premium of $7,187,733.25, less an underwriting discount of $347,622.95) pursuant to a Bond Purchase 
Agreement, as accepted by the University and the Authority.  The Underwriters intend to make an initial 
public offering of the Series 2022 Bonds at not in excess of the public offering prices set forth on the 
cover page of this Official Statement.  The University has agreed to indemnify the Underwriters and the 
Authority against certain liabilities relating to this Official Statement.  The Underwriters may offer and 
sell the Series 2022 Bonds to certain dealers (including dealers depositing Series 2022 Bonds into 
investment trusts) and others at prices lower than the public offering prices stated on the cover page 
hereof. The obligation of the Underwriters to accept delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds will be subject to 
various conditions set forth in the Bond Purchase Agreement. 

In the ordinary course of their respective businesses, the Underwriters and certain of their 
affiliates have engaged, and may in the future engage, in investment banking or commercial banking 
transactions with the University.  

CERTAIN FORWARD DELIVERY CONSIDERATIONS 
RELATED TO THE SERIES 2022 BONDS 

Subject to the terms of the Bond Purchase Agreement, the Authority expects to issue and deliver 
the Series 2022 Bonds on the Settlement Date. The obligation of the Underwriters to purchase the Series 
2022 Bonds from the Authority on the Settlement Date is subject to the satisfaction (or waiver) of certain 
conditions on each of the Preliminary Closing Date (as defined in the Bond Purchase Agreement and 
expected to be April 14, 2022) and the Settlement Date. During the period from and including the 
effective date of the Bond Purchase Agreement (the “Sale Date”) to and including the Preliminary 
Closing Date the conditions to be satisfied and the rights of the Underwriters to terminate the Bond 
Purchase Agreement are, in general, comparable to those in connection with bond closings that utilize a 
standard two to three-week period between sale dates and settlement dates. 

The description of the Bond Purchase Agreement herein is not to be considered a full statement of 
the terms of the Bond Purchase Agreement and accordingly is qualified by reference thereto and is subject 
to the full text hereof. 

The issuance and purchase of the Series 2022 Bonds on the Settlement Date are subject to the 
satisfaction of certain conditions set forth in the Bond Purchase Agreement, including, among other 
things, the delivery to the Representative of certain documents and legal opinions on and as of the 
Preliminary Closing Date and certain additional documents and legal opinions, and the satisfaction of 
other conditions, on and as of the Settlement Date, including the delivery to the Representative of: (i) the 
opinion of Bond Counsel relating to the Series 2022 Bonds, substantially in the form and to the effect set 
forth in APPENDIX E, and (ii) written evidence satisfactory to the Representative that Moody’s 
continues to rate (at any level) the Series 2022 Bonds. Changes or proposed changes in federal or state 
laws, court decisions, regulations or proposed regulations or rulings of administrative agencies occurring 
or in effect prior to the Settlement Date or the failure by the University or the Authority to provide closing 
documents of the type customarily required in connection with the issuance of state and local government 
tax exempt bonds could prevent those conditions from being satisfied. None of the Series 2022 Bonds 
will be issued unless all of the Series 2022 Bonds are issued and delivered on the Settlement Date. 
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BY PLACING AN ORDER WITH THE UNDERWRITERS FOR THE PURCHASE OF THE 
SERIES 2022 BONDS, EACH PURCHASER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT (I) THE 
SERIES 2022 BONDS ARE BEING SOLD ON A “DELAYED DELIVERY” BASIS, (II) EACH 
PURCHASER WILL SIGN, AND DELIVER TO THE UNDERWRITERS, A DELAYED DELIVERY 
CONTRACT SUBSTANTIALLY IN THE FORM ATTACHED AS APPENDIX G HERETO AS A 
CONDITION TO ANY SERIES 2022 BONDS BEING ALLOCATED TO SUCH PURCHASER AND 
(III) ASSUMING THE ISSUANCE AND DELIVERY OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS TO THE 
UNDERWRITERS, EACH PURCHASER IS OBLIGATED TO ACCEPT DELIVERY AND PAY FOR 
SERIES 2022 BONDS ALLOCATED TO IT IN THE DELAYED DELIVERY CONTRACT (THE 
“PURCHASED BONDS”) ON THE SETTLEMENT DATE UNLESS SUCH OBLIGATION TO 
PURCHASE HAS BEEN TERMINATED BY SUCH PURCHASER PRIOR TO THE SETTLEMENT 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DELAYED DELIVERY CONTRACT. EACH PURCHASER 
SHOULD REVIEW THE FORM OF THE DELAYED DELIVERY CONTRACT ATTACHED AS 
APPENDIX G TO THIS OFFICIAL STATEMENT FOR A DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENTS THAT 
WOULD PERMIT THE PURCHASER TO TERMINATE ITS OBLIGATION TO PURCHASE THE 
PURCHASED BONDS. 

During the period of time between the date of this Official Statement and the Settlement Date (the 
“Delayed Delivery Period”), certain information contained in this Official Statement could change in a 
material respect. Except as described above, the Underwriters may not refuse to purchase the Series 2022 
Bonds, and the purchasers may not refuse to purchase the Series 2022 Bonds pursuant to the hereinafter 
referred to Delayed Delivery Contracts, by reason of “general market or credit changes,” including, but 
not limited to, (a) changes in the rating assigned to the Series 2022 Bonds, or (b) changes in the financial 
condition, operations, performance, properties or prospects of the University prior to the Settlement Date. 

Although the University is not aware, as of the date of this Official Statement, of any information 
that would lead it to believe that it will be unable to satisfy its obligations under the Bond Purchase 
Agreement on the Settlement Date, no assurances can be made that, as of the Settlement Date: (i) there 
will have been no change in law; (ii) the facts and circumstances that are material to one or more of the 
required legal opinions will not differ from the facts and circumstances as of the Sale Date; or (iii) that all 
necessary certifications and representations can or will be delivered and made in connection with the 
proposed issuance and delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds. As a consequence of any of the foregoing, one 
or more of such legal opinions may not be rendered or one or more of the Settlement Date conditions in 
the Bond Purchase Agreement may not be met, with the possible result that the issuance of the Series 
2022 Bonds and purchase thereof will not occur. 

Settlement Date 

The Underwriters’ obligations under the Bond Purchase Agreement to purchase, accept delivery 
of and pay for the Series 2022 Bonds on the Settlement Date are conditioned upon the performance by the 
Authority of its obligations thereunder, the delivery of certain certificates and legal opinions, and the 
satisfaction of other conditions as of the Settlement Date. The Underwriters may terminate the Bond 
Purchase Agreement without liability at any time during the Delayed Delivery Period if any of the 
following shall occur:  

(a) legislation shall be enacted by the United States or a decision by a court of the United States 
or the United States Tax Court shall be rendered or a ruling or regulation (final, temporary or proposed) 
shall be made by or on behalf of the Treasury Department of the United States, or a release or official 
statement shall be issued by the President, or the Treasury Department, that makes the revenues or other 
income of the general character expected to be derived by the Authority under the Loan Agreement or the 
Bond Indenture, or the interest received on bonds of the general character of the Series 2022 Bonds, 
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subject to federal income taxation, or would have the effect of changing directly or indirectly the federal 
income taxation, on bonds of the general character of the Series 2022 Bonds in the hands of the owners 
thereof, and as a result of which, Quarles & Brady LLP (“Bond Counsel”) cannot deliver its opinion on 
the Settlement Date in substantially the form attached to the Official Statement as Appendix E; or 

(b) for any other reason on the Settlement Date, Bond Counsel cannot deliver its opinion 
substantially in the form attached to the Official Statement as Appendix E; or  

(c) there shall have been (i) any change in or addition to applicable federal or state law, whether 
statutory or as interpreted by the courts, including any changes in or new rules, regulations or other 
pronouncements or interpretations by federal or state agencies, (ii) any legislation enacted by the 
Congress of the United States or introduced therein or recommended for passage by the President of the 
United States (if such enacted, introduced or recommended legislation has a proposed effective date that 
is on or before the Settlement Date), (iii) any law, rule or regulation proposed or enacted by any 
governmental body, department or agency (if such proposed or enacted law, rule or regulation has a 
proposed effective date that is on or before the Settlement Date) or (iv) any judgment, ruling or order 
issued by any court or administrative body, which in any case would, (A) as to the Underwriters, prohibit 
(or have the retroactive effect of prohibiting, if enacted, adopted, passed or finalized) the Underwriters 
from completing the underwriting of the Series 2022 Bonds or selling the Series 2022 Bonds or beneficial 
ownership interests therein to the public or, (B) as to the Authority and the University, would make the 
issuance, sale or delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds illegal (or have the retroactive effect of making such 
issuance, sale or delivery illegal, if enacted, adopted, passed or finalized); or 

(d) there shall be in force a general suspension of trading on the New York Stock Exchange or 
other major exchange, or minimum or maximum prices for trading shall have been fixed and be in force, 
or maximum ranges for prices for securities shall have been required and be in force on any exchange, 
whether by virtue of determinations by that exchange or by order of the Securities Exchange Commission 
or any other governmental authority having jurisdiction; or 

(e) a general banking moratorium shall have been declared by federal, Wisconsin or New York 
authorities; or a material disruption in commercial banking, security settlement or clearance services that, 
in the reasonable judgment of the Representative, would prevent delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds; or 

(f) General Counsel to the Authority and Special Counsel to the University fail to deliver their 
respective opinions that the Series 2022 Bonds will be exempt securities under the Securities Act of 1933, 
as amended (the “Securities Act”) and it is not necessary in connection with the offering and sale of the 
Series 2022 Bonds to register the Series 2022 Bonds and the Series 2022 Note under the Securities Act, 
and that it is not necessary in connection with the offering and sale of the Series 2022 Bonds to qualify 
the Bond Indenture and the Master Indenture under the Trust Indenture Act of 1939, as amended (the 
“Trust Indenture Act”), for any reason; or 

(g) a stop order, ruling, regulation, or statement by or on behalf of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission or any other governmental agency having jurisdiction of the subject matter shall be issued or 
made to the effect that the issuance, offering, sale or distribution of obligations of the general character of 
the Series 2022 Bonds is in violation or would be in violation of any provisions of the Securities Act, the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Trust Indenture Act; or  

(h) (i) any legislation shall be enacted, or (ii) any action shall be taken by: (1) the Securities and 
Exchange Commission or any other agency of the federal government having jurisdiction of the subject 
matter or (2) a court of competent jurisdiction, which has the effect of requiring registration of the Series 
2022 Bonds under the Securities Act, or the Bond Indenture or Master Indenture, or any other document 
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executed in connection with the transactions contemplated in the Bond Purchase Agreement, to be 
qualified under the Trust Indenture Act; or that the issuance, offering, or sale of obligations of the general 
character of the Series 2022 Bonds, as contemplated by the Bond Purchase Agreement or by the Official 
Statement or otherwise, is or would be in violation of federal securities law as amended and then in effect; 
or 

(i) any fact, condition or circumstance exists that, but for the passage of time or giving of notice 
or both, would constitute an Event of Default under the Series 2022 Supplement (and relatedly the Master 
Indenture), the Loan Agreement or the Bond Indenture upon the execution and effectiveness thereof; or 

(j) the Underwriters determine that, in their reasonable opinion, the Official Statement contains 
an untrue statement of a material fact or omits to state a material fact necessary to make the statements 
herein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, which untrue 
statement or omission has not been addressed by an amendment or supplement to the Official Statement 
in a form and in a manner approved by the Representative; or 

(k) on the Settlement Date, the Series 2022 Bonds are not rated by Moody’s.  

If any change in law involves the enactment of legislation that only diminishes the value of, as 
opposed to eliminating the exclusion from gross income for federal income tax purposes of interest 
payable on “state or local bonds,” the Authority and the University may, nonetheless, be able to satisfy 
the requirements for the delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds from the Authority and a purchaser would be 
required to accept delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds from the Underwriters.  

NONE OF THE UNDERWRITERS (NOR, IN TURN, ANY PURCHASER OF THE SERIES 2022 
BONDS FROM THE UNDERWRITERS) MAY REFUSE TO PURCHASE THE SERIES 2022 BONDS 
BY REASON OF “GENERAL MARKET OR CREDIT CHANGES,” INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, (A) CHANGES IN THE RATING (EXCLUDING SUSPENSION OR WITHDRAWAL 
OF THE RATING) ASSIGNED TO THE SERIES 2022 BONDS ON THE SALE DATE, OR (B) 
CHANGES IN THE FINANCIAL CONDITION, OPERATIONS, PERFORMANCE, PROPERTIES OR 
PROSPECTS OF THE UNIVERSITY PRIOR TO THE SETTLEMENT DATE. 

Additional Risks Related to the Delayed Delivery Period  

DURING THE DELAYED DELIVERY PERIOD, CERTAIN INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS 
OFFICIAL STATEMENT COULD CHANGE IN A MATERIAL RESPECT. ANY CHANGES IN 
SUCH INFORMATION WILL NOT PERMIT THE UNDERWRITERS TO TERMINATE THE BOND 
PURCHASE AGREEMENT, PERMIT A PURCHASER TO TERMINATE ITS OBLIGATIONS 
UNDER THE DELAYED DELIVERY AGREEMENT OR RELEASE A PURCHASER FROM ITS 
COMMITMENTS TO PURCHASE THE SERIES 2022 BONDS UNLESS THE CHANGE REFLECTS 
AN EVENT DESCRIBED UNDER “CERTAIN FORWARD DELIVERY CONSIDERATIONS 
RELATED TO THE SERIES 2022 BONDS — SETTLEMENT DATE.” IN ADDITION TO THE 
RISKS SET FORTH ABOVE, PURCHASERS OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS ARE SUBJECT TO 
CERTAIN ADDITIONAL RISKS, SOME OF WHICH ARE DESCRIBED BELOW, AND WHICH 
WILL NOT CONSTITUTE GROUNDS FOR ANY SUCH PURCHASERS TO REFUSE TO ACCEPT 
DELIVERY OF AND PAY FOR THE SERIES 2022 BONDS. 

Ratings Risk. Issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds and the Underwriters’ obligations under the 
Bond Purchase Agreement are not conditioned upon the assignment of any particular ratings for the 
Series 2022 Bonds or the maintenance of the ratings assigned to the Series 2022 Bonds as of the Sale 
Date. No assurance can be given that, at the Settlement Date, the rating on the Series 2022 Bonds 
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described under “RATING” will continue to be in effect or will be unchanged. A change in rating (other 
than the suspension or withdrawal of a rating) does not entitle the Underwriters to terminate the Bond 
Purchase Agreement or release the Underwriters from their obligations to purchase the Series 2022 
Bonds. 

Secondary Market Risk. The Underwriters are not obligated to make a secondary market in the 
Series 2022 Bonds, and no assurances can be given that a secondary market will exist for the Series 2022 
Bonds, including during the Delayed Delivery Period. Purchasers of the Series 2022 Bonds should 
assume that the Series 2022 Bonds will be illiquid throughout the Delayed Delivery Period. 

Market Value Risk. The market value of the Series 2022 Bonds as of the Settlement Date may be 
affected by a variety of factors including, without limitation, general market conditions, the rating then 
assigned to the Series 2022 Bonds, the financial condition and business operations of the University and 
federal, state and local income tax and other laws. The market value of the Series 2022 Bonds as of the 
Settlement Date could therefore be higher or lower than the price to be paid by the initial purchasers of 
the Series 2022 Bonds and that difference could be material. The Underwriters will nevertheless be 
obligated to take delivery of and pay for the Series 2022 Bonds if the Settlement Date conditions to such 
acceptance and purchase in the Bond Purchase Agreement are satisfied. None of the University, the 
Underwriters or the Authority make any representation as to the expected market price of the Series 2022 
Bonds as of the Settlement Date. Further, no assurance can be given that the introduction or enactment of 
any future legislation will not affect the market price for the Series 2022 Bonds as of the Settlement Date 
or thereafter or will not have a materially adverse impact on any secondary market for the Series 2022 
Bonds. 

Tax Law Risk. Subject to the additional conditions of closing, delivery and settlement described 
under “CERTAIN FORWARD DELIVERY CONSIDERATIONS RELATED TO THE SERIES 2022 
BONDS — Settlement Date” above, the Bond Purchase Agreement obligates the Authority to deliver and 
the Underwriters to purchase and accept delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds if the Authority delivers an 
opinion of Bond Counsel with respect to the Series 2022 Bonds substantially in the form and to the effect 
as set forth in APPENDIX E. During the Delayed Delivery Period, new legislation, new court decisions, 
new regulations, or new rulings may be enacted, delivered, or promulgated, or existing law, including 
regulations adopted pursuant thereto, may be interpreted in a manner that might prevent Bond Counsel 
from rendering its opinion in the form and to the effect set forth in APPENDIX E, in which case the 
Underwriters would not be obligated to pay for and take delivery of the Bonds.  Notwithstanding that the 
enactment of new legislation, new court decisions, the promulgation of new regulations or rulings or 
reinterpretations of existing law might diminish the value of, or otherwise affect, the exclusion from gross 
income of interest payable on “state or local bonds” (such as the Bonds) for federal income tax purposes, 
Bond Counsel may still be able to satisfy the opinion requirement for the delivery of the Bonds.  In such 
event, the purchasers would be required to accept delivery of the Bonds.  Prospective purchasers are 
encouraged to consult their tax advisors regarding the likelihood of any such changes in tax law and the 
consequences of such changes to the purchasers.  See, also, “TAX MATTERS” herein. 

Obligation to Purchase. The Purchaser acknowledges and agrees that it will remain obligated to 
purchase the Purchased Bonds in accordance with the terms of the Delayed Delivery Contract, even if the 
Purchaser decides to sell Purchased Bonds following the date of the Delayed Delivery Contract, unless 
the Purchaser sells Purchased Bonds to another institution with the prior written consent of the 
Representative and such institution provides a written acknowledgment of confirmation of purchase order 
and a delayed delivery contract in the same respective forms as that executed by the Purchaser. 
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CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS  

University Trustee Patrick S. Lawton is Managing Director of Fixed Income Capital Markets for 
Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated.  Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated is one of the Underwriters of 
the Series 2022 Bonds. Mr. Lawton has abstained from voting on any matters related to the Series 2022 
Bonds, and Management of the University has determined that such disqualification from involvement in 
these matters resolves any conflicts of interest.  Quarles & Brady LLP is acting as issuer and bond 
counsel to the Authority in connection with the issuance and sale of the Bonds.  Quarles & Brady LLP 
also is acting as special counsel to the University in connection with the issuance and sale of the Bonds. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

The references herein to the Bond Indenture, the Series 2022 Bonds, the Loan Agreement, the 
Series 2022 Note, the Master Indenture and other materials are brief outlines of certain provisions thereof.  
Such outlines do not purport to be complete, and for full and complete statements of such provisions 
reference is made to such instruments and other materials, executed counterparts of which will be on file 
at the principal corporate trust office of the Bond Trustee subsequent to the delivery of the Series 2022 
Bonds. 
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All statements in this Official Statement involving matters of opinion, whether or not expressly so 
stated, are intended as such and not as representations of fact.  This Official Statement is not to be 
construed as a contract or agreement between the University or the Authority and the purchasers or 
owners of any of the Series 2022 Bonds.  The execution and delivery of this Official Statement have been 
duly authorized by the Authority.  The Authority has not, however, prepared nor made any independent 
investigation of the information contained in the Official Statement except the information under the 
captions “THE AUTHORITY” and “LITIGATION – Authority.” 

 WISCONSIN HEALTH AND EDUCATIONAL 
FACILITIES AUTHORITY 

  
By:   /s/ Larry D. Wiemer        

      Executive Director 
This Official Statement is approved:  

MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY   

 
By:  /s/ Joel Pogodzinski                                      

 

 Senior Vice President and  
 Chief Operating Officer 
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APPENDIX A 
  

MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY 
 
 

Description of the University 
 
Marquette is an independent, coeducational institution of higher education founded in 1881 by members of the 
Society of Jesus, a Catholic religious order established in 1540 by St. Ignatius of Loyola. 
 
The university is named after Father Jacques Marquette (1637-1675), a French Jesuit missionary and explorer in 
North America. He came to the New World to convert Native Americans to Christianity, a desire that led him to 
explore the continent. In 1673, he was part of an expedition that traveled the Mississippi River, and he was one of 
the first Europeans to visit the area that is now Milwaukee. 
 
The origins of Marquette University lie in the desires of the first Catholic bishop of Milwaukee, John Martin Henni, 
to start a college in his diocese. While on a fundraising trip to Europe in 1848-49, he obtained a pledge of $16,000 
from Guillaume DeBuey, a Belgian businessman, with which Henni asked the Jesuits to open a school in 
Milwaukee. Mindful of Jacques Marquette’s work as a missionary and explorer in the Midwest, Henni proposed that 
the institution be called Marquette College. Because the Jesuits lacked personnel to staff such an institution for 
decades, Marquette College did not open until 1881.  
 
Marquette remained a small liberal arts college for men at 10th and State Street until 1907. That year its leaders 
obtained a university charter from the State of Wisconsin and moved operations to a new building on Wisconsin 
Avenue east of Gesu Church, which had been completed in 1894. Between 1907 and 1913, Marquette expanded to 
include divisions of medicine, dentistry, nursing, pharmacy, law, business, engineering, music, and journalism. 
 
In 1909, influenced by requests from local Catholics and the Archbishop of Milwaukee, as well as the needs of 
Catholic parochial schools for certified teachers, the president of Marquette, Rev. John McCabe, S.J., decided that 
the university would conduct a summer school (itself an innovation for Catholic colleges and universities) and admit 
female students. It was the first Catholic university in the world to admit women, and by 1917, 375 women attended 
Marquette. Currently, women total about 56 percent of the students at Marquette.  
 
Following World War II, enrollment at Marquette increased dramatically, as happened at other American colleges 
and universities. Demand for graduate and professional education grew, and the university’s student body became 
more national in its composition. In the 1960s and 1970s, Marquette introduced doctoral programs in various fields 
including religious studies, biology, history, and chemistry. In 1969, the university expanded its board of trustees to 
include more Jesuits and, for the first time, laypeople. The composition of the current board reflects this expansion 
with seven Jesuits and 24 laypersons serving as board members. 
 
Marquette’s vision is to provide a Catholic, Jesuit education that is genuinely transformational so that our students 
graduate as not simply better educated, but also as better people, and to do so with such excellence that when asked 
to name the three or four best Catholic universities in America, people will include Marquette as a matter of course. 
Our mission is to search for truth, the discovery and sharing of knowledge, the fostering of personal and professional 
excellence, the promotion of a life of faith, and the development of leadership expressed in service to others. We are 
committed to the Jesuit ideals of faith, excellence, leadership, and service. 
 
Today, Marquette University has a campus of approximately 110 acres and 67 buildings located just blocks from 
downtown Milwaukee. It consists of 11 colleges and schools including Arts and Sciences, Business Administration, 
Communication, Dentistry, Education, Engineering, Graduate School, Graduate School of Management, Health 
Sciences, Law, and Nursing. Marquette continues to stress the liberal arts, and it remains committed to offering an 
education marked by intellectual excellence, the Judeo-Catholic tradition, and service to others. 
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Accreditations 
 
Marquette University is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission. Specific academic programs have also been 
accredited by numerous other organizations and associations. These accreditations assure a student that Marquette’s 
academic excellence is nationally recognized. In addition, a student has the security of knowing that Marquette’s 
credits could transfer to comparable institutions of learning, just as an incoming transfer student can be assured that 
Marquette is likely to honor most credits earned at a similarly accredited college or university. 
 
Marquette University’s accreditations include the following:  
 

All University: 
 Higher Learning Commission  

 
Special Accreditations: 
 Accreditation Commission for Midwifery Education (ACME) 
 Accreditation Review Commission on Education for Physician Assistant (ARC-PA) 
 American Bar Association 
 American Psychological Association 
 American Society of Exercise Physiologists  
 AACSB International – The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business 
 Commission on Accreditation of Athletic Training Education (CAATE) 
 Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education (CAPTE) 
 Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education  
 Commission on Dental Accreditation - American Dental Association  
 Computing Accreditation Commission of ABET 
 Council on Academic Accreditation in Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology 
 Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs 
 Council on Accreditation of Nurse Anesthesia Educational Programs (COA) 
 Engineering Accreditation Commission of ABET 
 National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences (NAACLS) 
 National Association of Schools of Theatre 

 
Certification, Licensure, Credentialing, and other Recognitions: 
 American Chemical Society  
 American Board of Physical Therapy Residency and Fellowship Education (ABPTRFE) 
 Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Institute 
 Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health Education Programs (CAAHEP) 
 National Strength and Conditioning Association 
 The Association of American Law Schools (AALS) 
 Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction  
 Wisconsin Board of Nursing 
 Illinois Board of Nursing 

 
 
University Governance 
 
The university is governed by a self-perpetuating board of trustees (the “board”), consisting of no fewer than 25 and 
no more than 40 elected trustees, of whom no fewer than five and no more than eight shall be members of the 
Society of Jesus. There are currently 31 board members, seven of whom are Jesuits. All Marquette University 
trustees, apart from the university president, are elected to serve three-year terms. With certain exceptions, trustees 
may not serve more than four consecutive terms. Approximately one-third of the members are elected annually by 
an affirmative vote of not less than one-half of all trustees present at the board’s annual meeting. 
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The chair and vice chair(s) of the board, Trusteeship Chairperson, chairpersons of the board’s standing committees, 
and between one and three other members of the board elected by the full board, and the university president form 
the board’s executive committee (the “executive committee”). At least one executive committee member shall be a 
member of the Society of Jesus. In the absence of the board, the executive committee may act on behalf of the board 
on all matters except those requiring the two-thirds vote of the board. 
 
The following presents a list of the trustees comprising the board and their business or professional affiliations. 
 
 
Mr. Todd Adams 
Vice Chair of Marquette Board 
Chairman of the Board 
and Chief Executive Officer 
Zurn Water Solutions 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 
 

 
Ms. Joanna M. Bauza 
President 
The Cervantes Group 
Chicago, Illinois 
 

 
Mr. Tim M. Bergstrom 
President and Chief Executive 
Officer 
Bergstrom Automotive 
Neenah, Wisconsin 

Mr. Rick T. Dillon 
Executive Vice President and 
Chief Financial Officer 
Enerpac Tool Group 
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 
 
 
Mr. Jon D. Hammes 
Managing Partner 
Hammes Company 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Mr. Robert J. Eck 
Chair of Marquette Board 
Retired Chief Executive Officer 
Anixter International Inc.  
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 
 
 
Ms. Nancy Hernandez 
President 
Hispanic Collaborative 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Hon. Janine P. Geske 
Retired Professor of Law and 
Retired Justice of the Wisconsin 
Supreme Court 
Bayside, Wisconsin 
 
 
Rev. Thomas A. Lawler, S.J. 
Director 
Jesuit Retreat House 
Lake Elmo, Minnesota 
 
 

Mr. Patrick S. Lawton 
Managing Director  
Fixed Income Capital Markets 
Group 
Robert W. Baird & Co. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Rev. Brian F. Linnane, S.J. 
President Emeritus 
Loyola University Maryland 
Jesuit Community of Loyola 
University Maryland 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Dr. Michael R. Lovell 
President 
Marquette University 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 

Mr. Vincent P. Lyles  
System Vice President 
Community Relations 
Advocate Aurora Health Care 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 

Mr. Raymond J. Manista 
Executive Vice President,  
Chief Legal Officer,  
Chief Compliance Officer and 
Secretary  
Northwestern Mutual 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 
 

Rev. Patrick McGrath, S.J.  
President 
Loyola Academy 
Wilmette, Illinois 
 

Ms. Kelly McShane 
Retired School Psychologist 
Bannockburn, Illinois 
 

Mr. Micky S. Minhas 
Senior Vice President 
Marconi 
Dallas, Texas 

Rev. Thomas Neitzke, S.J. 
Dean 
Arrupe College of Loyola 
University Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois 
 

Dr. Janis M. Orlowski 
Chief Health Care Officer 
Association of American  
Medical Colleges  
Washington, DC 
 

Rev. Michael Rozier, S.J. 
Assistant Professor of Health 
Management and Policy 
Saint Louis University 
Saint Louis, Missouri 
  
 

Rev. Nicholas Santos, S.J. 
Associate Professor of Marketing 
and Rector of the Jesuit Community 
Creighton University 
Omaha, Nebraska 
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Ms. Amy Ford Souders 
Principal and Director 
Cornerstone Government Affairs 
Washington, DC 
 
 

Mr. William R. Stemper 
President 
Comcast Business 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Mr. Owen J. Sullivan 
President and Chief  
Operating Officer 
NCR Corporation 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
 
 

Mr. Christopher J. Swift 
Chairman and Chief  
Executive Officer 
The Hartford 
Hartford, Connecticut 
 

Ms. Peggy Troy 
President and Chief 
Executive Officer 
Children’s Wisconsin 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 

Mr. Joseph A. Walicki 
Retired Chief Executive 
Officer and Vice Chairman  
Clarios 
Chalfont, Pennsylvania 
 

 
Mr. Thomas H. Werner 
Advisor to Chief Executive Officer  
SunPower Corporation 
Los Altos, California  
 

 
Ms. Chris Woleske 
President and Chief  
Executive Officer 
Bellin Health 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 
 

 
Hon. James A. Wynn, Jr. 
U.S. Circuit Court Judge 
U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the Fourth Circuit 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
 

 
Rev. Michael A. Zampelli, S.J. 
Associate Professor of Theatre 
Fordham University 
Bronx, New York 
 
 
The board may elect — from time to time — trustees emeriti and honorary trustees who have no votes. 
 
 
 
TRUSTEES EMERITI 
 

 

 
Mr. John A. Becker 
Retired President and 
Vice Chairman 
Firstar Corp. 
Sussex, Wisconsin 
 

 
Mr. John F. Bergstrom  
Executive Chairman 
Bergstrom Corp. 
Neenah, Wisconsin 
 

 
Ms. Natalie A. Black 
Retired Senior Vice President  
and Chief Legal Officer 
Kohler Co. 
Oostburg, Wisconsin 
 
 

Mr. John F. Ferraro 
Retired Global Chief  
Operating Officer 
Ernst & Young  
Naples, Florida 
 
 
Rev. James E. Grummer, S.J. 
Professor, Director of the  
Centro di Spiritualità Ignaziana, 
Superior of the Jesuit Community 
Pontificia Università Gregoriana 
Rome, Italy 
 
 
Mr. James F. Janz 
Managing Director 
Joseph and Vera Zilber  
Family Foundation 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 

Mr. Richard J. Fotsch 
Principal Member 
Olde School Industries LLC 
Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin 
 
 
 
Ms. Mary E. Henke 
President 
Gordon Henke Family Foundation 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Jeffrey A. Joerres 
Managing Partner 
Incito Capital LLC 
Hartland, Wisconsin 
 
 

Rev. James G. Gartland, S.J. 
Pastor 
St. Mary Student Parish 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
 
 
 
Mr. Darren R. Jackson 
Founder and Chair, 
All‐In Milwaukee  
Chairman of the Board 
Cree, Inc. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 
 
Mr. James H. Keyes 
Retired Chairman and CEO 
Johnson Controls, Inc. 
Charleston, South Carolina 
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Rev. Timothy R. Lannon, S.J. 
Treasurer 
Midwest Province of the Society of 
Jesus 
Chicago, Illinois 
 
 
Dr. Arnold L. Mitchem 
President Emeritus 
Council for Opportunity in 
Education 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 
 
 
Rev. Ladislas M. Orsy, S.J. 
Professor of Law 
Georgetown University Law Center 
Washington, DC 
 
 
Mr. Joseph J. Rauenhorst 
Chief Executive Officer 
Charter School Properties, Inc.  
Boca Raton, Florida 
 
 
Mr. Louis J. Rutigliano 
Retired Vice Chairman 
Ameritech Corp. 
Naples, Florida  
 
 
 
Mrs. Mary Ladish Selander 
Mary Ladish Selander LLC 
Chicago, Illinois 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Charles M. Swoboda 
President and Chief Executive 
Officer 
Vast Therapeutics 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
 
 
Ms. Rhona Vogel 
President 
Vogel Consulting Group  
Brookfield, Wisconsin 
 
 
Ms. Anne A. Zizzo 
President/CEO 
Zizzo Group  
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. John P. Lynch 
Retired Senior Partner 
Latham & Watkins LLP 
Northbrook, Illinois 
 
 
 
Rev. Joseph M. O’Keefe, S.J. 
Provincial 
USA East Province of the 
Society of Jesus 
New York, New York 
 
 
Mr. Ulice Payne, Jr. 
President 
Addison-Clifton, LLC 
Brookfield, Wisconsin 
 
 
Mr. Glenn A. Rivers 
Head Coach 
Philadelphia 76ers 
Camden, New Jersey 
 
 
Hon. W. Greg Ryberg 
Retired Business Owner 
Retired Senator 
State of South Carolina 
Aiken, South Carolina  
 
 
Ms. Mary Ellen Stanek 
Managing Director and 
Director of Asset Management 
Robert W. Baird & Co. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 
 
Ms. Cherryl T. Thomas 
Chief Strategy Officer 
Ardmore Roderick 
Chicago, Illinois 
 
 
 
Mr. James M. Weiss 
Retired Senior Portfolio Manager 
Segall Bryant & Hamill 
Vero Beach, Florida 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. John P. Madden 
Retired Chairman 
Madden Communications, Inc. 
Naples, Florida 
 
 
 
Mr. James D. O’Rourke 
Retired Chairman, President, 
and CEO 
A&A Manufacturing Company, Inc. 
Pewaukee, Wisconsin 
 
 
Ms. Kristine A. Rappé 
Retired SVP/CAO 
Wisconsin Energy Corporation 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 
 
Mr. James A. Runde 
Special Advisor 
Morgan Stanley 
New York, New York 
 
 
Mr. Wayne R. Sanders 
Retired Chairman and CEO 
Kimberly-Clark Corp. 
Dallas, Texas 
 
 
 
Mr. John J. Stollenwerk 
Mequon, Wisconsin 
 
 
 
 
 
Rev. L. John Topel, S.J. 
Emeritus Stamper Chair in Catholic 
Intellectual and Cultural Traditions 
Seattle University 
Seattle, Washington 
 
 
Rev. Robert A. Wild, S.J. 
Retired Chancellor 
Marquette University 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
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OTHER CORPORATE OFFICERS  
 

  

Dr. Kimo Ah Yun 
Corporate Vice President 
Provost and Executive Vice 
President for Academic Affairs 
Marquette University 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 

Mr. Joel Pogodzinski 
Treasurer 
Senior Vice President and 
Chief Operating Officer 
Marquette University 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Mr. Ian Gonzalez 
Assistant Treasurer 
Vice President for Finance 
Marquette University 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 

Mr. Steven W. Frieder  
Secretary 
Senior Advisor to the President 
Marquette University 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
 
 

Mr. Paul Jones 
Assistant Secretary 
Vice President for University 
Relations and General Counsel 
Marquette University 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

 

 
University Leadership: The President’s Cabinet advises the president on matters of strategic importance to the 
future of the university. The cabinet will bring insights representative of the broader university community, with 
particular focus on Marquette’s Catholic, Jesuit mission and academic excellence. 
 
Dr. Michael R. Lovell, president: President Lovell was named to the role in July 2014. He serves on a variety of 
boards, including the Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities, Big East Conference and Children’s Hospital 
of Wisconsin. He is a member of the Council on Competitiveness and serves on executive committees of the 
Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan Universities, Greater Milwaukee Committee, The Water Council and 
Wisconsin Association of Independent Colleges and Universities, for which he is chair. President Lovell holds three 
mechanical engineering degrees, including a doctorate from the University of Pittsburgh. He has received awards 
from the National Science Foundation, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, and numerous other organizations; is a 
fellow of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and National Academy of Inventors; and holds U.S. and 
world patents. 
 
Dr. Kimo Ah Yun, provost and executive vice president for academic affairs:  Dr. Ah Yun was named provost 
effective December 2019. He is the university’s chief academic officer, responsible for all aspects of the academic 
mission of the University. He previously served as the dean of the J. William and Mary Diederich College of 
Communication. Prior to joining Marquette University, he was associate dean of the College of Arts and Letters at 
California State University, Sacramento, where he also served as chair of the department of communication studies, 
director of the Center for Teaching and Learning, and professor of communication studies. He earned his bachelor’s 
degree in communication studies from California State University, Sacramento, his master’s degree in 
communication studies from Kansas State University, and his doctorate in communication from Michigan State 
University. He serves on the President’s Cabinet. 
 
Mr. Joel Pogodzinski, senior vice president and chief operating officer: Mr. Pogodzinski joined Marquette 
University in September 2017 as chief financial officer and assumed his current role in October 2018. He is 
responsible for the following areas: finance, endowment, planning and facilities management, human resources, 
information technology, the Marquette University Police Department, environmental health and safety, internal 
audit, and business management and analysis. University Advancement operations has a dual reporting relationship 
to both Mr. Pogodzinski and President Lovell. Prior to joining Marquette University, he was chief financial officer 
and vice president of finance for Broan-NuTone LLC in Hartford, Wisconsin. Mr. Pogodzinski holds a bachelor’s 
degree in accounting from Marquette University and is a certified public accountant. He serves on the President’s 
Cabinet. 
 
Dr. Sarah Feldner, dean of the J. William and Mary Diederich College of Communication:   Dr. Feldner was named 
the permanent dean of the College of Communication in May 2020 after serving as acting dean since November 
2018. She previously served as the college’s associate dean for graduate studies and research, as the director of the 
Marquette Core Curriculum from 2016-2018, and as chair of the University Board of Undergraduate Studies. She 
earned a bachelor’s degree summa cum laude in communication from the University of Kentucky, a master’s in 
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speech communication from Indiana University, and a Ph.D. in organizational communication from Purdue 
University. She serves on the President’s Cabinet.  
 
Mr. Ian Gonzalez, vice president for finance:  Mr. Gonzalez joined Marquette University in November 2019 as Vice 
President for Finance. In this role, he leads the University’s financial units in support of executing strategic and 
master plans, promoting innovation, and fulfilling the mission of the university while collaborating with the 
Marquette community toward financial goals and challenges. The functions reporting to the vice president for 
finance are budget, bursar, comptroller, financial research and analysis, purchasing, risk management and treasury 
services. Prior to joining Marquette University, he was the Corporate Controller for Briggs & Stratton in 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin. Mr. Gonzalez holds a bachelor’s degree in accounting from Marquette University, is a 
certified public accountant and holds the chartered financial analyst designation. 
 
Dr. Jeanne Hossenlopp, vice president for research and innovation: Dr. Hossenlopp was named vice president for 
research and innovation in January 2015. A professor of chemistry, she served as vice provost for research and dean 
of the graduate school from 2010-15, was interim dean of the Klingler College of Arts and Sciences from 2008-10 
and was chair of the Department of Chemistry from 2004-08. A native of Buffalo, New York, Dr. Hossenlopp 
received her bachelor of arts degree in chemistry from Colgate University in 1981, master of arts degree in 
education from Siena Heights College in 1982, and doctorate in physical chemistry from Syracuse University in 
1987. From 1987-89, she was a postdoctoral research associate at Columbia University. She joined the faculty at 
Marquette in August 1989. She serves on the President’s Cabinet. 
 
Mr. Paul Jones, vice president for university relations and general counsel: Mr. Jones joined Marquette University in 
January 2021 as vice president for university relations and general counsel. Paul Jones leads Marquette University’s 
external-facing functions that are delivered through the university's offices of Marketing and Communication, Public 
Affairs, and External Engagement. As general counsel, Mr. Jones is responsible for the management and operation 
of the Office of the General Counsel, which provides legal representation, advice and services on all legal matters 
affecting the university and its employees. Prior to joining Marquette, Mr. Jones spent 10 years as an executive 
officer at Harley-Davidson Inc., serving as the company’s vice president and chief legal officer, as well as in other 
strategic business roles. Mr. Jones previously served as vice president and general counsel at Regal-Beloit Corp. in 
Beloit, Wisconsin, and was a partner at the law firm Foley & Lardner LLP in Milwaukee. He is a member of the 
Marquette Law School Dean’s Advisory Board and serves as vice chair of the Greater Milwaukee Foundation 
Board. He earned his law degree from Georgetown University and holds advanced degrees from Northwestern 
University’s Kellogg School of Management and the University of Oxford’s Saïd Business School. He serves on the 
President’s Cabinet. 
 
Mr. Tim McMahon, vice president for university advancement: Mr. McMahon joined Marquette University as the 
vice president for university advancement in October 2018. Previously, he served as senior associate vice president 
in the Office of University Advancement at Villanova University from 2014-18. As the number two leader on 
Villanova’s advancement team, he led day-to-day activities of the office, helping the team eclipse $100 million 
annually in new gifts and confirmed pledges. He earned a bachelor’s degree in marketing from Hofstra University 
and a master of business administration degree from Fordham University. He serves on the President’s Cabinet. 
 
Rev. James K. Voiss, S.J., vice president for mission and ministry:   Father Voiss joined Marquette University as 
vice president for mission and ministry in January 2020. Father Voiss joins Marquette from Gonzaga University in 
Spokane, Washington, where he had served as rector of the Jesuit community since 2014. He also served as assistant 
vice president for mission at Gonzaga from 2013-16. Prior to his time at Gonzaga, Father Voiss spent 14 years at 
Saint Louis University as an associate professor of theology, teaching undergraduate and graduate courses. He holds 
a bachelor’s degree in philosophy from Gonzaga; a Master of Divinity degree and a Licentiate in Sacred Theology 
from the Weston School of Theology in Cambridge, Massachusetts; and a master’s and a Ph.D. in theology from the 
University of Notre Dame. He serves on the President’s Cabinet. 
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Strategic Plan 
 
Marquette’s strategic plan, Beyond Boundaries, is an integrated, college-centric plan that is inextricably tied to the 
university’s mission, vision and guiding values. The plan is built around six strategic goal themes: (1) pursuit of 
academic excellence for human well-being, (2) research in action, (3) a culture of inclusion, (4) social responsibility 
through community engagement, (5) formation of hearts and minds, and (6) sustainability of valuable resources. 
Beyond Boundaries sets the course for Marquette to be recognized among the most innovative and accomplished 
Catholic, Jesuit universities in the world. 
 
As part of the strategic plan, Marquette has several important initiatives underway that will change the physical 
appearance of campus as well as how the university educates students; conducts research; fosters community, 
inclusiveness and engagement; and promotes its mission and guiding values. These initiatives include: 
 
New College of Business Administration facility 
Construction is underway on a 100,000-square-foot building that will feature collaborative classroom, lab and study 
spaces, as well as a dedicated event space, café, faculty offices and areas for programmatic centers of excellence. 
The facility will include a Student Success Center and a Business Career Center. The total cost of the facility is 
expected to be $60.0 million, which is fully supported by donor contributions. The new facility construction is 
expected to be complete December 2022.  
 
Nursing 
The College of Nursing is poised to grow its enrollment significantly in the coming years. To accommodate this 
ambitious growth plan, Nursing will move to a renovated and expanded Straz Hall in 2024. This state-of-the-art 
facility includes wraparound academic support for students and will take Marquette’s Nursing program to the next 
level, as well as provide a welcoming, inclusive environment for all. The total project cost target is $35.0 – $40.0 
million and is expected to be funded through a combination of philanthropy and increased revenues from program 
growth. 
 
Wellness & Recreation Center 
Marquette University is fully reimagining its Helfaer Tennis Stadium and Recreation Center on the southwestern 
edge of campus as a comprehensive wellness and recreation facility. When completed in late 2024, it will bring 
together campus fitness and recreation facilities, the Counseling Center, and the Marquette University Medical 
Clinic — student-centric services currently dispersed across campus. The project cost is estimated at $80.0 million. 
Funding sources are still under evaluation and could include a combination of donor gifts, university capital 
reserves, debt, and other funding alternatives.  
 
Lemonis Center for Student Success 
Alumnus Marcus Lemonis, star of HGTV’s The Renovator, CNBC’s The Profit, and chairman and CEO of Camping 
World, and his wife Bobbi, have donated a $15.0 million gift to create the Lemonis Center for Student Success. The 
Lemonis Center for Student Success, which will be located in a renovated Memorial Library space, will provide 
wraparound services for students across all majors, academic abilities, and backgrounds to enrich and expand 
student opportunities — a primary objective in the university’s Time to Rise fundraising campaign. 
 
 
Academic Programs 
 
The university offers a wide range of programs leading to undergraduate, graduate, and professional degrees. The 
university also offers programs of post-graduate study and several programs designed for non-degree granting 
academic pursuits.  
 
Students can pursue a bachelor’s degree in seven separate colleges: Helen Way Klinger College of Arts and 
Sciences; College of Business Administration; J. William and Mary Diederich College of Communication; College 
of Education; Opus College of Engineering; College of Health Sciences; and College of Nursing. There are 85 
undergraduate majors offered within the colleges as well as the Marquette University core curriculum requirement 
of 30 credits. The revised core curriculum takes a thematic, tiered approach. These tiers - Foundations, Discovery, 
and Culminating Course - are integrated throughout an undergraduate’s time at Marquette. Additionally, a Methods 
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of Inquiry (MOI) course serves as a bridge that connects the Foundation tier courses in philosophy, theology and 
rhetoric with a multi-disciplinary examination of a theme within the Discovery Tier. Each MOI examines a single 
topic or question from the vantage point of three distinct disciplines. 
 
Through the Graduate School and the Graduate School of Management, Marquette grants master’s degrees in 56 
different programs and Ph.D. degrees in 19 different programs, five professional doctorates, and 23 certificate 
programs. The Graduate School of Management resides within the College of Business Administration. The 
university awards professional degrees for successful completion of studies in the School of Dentistry, the Law 
School, and the College of Health Sciences. In addition to these degree programs, the colleges and schools offer 
graduate certificate programs and other non-degree educational offerings for community members and practicing 
professionals. 
 
Recently added new academic programs include Master of Education in Educational Leadership, Master of 
Education in Student Affairs in Higher Education, Master of Science in Data Science, Master of Science in Finance, 
Teaching Certificate for Nurse Educators, Environmental Science Major, Major in Statistical Science and 
Interdisciplinary Major and Minor in Middle East and North Africa Studies. Accelerated Degree Program in Master 
of Science in Data Science and Master of Science in Finance along with other minor, certificate and concentration 
programs in various fields were also added.  
 
The following list sets forth the breadth of degree-granting programs offered by Marquette University. 
 
Undergraduate Majors 
 
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences 

 Humanities: Africana Studies, Classics, English-Language Arts, French, German, History, Literature, Military 
History, Philosophy, Spanish Language-Literature and Culture, Spanish for the Professions, Theology and Religion, 
Writing Intensive English, Interdisciplinary/Multi-Interested 
 
Social Sciences: Anthropology, Broad Field Social Studies, Criminology and Law Studies, Economics, Gender and 
Sexualities Studies, International Affairs, Latin American Studies, Middle East/North Africa Studies, Peace Studies, 
Political Science, Psychology, Social Welfare and Justice, Sociology 

 
Natural Sciences: Applied Mathematical Economics, Applied Physics, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, 
Bioinformatics, Biological Sciences, Biological Sciences for Education, Biophysics, Broad Field Science for 
Education, Chemistry, Chemistry for Education, Cognitive Science, Computational Mathematics, Computer 
Science, Data Science, Environmental Studies, Mathematics, Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers, Physics,  
Physiological Sciences, Statistical Science 

   
College of Business Administration 
Accounting, Business Administration, Business Analytics, Business Economics, Finance, Human Resources, 
Information Systems, Innovation and Entrepreneurship, International Business, Marketing, Operations and Supply 
Chain Management, Real Estate 
 
J. William and Mary Diederich College of Communication 
Advertising, Business Communication, Communication Studies, Corporate Communication, Digital Media, 
Journalism, Media Studies, Public Relations, Theatre Arts 
 
College of Education   
Elementary/Middle Education (Grades 1-8), Middle/Secondary Education (Grades 6-12), Educational Studies 
 
Opus College of Engineering 
Biocomputing (Biomedical Engineering), Bioelectronics (Biomedical Engineering), Biomechanics (Biomedical 
Engineering), Civil Engineering, Computer Engineering, Construction Engineering, Electrical Engineering, 
Environmental Engineering, Mechanical Engineering 
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College of Health Sciences 
Biomedical Sciences, Exercise Physiology, Medical Laboratory Science, Speech Pathology and Audiology  
 
College of Nursing 
Nursing 
 
 
Graduate Programs 
 
Marquette University grants master’s and doctoral degrees, professional degrees, and certificates in the following 
areas: 
 
Master’s degrees 
Accounting, Accounting Analytics, Applied Economics, Applied Statistics, Bioinformatics, Biological Sciences, 
Biomedical Engineering (M.E. and M.S.), Business Administration, Chemistry, Christian Doctrine, Civil 
Engineering, Clinical Mental Health Counseling, Communication, Computational Mathematical and Statistical 
Sciences, Computing, Corporate Communication, Criminal Justice Data Analytics, Data Science, Educational 
Leadership, Educational Policy and Leadership (M.A. and Ph.D.), Electrical and Computer Engineering, English, 
Executive M.B.A., Exercise and Rehabilitation Science, Finance, Health Care Data Analytics, Healthcare 
Technologies Management, History, International Affairs, Management, Mathematics for Secondary School 
Teachers, Mechanical Engineering (M.E. and M.S.), Nursing, Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology (includes 
Behavior Analysis and Clinical Psychology), Public Service, School Counseling, Speech-Language Pathology, 
Sports and Exercise Analytics, Student Affairs in Higher Education, Supply Chain Management, Teacher Education, 
Theology, Transfusion Medicine   
 
Doctoral degrees 
Biological Sciences, Biomedical Engineering, Chemistry, Civil Engineering, Computational Mathematical and 
Statistical Sciences, Computer Science, Counseling Psychology, Educational Policy and Leadership, Electrical and 
Computer Engineering, English, Exercise and Rehabilitation Science, History, Interdisciplinary Ph.D., Mechanical 
Engineering, Neuroscience, Nursing, Occupational Therapy (O.T.D.), Philosophy, Psychology (includes Behavior 
Analysis and Clinical Psychology), Religious Studies   
 
Graduate Stand-alone Certificate programs 
Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner, Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner, Business 
and Managerial Analytics, Data Science, Director of Instruction, Dual Primary Care and Acute Care Pediatric Nurse 
Practitioner, Elementary Education, Environmental Engineering, Essential Skills for Practicing Engineers, Health 
Systems Leadership, Leadership, Machine Learning for Engineering Applications, Medical Laboratory Science, 
Nurse Midwifery, Pediatric Acute Care Nurse Practitioner, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner, Principal, 
Renewable Energy Technology and Integration, Secondary Education, Sports Leadership, Superintendent, Systems 
Engineering, Teaching Certificate for Nurse Educators  
 
Post-Baccalaureate Professional Programs 
In addition to the Doctor of Dental Surgery degree (D.D.S.), the Marquette School of Dentistry offers master’s 
degrees in the specialties of dental biomaterials, endodontics, orthodontics, periodontics, and prosthodontics. 
Specialty certificates are available in advanced education in general dentistry, endodontics, orthodontics, 
periodontics, and prosthodontics.  
 
The Marquette University Law School offers the juris doctor degree and provides the opportunity for concentration 
of study in several areas of law through a broad program of elective studies in the third year. The Law School offers 
a part-time law program in addition to the traditional full-time program. In conjunction with Marquette’s 
internationally renowned National Sports Law Institute, the Law School also offers a master of law (LL.M.) degree 
in sports law for attorneys with non-U.S. law degrees.  
 
The Marquette College of Health Sciences offers a doctor of physical therapy (D.P.T.), master of athletic training 
(MATR) and master of physician assistant studies (M.P.A.). 
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The Marquette College of Nursing offers a doctor of nursing practice (D.N.P.). 
 
Special programs 
An Honors Program, organized in 1963 and designed to serve the needs of exceptionally talented students, is 
available at the university. The university has a strong Educational Opportunity Program (EOP), which was one of 
the first of such federally supported programs in the nation. EOP supports qualified low-income and first-generation 
students to enter and succeed in higher education.  
 
Marquette sponsors degree and non-degree programs in partnership with local companies, such as the Kohler 
Company’s on-site MBA program. 
 
Students may participate in approved credit-bearing or non-credit education abroad programs to a variety of 
locations around the world. Semester, year, and short-term programs are available. Marquette sponsors a semester 
program in Cape Town, South Africa, as well as several faculty-led, short-term programs during January, spring 
break and summer. Short-term programs travel to locations including but not limited to Belgium, Belize, Brazil, 
China, Cuba, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Mexico, Oman, Panama, Peru, the Philippines, Spain, South Africa, South Korea, Switzerland, 
Thailand, the United Kingdom and Vietnam. Other approved semester and summer programs are available in 
locations including many of those listed above, as well as Argentina, Australia, Canada, Chile, Denmark, Dominican 
Republic, Egypt, Jordan, Luxembourg, Morocco, New Zealand, Sweden, Taiwan, and Uruguay. Program 
availability during the 2022-23 academic year may vary due to the ongoing impact COVID-19. 
 
The Marquette University Les Aspin Center for Government offers students the opportunity to study in Washington, 
D.C., as a part of their degree program. Students enroll at the center for a semester or summer session where they 
take courses, live, and work on Capitol Hill, and participate in government internships, receiving hands-on training 
in legislative processes. 
 
 
Faculty  
 
For the 2021-22 academic year, the university’s full-time faculty numbered 704, of whom 291were tenured. As of 
the fall of 2021, the total number of faculty members was 1,250, of whom 546 were part-time. Over 89% of the 
university’s 704 full-time faculty have a terminal degree in their respective fields.  
 
 
Students   
 
Marquette University is a national university with students from 50 states. The fall 2021 freshman class had 37% of 
its students from Wisconsin, 49% from Midwestern states other than Wisconsin, 13% from states outside the 
Midwest, and 1% from outside the United States. A total of 378 foreign students from more than 67 foreign 
countries enrolled at the university for the 2021 fall term.  
 
The following table, Table A-1, represents five-year statistical data on student enrollment, full time equivalent 
students, applications, and average entrance exam scores.  
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Student Enrollment 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Undergraduate 

Arts and Sciences 2,428 2,489 2,503 2,343 2,288

Business Administration 1,548 1,545 1,607 1,497 1,448

Communication 897 857 884 816 739

Education 258 277 322 275 271

Engineering 1,349 1,336 1,260 1,184 1,026

Health Sciences 1,274 1,320 1,331 1,293 1,253

Nursing 581 611 608 616 635

Total Undergraduate 8,335 8,435 8,515 8,024 7,660

Graduate 

Graduate School 1,430 1,505 1,586 1,691 1,853

Graduate School of Management 339 332 330 354 347

Total Graduate 1,769 1,837 1,916 2,045 2,200

Professional

Dentistry 437 432 434 445 443

Health Sciences 320 332 378 449 421

Law 565 569 576 587 596

Total Professional 1,322 1,333 1,388 1,481 1,460

Total Enrollment 11,426 11,605 11,819 11,550 11,320

Total Full-time Equivalent Students 10,603 10,795 10,959 10,689 10,425

Undergraduate Matriculation Comparison Report (FALL)

Applications 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Freshman Applications 12,957 15,574 15,078 15,324 16,270

Freshman Acceptances 11,574 12,357 12,509 12,641 14,034

Undergraduate Matriculants 2,021 2,162 1,974 1,647 1,653

Advanced Applications 546 628 637 467 509

Advanced Acceptances 396 478 457 364 386

Advanced Matriculants 177 160 154 141 138

Average Composite SAT or ACT Scores

Average Scores 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

SAT Score 1,216 1,237 1,226 1,250 1,268

ACT Score 26.8 26.9 26.5 27.6 27.4

Table A-1
Student Enrollment, Full Time Equivalent Students, Applications, and Average Scores

 
 
The table, above, differs from enrollment information previously reported by the University in order to accurately 
report nursing program and overall enrollment. 
 
As of March 15, 2022, total deposits received for fall 2022 are up 9.3% when compared to the same point in time for 
the prior academic year.  
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Housing  
 
The university owns and operates ten residence halls for undergraduate students with an aggregate capacity of 
approximately 3,725 students. The university also owns and operates six apartment buildings for undergraduate and 
graduate students with an aggregate capacity of approximately 568 rental units.  
 
By university policy, all non-married freshman and sophomore students, except those students residing with their 
parents, are required to live in university residence halls. 
 
 
Financial Aid  
 
The primary purpose of the financial aid program at Marquette University is to assist those students who, without 
such aid, would be unable to attend the university. Marquette makes every effort within its means to assist such 
students in financing their education. Financial resources available to undergraduate students include scholarships, 
grants, loans, and part-time employment. Graduate School financial aid consists of loans, assistantships, 
scholarships, and fellowships. The university underwrites much of the financial aid for graduate students from 
sources other than loans.  
 
Marquette University participates in both state and federal grant programs in addition to awarding institutional 
grants. This includes the Federal Pell Grant, Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, Wisconsin Grant, 
and Marquette University Grant. 
 
Marquette also participates in loan programs. The loan programs administered by the university are the Federal 
Direct Loan Program, Federal Direct PLUS Loan Program, privately funded alternative loans and a limited number 
of institutional loans.  
 
Additionally, Marquette offers several competitive scholarships, athletic scholarships, ROTC scholarships and 
academic scholarships. 
 
The following table, Table A-2, sets forth a five-year summary of primary sources of financial aid for university 
students.  
 

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21
FEDERAL
Grants $ 12,688 $ 13,615 $ 14,095 $ 17,558 $ 17,569
Loans 106,056 107,674 110,733 117,935 123,986
Work Study 808 932 993 1,092 899

Total $ 119,552 $ 122,221 $ 125,821 $ 136,585 $ 142,454

STATE
Grants $ 3,240 $ 3,446 $ 3,695 $ 3,739 $ 4,231
Loans 449 482 489 597 115

Total $ 3,689 $ 3,928 $ 4,184 $ 4,336 $ 4,346

UNIVERSITY
Scholarships $ 111,339 $ 125,637 $ 138,938 $ 155,077 $ 158,137
Work Study 17,283 17,788 17,990 16,718 16,304
Donor & Other 25,730 26,822 30,533 27,092 26,199

Total $ 154,352 $ 170,247 $ 187,461 $ 198,887 $ 200,640

Table A-2
Primary Sources of Student Financial Aid

(Dollars in Thousands)

Academic Year
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Tuition and Fees 
 
The university meets the cost of educational programs primarily through tuition and fees. The university sets tuition 
and fees at levels which, together with other operating income, are designed to meet the cost of instruction while 
providing quality education at a price that is competitive with institutions with which the university believes it 
competes for students. 
 
The following table, Table A-3, presents tuition and fees per undergraduate student and the percentage of students 
housed in Marquette-owned properties for the past five years.  
 
 

2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

Annual Tuition
Undergraduate $39,330 $41,290 $43,350 $44,970 $44,970

Room and Board Fees
Undergraduate $11,890 $12,300 $12,730 $12,980 $13,640

Percentage of Students Housed
Residence Halls and Apartments 38% 41% 40% 32% 34%

Table A-3
 Tuition and Fees Rates

 
 
Room and Board Fees for the 2020-21 academic year originally were $13,180.  However, in response to the 
COVID-19 Pandemic, Room and Board Fees were reduced to $12,980 for the 2020-21 academic year. 
 

 
 
Gifts, Grants and Bequests 
 
The university actively solicits gifts, grants, and bequests from a variety of donors and also receives various grants 
from private foundations and governmental agencies.  
 
In April 2021, the University publicly launched a $750.0 million fundraising campaign known as Time to Rise: The 
Marquette Promise to Be The Difference. The campaign is an initiative to build awareness and momentum across 
the donor base and elevate resources to advance the university’s mission and pillars of excellence, leadership, faith, 
and service. More than $569.0 million has already been raised since the launch, including the quiet phase and the 
public phase thus far. 
 
The increase in contribution revenue in fiscal year 2021 over fiscal year 2020, is primarily due to the generosity of 
support for the new home for Business and Innovation Leadership Programs, and Wellness + Recreation capital 
contributions along with increased endowed scholarships contributions. Fiscal year 2022 contribution revenue is 
expected to exceed budget.  
 
COVID relief funding included in grants is $6.6 million for fiscal year 2020 and $14.9 million for fiscal year 2021. 
 
 
The following table, Table A-4, indicates gifts and grants received by the university for the fiscal years ended June 
30, 2017-21.  
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2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

Unrestricted $ 31,555 $ 34,912 $ 38,811 $ 44,207 $ 53,719
Temporarily Restricted 26,047 45,236 20,679 28,597 75,816
Permanently Restricted 22,754 21,400 20,805 32,598 28,748

Total $ 80,356 $ 101,548 $ 80,295 $ 105,402 $ 158,283

Table A-4
Summary of Gifts and Grants by Recipient Fund

For the Fiscal Year End
(Dollars In Thousands)

 
 
 
Endowment  
 
The university’s endowment includes: (1) endowment funds that are subject to the restrictions of gift instruments 
requiring that the principal be maintained in perpetuity and that only the income be utilized, either for donor-
specified purposes such as endowed scholarships or other endowed student aid or general university purposes; and 
(2) quasi-endowment funds that represent expendable funds received which, at the direction of the board of trustees 
of the university, have been retained and invested for the benefit of the university, but which can be expended if and 
when the need arises for any current operating and capital expenditure purposes at the discretion of the board of 
trustees.  
 
The Investment Committee of the Board of Trustees serves as an advisory consultant group and aids in the applying 
endowment initiatives to the university’s academic, mission, and fundraising goals. The investment objective is to 
achieve a total return necessary to preserve and enhance, in real dollars, the principal to the fund. The active 
investment returns of the endowment have outperformed the passive allocation of the benchmark for all time 
periods. The desired outcome over long periods of time is to provide an average annual payout of 5.0%. The 
Spending Policy limits the spendable amount to a range of 4.0 - 6.0%. During extended market upswings the 
spendable percentage will decrease which provides better protection from reducing the spendable amount if markets 
drop like in 2008. The target asset allocation for the endowment is provided below. 
 

Target Asset Allocation 
 

 

 
 

 
Marquette’s endowment returns were 33.6% for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2021. As of February 28, 2022, the 
fiscal year-to-date return is -0.4%.  
 
Table A-5 lists five-year endowment statistics as of June 30 for the fiscal years ended 2017-21.  
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2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21
Endowments (Dollars in Thousands)
Total Endowment $ 626,169 $ 668,567 $ 698,021 $ 693,744 $ 929,149
Quasi Endowment $ 109,184 $ 113,395 $ 114,285 $ 113,374 $ 151,642

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21
Total Endowment per FTE Student $ 59,760 $ 63,055 $ 64,662 $ 63,304 $ 86,926

Table A-5
Endowment Statistics

As of June 30

 
 

    
 

Indebtedness 
 
The University maintains a line of credit with a commercial banking institution that expires on May 28, 2023. The 
amount available under the line of credit is $50.0 million. As of June 30, 2021 and February 28, 2022, there were no 
balances outstanding on the line of credit.  
 
The following table, Table A-6, summarizes the university’s outstanding indebtedness as of February 28, 2022. 
Table A-7 provides a listing of the university’s outstanding indebtedness as of June 30 for the fiscal years ended 
2017-21. 
 
 

Interest Rate
     On Maturities Maturities Amount

Date Project Outstanding Outstanding Outstanding
Refund 1998 and 2002A Bonds 67,665
Historic Core Building Renovations
Refund portion of 2007A & 2007B Bonds 74,985
New Student Housing and Dining Construction

WHEFA 2019 Refund 2008 B-1, B-2 and B-3 Bonds 5.00% 10/01/22-32 38,295
Physician Assistant Program Building 

Taxable 2020 Construction and Renovation Costs, Capital 1.00 - 4.00% 10/01/23-50 150,000
Expenditures, Refinancing Indebtedness

Ongoing Other Long-Term Payables with Variable Interest Rates VARIABLE 3/28/2022-24 617

331,562
Unamortized Premium, Discount and Issuance Cost 22,476

Total Long-Term Outstanding Indebtedness $ 354,038

WHEFA 2016 4.00% - 5.00% 10/01/22-46

Table A-6
Long-Term Outstanding Indebtedness

(As of February 28, 2022)
(Dollars in Thousands)

WHEFA 2012 4.00% - 5.00% 10/01/22-32

 
 

 
Note: $62,860,000 of WHEFA Series 2012 bond are expected to be refunded with proceeds from the issuance of the 
Bonds and University funds.  
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Debt 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-2020 2020-2021
Total Debt Outstanding $ 240,834 $ 230,538 $ 220,020 $ 374,925 $ 364,338

Capitalized Leases $ 682 $ 409 $ 0 $ 1,067 $ 755

Table A-7
Outstanding Long-Term Debt

(For the Fiscal Year End)
(Dollars In Thousands)

 
 
 
University Financials  
 
The following tables, Tables A-8 and A-9, provide certain summary financial information for the university for the 
most recent five fiscal years, including a summary of assets, liabilities and net assets and a schedule of activities: 
 

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-2020 2020-2021
Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents 69,183$            63,264$            33,204$            211,224$          111,265$          
Investments 669,012            696,926            733,108            711,823            1,071,998         
Net property, building, and equipment 536,565            612,838            643,191            640,969            626,527            
All other assets 179,210            114,276            107,951            111,794            157,408            

          Total assets 1,453,970$      1,487,304$      1,517,454$      1,675,810$      1,967,198$      

Liabilities and Net Assets:
Liabilities:
   Notes and bonds payable 240,834$          230,538$          220,020$          374,925$          364,338$          
   All other liabilities 172,150            158,180            170,949            157,435            187,244            
     Total liabilities 412,984            388,718            390,969            532,360            551,582            

Net assets:
   Without donor restrictions 234,405            402,284            416,803            407,836            431,877            
   With donor restrictions 806,581            696,302            709,682            735,614            983,739            
     Total net assets 1,040,986         1,098,586         1,126,485         1,143,450         1,415,616         

          Total liabilities and net assets 1,453,970$      1,487,304$      1,517,454$      1,675,810$      1,967,198$      

Table A-8
Summary of Assets, Liabilities and Net Assets

(Dollars in Thousands)
As of June 30

 
 

Note:   During FY21, the university adopted Accounting Standards Update No. 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842). 

As of June 30, 2021, net assets with donor restrictions totaled $983.7 million, including $529.6 million of 
permanently restricted net assets and $454.1 million of temporarily restricted net assets. 

As of February 28, 2022, on an unaudited basis, cash and cash equivalents totaled approximately $199.8 million and 
investments totaled $1,093.6 million. 
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2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21
Operating revenues:
   Net tuition and fees 243,797$          247,662$          256,633$          271,115$          272,268$          
  Government and private grants 28,162              29,868              32,583              39,101              47,520              
  Contributions 3,393               5,044               6,228               5,106               6,199               
  Auxiliary enterprises 50,292              53,866              58,337              46,949              41,380              
  Endowment income used in operations 5,714               5,887               6,086               5,990               6,800               
  Other income 33,645              39,859              48,061              40,385              27,653              
  Net assets released from restrictions 40,546              38,437              35,964              35,058              31,753              
               Total operating revenues 405,549            420,623            443,892            443,704            433,573            

Operating expenses:
  Instruction 119,136            117,187            124,496            152,412            149,409            
  Academic support 64,996              61,637              63,885              55,140              50,766              
  Research and grants 25,983              38,296              42,500              46,794              44,889              
  Student services 58,495              60,651              66,564              72,414              76,503              
  Auxiliary enterprises 44,470              46,285              51,500              50,344              49,005              
  Institutional support 85,874              82,475              87,406              58,423              53,838              
  Public services 5,003               5,887               6,048               5,888               5,114               
               Total operating expenses 403,957            412,418            442,399            441,415            429,524            
                      Operating income 1,592               8,205               1,493               2,289               4,049               

Nonoperating income(expenses):
  Endowment gain in excess of amounts 
     designated for current operations, net 11,172              5,249               (1,113)              (7,365)              26,842              
  Other (3,846)              (8,775)              14,139              (3,891)              (6,850)              
  Change in Accounting Standard -                   163,200            -                   -                   -                   
               Total nonoperating income, net 7,326               159,674            13,026              (11,256)            19,992              
                      Change in net assets 8,918               167,879            14,519              (8,967)              24,041              
Net assets, beginning of year 225,487            234,405            402,284            416,803            407,836            
Net assets, end of year 234,405$          402,284$          416,803$          407,836$          431,877$          

Table A-9
Schedule of Activities - Without Donor Restrictions

(For the Fiscal Year End)
(Dollars in Thousands)

 

 

Notes:  

 Beginning with FY20, functional expenses and allocation methods were reviewed and adjusted to reflect 
more commonly used cost allocations and categorizations. 

 See the COVID summary below regarding significant impacts to FY21 amounts. 

 Change in accounting standard represents adoption of ASU 2016-14 Not-for-Profit entities (Topic 958) 
Presentation of Financial Statements of Not-for-Profit Entities. 
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Tuition discount is a reduction of student tuition and fees. For the fiscal years ended June 30, the 2017-21 tuition 
discount was funded from the following revenue sources:  

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

Institutional revenue sources 115,666$       130,352$       146,144$       153,575$       154,373$       

Gifts, grants and endowment earnings 23,576           24,157           26,138           30,787           35,297           

Total tuition discount 139,242$      154,509$      172,282$      184,362$      189,670$       

 

Management’s Discussion of Financial Performance 
 
For the fiscal year ended June 30, 2021, the University generated unrestricted operating income of $4.0 million 
resulting from $433.6 million of unrestricted operating revenues exceeding $429.5 million of unrestricted operating 
expenses. The $4.0 million unrestricted operating surplus in fiscal year 2021 was up compared to fiscal year 2020 
unrestricted operating income of $2.3 million.  
 
In addition to the operating results described above, the University had significant non-operating gains from   
investment returns and increased restricted contributions as a result of the Time to Rise campaign.  
 
For fiscal year 2022, the University is forecasting unrestricted operating income in-line with the university’s budget 
for a 3.0% operating margin. During the five-year period ending June 30, 2021, net assets increased by $374.6 
million or 36.0%. The increase is due to consistent positive operating surpluses, donor contributions, and investment 
returns. As of fiscal year end June 30, 2021, investments have increased by $561.8 million over the last five years to 
$1,072.0 million. As of February 28, 2022, the fiscal year to date return is -0.4. 

Through our strategic plan, Beyond Boundaries, management has already taken important steps to invest in our 
physical infrastructure, online education, new undergraduate and graduate programs, research, and diversity 
initiatives, which have helped to lessen the effects of industry challenges. We remain committed to our Catholic and 
Jesuit mission of providing a transformational education for every student. 

Accounting, Budget, and Administration 
The Finance and Risk Committee of the Board of Trustees is actively involved in major financial decisions of the 
university and ensures that the financial resources are managed effectively and allocated appropriately according to 
established priorities. The university recognizes the importance of generating annual operating surpluses to increase 
the university’s endowment and to provide funding for capital projects. The university prepares a three-year 
financial forecast during the annual budget cycle. The budgets for fiscal year 2022 and beyond include a 3.0% 
operating margin to ensure the sustainability of our mission and provide room for investing in projects of strategic 
priority. This positions the university to address challenges, like expected declines in university enrollments across 
the United States or further pandemic challenges.  
 
Retirement Plans  
Marquette University provides a retirement plan for faculty and staff through a custodial account that operates under 
Internal Revenue Service Guidelines Section 403(b). Participation in the plan is voluntary. Faculty and staff, ages 21 
and older, are eligible to receive university funded contributions after completion of two years of service or eligible, 
verifiable employment at an eligible institution as outlined in the Plan Document. Marquette contributes 8.0% of 
each participant’s base salary as long as the participant contributes a minimum of 5.0% of base salary. All monies 
contributed to the retirement plan by the university on behalf of participants and all earnings on these contributions 
are immediately vested. The university also offers a 457(b) deferred compensation plan for qualified individuals. 
The plan was suspended in July 2020, and reinstated May of 2021. 
 
Insurance 
The university maintains a comprehensive risk management and risk transfer (insurance) program. The university 
purchases a comprehensive liability insurance program with umbrella layer limits up to $125,000,000, covering the 
university and its employees for claims due to bodily injury, property damage, personal injury, and automobile 
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liability. The university also maintains insurance for various other risks including crime, fiduciary liability, 
employment practices liability, directors’ and officers’ liability, workers’ compensation, student, physician, 
healthcare and lawyers’ professional liabilities, cyber liability, unmanned aerial liability, non-owned aviation 
liability, foreign liability, and environmental liability. Various other insurance policies are in place for coverage of 
fine arts, automobile comprehensive collision, business travel, intercollegiate athletics, cheerleaders, sports camps, 
daycare accidents, and builder’s risk. In addition, property insurance and business interruption coverage are 
maintained with a blanket limit of $1,000,000,000 with a per occurrence deductible of $100,000. 
 
Labor Relations  
The university maintains two collective bargaining agreements. Both contracts were negotiated and ratified for 
three-year terms in the summer of 2019. Service Employees International Union (SEIU) represents 115 custodial 
employees. This contract is effective, September 1, 2019 through August 31, 2022. The Marquette University Police 
Association (MUPA) represents 29 Marquette Police Officers and 2 Marquette Police Detectives. This contract is 
effective, July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2022.  
 
Litigation  
Marquette University is not aware of any litigation pending or threatened wherein any unfavorable decision would 
adversely affect the ability of Marquette to issue the Bonds or carry out its obligations thereunder or would have a 
material adverse impact on the financial condition of the University. 
 
 
COVID-19  
 
The following is supplemental management discussion and analysis of impacts of the COVID-19 public health crisis 
on the University. At this time, future impacts are indeterminate and not easily quantified. Any estimates or forward-
looking statements in this Official Statement relating to the public health crisis and its impacts on the University are 
inherently subject to continuing change as the crisis develops at the international, national, and state level. 

In March of 2020, the University transitioned to remote instruction throughout the remainder of the spring semester 
and refunded room and board charges. Refunds were provided on a pro rata basis following students’ departure from 
university housing and totaled $11.0 million. In the fall 2020, Marquette resumed campus operations including 
hybrid course instruction. On campus housing was de-densified. In the fall of 2021, Marquette University returned 
to an in-person academic and residential campus experience for students. 

For the fiscal years ending June 30, 2020 and 2021, Marquette University managed its financial position in the face 
of serious financial challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic. Such challenges were met with actions taken by 
management, philanthropic support, and investment results. While the pandemic disrupted many areas, including 
academics, student housing and dining, athletics, and clinical services, the university effectively navigated the 
unprecedented environment through thoughtful planning, collaboration, and sound fiscal strategy and management, 
achieving solid operating results.  

The COVID–19 pandemic resulted in revenue declines due to lower student enrollment, de-densification of 
residence halls, and a reduction in athletic revenues, as well as higher costs to take appropriate health and safety 
measures. These economic challenges were mitigated by temporary suspensions of merit increases and 403(b) 
employer matching contributions, decreases in leadership and basketball coaches’ salaries, reduction of 
discretionary expenses, and state and federal emergency relief aid. To manage the long-term impacts of the 
challenges facing higher education, the university also made changes to realign its structure to the expected 
enrollment levels going forward, including reducing the number of staff and faculty positions and decreasing the 
level of operational spending. 

 The Board of Trustees along with university’s management continue to monitor the pandemic and potential 
financial impact and are prepared to take measures to protect the health of the campus community and promote the 
continuity of the university mission. 
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Independent Auditors’ Report 

The Board of Trustees 
Marquette University: 

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of Marquette University, which comprise 
the consolidated statements of financial position as of June 30, 2021 and 2020, and the related consolidated 
statements of activities and cash flows for the years then ended, and the related notes to the consolidated 
financial statements. 

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements 

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial statements 
in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles; this includes the design, implementation, and 
maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of consolidated financial 
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

Auditors’ Responsibility 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We 
conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. 
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the 
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud 
or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s 
preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in order to design audit procedures 
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness 
of the entity’s internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the 
appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made 
by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements. 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
audit opinion. 

Opinion 

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, 
the financial position of Marquette University as of June 30, 2021 and 2020, and the changes in its net assets 
and its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. 

KPMG LLP
Suite 1050 
833 East Michigan Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202-5337

KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and a member firm of  
the KPMG global organization of independent member firms affiliated with  
KPMG International Limited, a private English company limited by guarantee. 
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Emphasis of Matter 

As discussed in note 1(r) to the consolidated financial statements, in 2021, Marquette University adopted 
Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) Topic 842, Leases. Our opinion is not modified as a result of this 
matter. 

 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
September 9, 2021 



MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY

Consolidated Statements of Financial Position

June 30, 2021 and 2020

(Dollars in thousands)

Assets 2021 2020

Cash and cash equivalents $ 111,265  211,224  
Pledges receivable, net 88,732  59,363  
Student accounts and loans receivable, net 43,511  44,038  
Investments 1,071,998  711,823  
Other assets 8,591  8,393  
Right of use assets – operating leases 16,574  —  
Property, buildings, and equipment, net 626,527  640,969  

Total assets $ 1,967,198  1,675,810  

Liabilities and Net Assets

Liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities $ 88,246  75,036  
Deferred revenue and deposits 48,813  46,657  
Refundable federal loan grants 32,191  35,742  
Lease obligation – operating 17,994  —  
Notes and bonds payable, net 364,338  374,925  

Total liabilities 551,582  532,360  

Net assets:
Without donor restrictions 431,877  407,836  
With donor restrictions 983,739  735,614  

Total net assets 1,415,616  1,143,450  

Total liabilities and net assets $ 1,967,198  1,675,810  

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY

Consolidated Statement of Activities

Year ended June 30, 2021

(Dollars in thousands)

Without donor With donor
restrictions restrictions Total

Operating revenues:
Student tuition and fees, net $ 272,268  —  272,268  
Government and private grants 47,520  —  47,520  
Contributions 6,199  104,564  110,763  
Auxiliary enterprises 41,380  —  41,380  
Sales by educational departments 10,286  —  10,286  
Investment income 1,374  1,291  2,665  
Endowment income used in operations 6,800  28,043  34,843  
Other income 15,993  —  15,993  
Net assets released from restrictions 31,753  (31,753) —  

Total operating revenues 433,573  102,145  535,718  

Operating expenses:
Instruction 149,409  —  149,409  
Academic support and libraries 50,766  —  50,766  
Research and grants 44,889  —  44,889  
Student services 76,503  —  76,503  
Auxiliary enterprises 49,005  —  49,005  
Institutional support 53,838  —  53,838  
Public services 5,114  —  5,114  

Total operating expenses 429,524  —  429,524  

Operating income 4,049  102,145  106,194  

Nonoperating activities:
Endowment gain in excess of amounts

designated for current operations, net 26,842  153,495  180,337  
Other, net (6,850) (7,515) (14,365) 

Total nonoperating activities, net 19,992  145,980  165,972  

Change in net assets 24,041  248,125  272,166  

Net assets, beginning of year 407,836  735,614  1,143,450  

Net assets, end of year $ 431,877  983,739  1,415,616  

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY

Consolidated Statement of Activities

Year ended June 30, 2020

(Dollars in thousands)

Without donor With donor
restrictions restrictions Total

Operating revenues:
Student tuition and fees, net $ 271,115  —  271,115  
Government and private grants 39,101  —  39,101  
Contributions 5,106  61,195  66,301  
Auxiliary enterprises 46,949  —  46,949  
Sales by educational departments 8,388  —  8,388  
Investment income 630  1,142  1,772  
Endowment income used in operations 5,990  24,156  30,146  
Other income 31,367  —  31,367  
Net assets released from restrictions 35,058  (35,058) —  

Total operating revenues 443,704  51,435  495,139  

Operating expenses:
Instruction 152,412  —  152,412  
Academic support and libraries 55,140  —  55,140  
Research and grants 46,794  —  46,794  
Student services 72,414  —  72,414  
Auxiliary enterprises 50,344  —  50,344  
Institutional support 58,423  —  58,423  
Public services 5,888  —  5,888  

Total operating expenses 441,415  —  441,415  

Operating income 2,289  51,435  53,724  

Nonoperating activities:
Endowment loss in excess of amounts

designated for current operations, net (7,365) (19,599) (26,964) 
Other, net (3,891) (5,904) (9,795) 

Total nonoperating activities, net (11,256) (25,503) (36,759) 

Change in net assets (8,967) 25,932  16,965  

Net assets, beginning of year 416,803  709,682  1,126,485  

Net assets, end of year $ 407,836  735,614  1,143,450  

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Years ended June 30, 2021 and 2020

(Dollars in thousands)

2021 2020

Cash flows from operating activities:
Change in net assets $ 272,166  16,965  
Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets to net cash provided by operating

activities:
Depreciation 39,468  41,243  
Discount amortization (1,556) (1,438) 
Net realized and unrealized appreciation on investments (216,027) (2,045) 
Bad debt expense 3,945  919  
Contributions for major capital projects including gifts in kind (26,644) (5,278) 
Contributions restricted for long-term endowments (28,748) (32,598) 
Endowment income used in operations from net assets to be maintained

permanently (269) (236) 
Loss (gain) on sale of property, buildings, and equipment 3,543  (1,194) 
Reduction in carrying amount of right to use assets 1,420  —  
Changes in assets and liabilities:

Student accounts and loans receivable (2,728) (1,421) 
Pledges receivable (28,406) (7,643) 
Other assets, net (198) 1,629  
Accounts payables and other liabilities 22,023  922  
Deferred revenue and deposits 2,156  5,186  

Net cash provided by operating activities 40,145  15,011  

Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchases of property, buildings, and equipment (27,936) (38,853) 
Proceeds from sale of property, buildings, and equipment 5  1,373  
Student loans repayments 6,326  7,477  
Student loans issued (3,449) (3,510) 
Purchase of investments (357,676) (229,480) 
Proceeds from the sale of investments 204,016  239,106  

Net cash used in investing activities (178,714) (23,887) 

Cash flows from financing activities:
Contributions received for major capital projects 26,620  5,115  
Proceeds from contributions restricted for long-term endowments 24,218  31,305  
Endowment income used in operations from net assets to be maintained permanently 269  236  
Decrease in refundable federal loan grants (3,551) (4,819) 
Issuance of notes and bonds payable —  202,143  
Repayment of notes and bonds payable (8,946) (47,084) 

Net cash provided by financing activities 38,610  186,896  

Net (decrease) increase in cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash (99,959) 178,020  

Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash, beginning of year 211,224  33,204  

Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash, end of year $ 111,265  211,224  

Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information
Cash paid for interest $ 13,943  9,619  
Change in construction payables 708  (958) 
Capital gifts in kind 24  162  

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2021 and 2020 

(Dollars in thousands) 

 7 (Continued) 

(1) Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 
(a) Organization 

Marquette University (the university) is an independent, coeducational, not-for-profit institution of higher 
learning and research located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, formally opened in 1881 and conducted under 
the auspices of the Society of Jesus. The university provides education and training services, primarily 
for students enrolled in undergraduate, graduate, and professional degree programs and performs 
research, training and other services under grants, contracts and other agreements with sponsoring 
organizations, including both government agencies and private enterprises. 

The consolidated financial statements include Flora Real Properties LLC (Flora). Flora is fully 
controlled by the university through 100% ownership. Flora operates commercial real estate activities in 
the university campus area. 

(b) Basis of Presentation 
The consolidated financial statements of the university have been prepared in conformity with 
U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). 

The accompanying consolidated financial statements present information regarding the university’s 
financial position and activities according to two classes of net assets: without donor restrictions and 
with donor restrictions. 

(i) Without Donor Restrictions 

Net assets that are not subject to donor-imposed restrictions. 

(ii) With Donor Restrictions 

Net assets that are subject to donor restrictions that will be met either by actions of the university or 
the passage of time. Also included in this category are net assets subject to donor-imposed 
restrictions to be maintained permanently by the university, wherein the donor stipulates that the 
corpus of the gift be held in perpetuity and the income from those assets be made available for 
scholarships or program operations. 

(c) Use of Estimates 
The preparation of consolidated financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to 
make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues, and 
expenses during the reporting period as well as the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities. 
Actual results could differ from those estimates. 

(d) Cash and Cash Equivalents 
Cash equivalents with original maturities of three months or less are classified as cash and cash 
equivalents, except those amounts held by investment managers, which are classified as investments. 
The fair value of cash equivalents is estimated to be the same as book value due to the short maturity 
of these instruments. 



MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2021 and 2020 

(Dollars in thousands) 

 8 (Continued) 

(e) Pledges Receivable 
Unconditional promises to give are recognized initially at fair value as contribution revenue in the period 
the promise is made by a donor. The fair value of the pledge is estimated based on anticipated future 
cash payments discounted using a risk-adjusted rate commensurate with the duration of the planned 
payments. In subsequent periods, the discount rate is unchanged. Pledges receivable are net of an 
allowance for uncollectible amounts. Allowance for uncollectible pledges is calculated based upon the 
university’s past collection experience. The allowance is reassessed and adjusted as necessary. 

(f) Student Accounts and Loans Receivable, Net 
At June 30, student accounts and loans receivable consisted of the following: 

2021 2020

Federal government loan programs $ 26,198  29,258  
Institutional loan programs 1,668  1,485  
Student receivables 7,500  8,358  
Grant receivables 7,869  4,983  
Other receivables 3,649  3,367  

Subtotal 46,884  47,451  

Less allowances for doubtful accounts (3,373) (3,413) 

Student accounts and loans receivable, net $ 43,511  44,038  

 

The university records an allowance for uncollectible accounts when, in management’s judgment, it is 
probable a portion of the receivable or loan will not be collected. Allowances for doubtful accounts are 
established based on prior collections. Balances are written off when they are deemed permanently 
uncollectible. 

(g) Investments 
Investments are reported at fair value based on market quotes with unrealized gains and losses 
thereon included in the consolidated statements of activities. When a ready market for the investments 
does not exist, the net asset value is used as a practical expedient in estimating fair value, based on 
information provided by fund managers or general partners. The estimated values are reviewed and 
evaluated by the university. Due to the inherent uncertainty of these estimates, these values may differ 
materially from the values that would have been used had a ready market for these investments 
existed. 
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(h) Property, Buildings, and Equipment, Net 
Property, buildings, and equipment are recorded at cost at the date of acquisition or fair value at the 
date of donation including, where appropriate, capitalized interest. Property and equipment under 
capital leases are initially valued and recorded on the present value of minimum lease payments. The 
university depreciates buildings, building improvements, land improvements, equipment, library 
contents, and eBooks over the estimated useful lives of the assets (25 to 50, 10 to 20, 10 to 20, 5 to 7, 
20 and 20 years, respectively) using the straight-line method. Leasehold improvements are amortized 
over the shorter of the expected useful life of the asset or term of the related lease. 

Property, buildings, and equipment include the following at June 30, 2021 and 2020: 

2021 2020

Land and improvements $ 58,378  61,646  
Buildings and improvements 833,676  830,504  
Construction in progress 34,827  20,500  
Furniture, fixtures, and equipment 170,280  166,319  
Library contents 124,561  123,014  
eBooks and other intangibles 27,127  22,454  
Less accumulated depreciation (622,322) (583,468) 

Property, buildings, and equipment, net $ 626,527  640,969  

 

Construction in progress includes the following as of June 30, 2021 and 2020: 

2021 2020

Animal research center renovations $ 11,185  9,091  
College of business administration 7,608  830  
Facilities planning and management relocation 1,688  1,606  
Lalumiere renovation 1,577  —  
Smart classrooms 1,521  —  
Electrical improvements —  2,030  
Other renovation and construction projects 11,248  6,943  

Total construction in progress $ 34,827  20,500  

 

Long-lived assets such as property and equipment, are reviewed for impairment whenever events or 
changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of the asset may not be recoverable. 
Based on current market value, an impairment loss of $3,538 was recognized on property during the 
reporting period. 
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(i) Capital Gifts to Acquire or Construct Long-Lived Assets 
Capital gifts to acquire or construct long-lived assets are recorded as a gift with donor restrictions until 
the related asset is placed in service, at which time the capital gift is released from net assets with 
donor restrictions to net assets without donor restrictions as other non-operating activity and 
subsequently amortized into operations over the estimated useful life of the acquired or constructed 
asset. This amortization, which amounted to $6,950 in fiscal year 2021 and $6,849 in fiscal year 2020, 
is recorded as a reclassification between non-operating and operating sections of the changes in net 
assets without donor restrictions in the consolidated statement of activities. 

(j) Refundable Federal Loan Grants 
The university participates in the Perkins, Health Professionals Student, Nursing Student, Nurse 
Faculty, ARRA-Nurse Faculty, and Loans for Disadvantaged Student federal revolving loan programs. 
The university holds certain amounts advanced from the federal government to facilitate these loan 
programs. In the event the university no longer participates, the amounts related to the program are 
generally refundable to the government. 

(k) Student Tuition and Fees 
Student tuition revenue is recognized in the fiscal year in which the academic programs are delivered. 
Scholarships reduce the amount of revenue recognized. The university provided student tuition 
discounts of $189,670 and $184,362 in 2021 and 2020, respectively. Students who withdraw may 
receive a full or partial refund in accordance with the university’s refund policy. 

Deferred tuition revenue and deposits represents payments for summer term courses conducted in 
July and August along with deposits for the fall academic term. 

The following tables depict activities for student – related deferred revenue. 

Cash Accounts
received in receivable

Balance at Revenue advance of for summer Balance at
June 30, 2020 recognized performance courses June 30, 2021

$ 9,737  9,737  8,807  464  9,271  
 

Cash Accounts
received in receivable

Balance at Revenue advance of for summer Balance at
June 30, 2019 recognized performance courses June 30, 2020

$ 8,575  8,575  9,250  487  9,737  
 

The balance of deferred tuition revenue at June 30, 2021, will be recognized as revenue in the year 
ending June 30, 2022, as services are rendered. 
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The university applies the practical expedient in Accounting Standards Codification 
(ASC) 606-10-50-14 and therefore does not disclose information about performance obligations that 
have an origination and expected duration within the fiscal year. 

(l) Auxiliary Enterprises 
Auxiliary enterprises include revenues and expenses of the university for room and board, parking 
services, commercial property rentals and gift shops. 

(m) Contributions 
Contributions, including unconditional promises to give (pledges), are recorded as operating revenue. 
Gifts, excluding artwork, are recognized in the appropriate category of net assets in the period 
received. Contributions are recorded at their estimated fair value at the date the gift is received. 
Contributions receivable due beyond one year are stated at estimated net present value, net of an 
allowance, and recorded as net assets with donor restrictions until cash payments are received and 
donor restrictions are fulfilled. Allowances and revisions to previous year contributions based on donor 
amendments or clarifications of intent are reflected within the consolidated statements of activities as a 
nonoperating item. Contributions with donor-imposed conditions are not recognized unless it is 
reasonably expected that the conditions can be met. 

(n) Operating Income 
Operating results in the consolidated statement of activities reflect all transactions that change net 
assets without donor restrictions, except for activity associated with endowment investments and 
certain other nonrecurring transactions, including adjustments to allowance for uncollectible 
contributions, changes due to adopting new accounting guidance, and other gains and losses. In 
accordance with the university’s endowment distribution policy as described in note 4, only the portion 
of total investment return distributed under this policy to meet operating needs is included in operating 
revenue. Operating investment income consists of dividends, interest, and realized gains and losses on 
unrestricted nonendowed investments. 

(o) Income Taxes 
The university is exempt from federal income tax under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code 
and Section 71.26(1)(a) of the Wisconsin statutes and is generally not subject to federal and state 
income taxes. However, the university is subject to income taxes on any income that is derived from a 
trade or business regularly carried on, and not in furtherance of the purposes for which it was granted 
exemption. 

There was no provision for income taxes due on unrelated business income and there are no uncertain 
tax positions considered to be material. 

As of June 30, 2021, the university has a federal tax credit carryforward of $2,117, which expires 
between fiscal years 2035 and 2040. 
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(p) Postretirement Benefits 
The university provides retired employees access to certain healthcare and life insurance benefits. 
University employees become eligible to access these benefits when their years of service plus age 
equal 70 with a minimum age of 55. Qualified retired employees under the age of 65 are eligible to 
participate in the university’s healthcare plan. Retirees are expected to pay the full cost of their 
premiums, based on the claims experience associated with that defined group of retired employees. 
The university also pays group life insurance premiums for active or future retired employees hired 
prior to February 1, 1982, that provide for limited death benefits. The premiums paid are based on the 
group community rate associated with death claims filed for the entire population of employees and 
retirees participating in the program. As of June 30, 2021 and 2020, the university had post-retirement 
benefits payable of $4,869 and $4,525, respectively. 

(q) Art Collection 
The university has various collections of fine arts and rare books in museums, libraries, and on loan. 
The university does not assign or record a value to art works and other collections received as gifts or 
purchased with contributions restricted for that purpose. Valuations for some collections are updated 
periodically, and as such, the total of all fine arts may vary with appraisals and / or auction prices. 
Accordingly, the values of fine art and other collections have been excluded from the consolidated 
statements of financial position. Proceeds, if any, deaccessions or insurance recoveries are reflected 
as increases in the appropriate net asset classes. The art and other collections are subject to a 
requirement that proceeds from their sales be used to acquire other items for the collections. Fine arts 
are included in insurance coverage for the university property and a separate policy is also secured for 
fine art of high value and where appraised values are listed. As of June 30, 2021, the specific policy 
covering highly valued works provides for insured coverage of $100,000 aggregate limit (subject to 
policy sublimit-including $3,000 for the Joan of Arc Chapel) for any one loss or any one occurrence and 
includes some appraised items from the library collections. 

(r) Recent Accounting Pronouncements 
During 2021, the university adopted Accounting Standards Update (ASU) No. 2016-02, Leases 
(Topic 842). Under this guidance, an entity is required to recognize right-of-use assets (ROU assets) 
and lease liabilities on its consolidated statement of financial position and disclose key information 
about leasing arrangements. Lessees and lessors are required to disclose qualitative and quantitative 
information about leasing arrangements to enable a user of the consolidated financial statements to 
assess the amount, timing and uncertainty of cash flows from leases. The university elected the 
effective date transition method and the package of practical expedients that permit relief from the 
burden of having to reassess whether any expired or existing contracts are or contain a lease, the 
lease classification for any expired or existing leases, the need to break down consideration paid in 
connection with a contract into lease and nonlease components or any initial direct costs for any 
existing leases as of the effective date. 

The university has elected not to recognize ROU assets and lease liabilities for space and equipment 
leases that have a lease term of 12 months or less. 
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As of July 1, 2020, the university recognized an operating lease liability of $17,903, which represents 
the present value of the remaining lease payment of $22,312, discounted using the university’s 
weighted average incremental borrowing rate of 3.07% and an operating right of use asset of $17,903. 

(s) COVID – 19 
The COVID – 19 pandemic resulted in revenue declines due to lower student enrollment, 
de-densification of residence halls, and a reduction in athletic revenues, as well as higher costs to take 
appropriate health and safety measures. These economic challenges were partially mitigated by 
temporary suspensions of merit increases and 403(b) employer matching contributions, decreases in 
leadership and basketball coach salaries, reduction of discretionary expenses, and state and federal 
emergency relief aid. 

(t) Reclassification 
Certain amounts in the 2020 financial statements have been reclassified to conform to the 2021 
presentation. 2020 functional expense amounts were revised to reflect updated, commonly applied cost 
classifications utilized in 2021. 

(2) Availability of Financial Assets for General Expenditures 
Resources available to the university to fund general expenditures, such as operating expenses, scheduled 
principal payments on debt, and internally funded capital costs have seasonal variations related to the 
timing of tuition payments, receipts of gifts and pledge payments, and transfers from the endowment. The 
university actively manages its resources, utilizing a combination of short-term and long-term operating 
investment strategies to align cash inflows with anticipated outflows. At June 30, 2021, existing financial 
assets and liquidity resources available within one year were as follows: 

Financial assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 111,265  
Accounts receivable 15,743  
Pledge payments available for operations 7,917  
Working capital investments 149,043  
Endowment spending payout 34,574  

Total financial assets available
within one year 318,542  

Liquidity resources:
Bank line of credit 50,000  

Total financial assets and liquid
resources available within
one year $ 368,542  
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Additionally, the university has $151,782 in board designated funds functioning as endowment of which 
$119,348 could be liquidated within one year with Board approval, however no liquidation is anticipated as 
of June 30, 2021. The university’s investment policy follows Wisconsin’s Uniform Prudent Management of 
Institutional Funds Act (“UPMIFA”), which requires institutions to maintain intergenerational equity, meaning 
the university must make efforts to preserve purchasing power of the endowment for both current and 
future generations served by the university. 

(3) Investments 
A summary of the university’s investment return net of expenses is presented below for the years ended 
June 30, 2021 and 2020: 

2021 2020

Interest and dividends $ 6,323  2,909  
Gain on investments, net 211,522  2,045  

Return on investments $ 217,845  4,954  
 

The fair value of the university’s financial instruments is determined using the valuation methods and 
assumptions as set forth below. While the university believes that its valuation methods are appropriate 
and consistent with those of other market participants, the use of different methodologies or assumptions to 
determine the fair value of certain financial instruments could result in a different fair value at the reporting 
date. 

Fair values of cash and cash equivalents are based on observable market quotation prices provided by 
investment managers and the custodian bank at the reporting date. 

During fiscal year 2021, the university withdrew from the securities lending program. In fiscal year 2020, 
funds held in collateral under the securities lending agreement are recorded at fair market value based on 
quoted market prices provided by the custodian bank. The custodian banks use a variety of pricing sources 
to determine market valuations. Observable market quoted prices and specific pricing services or indexes 
are used to value investments. The securities portfolio is highly liquid, generally allowing the portfolio to be 
priced through pricing services. As of June 30, 2020, the university had loaned securities with a market 
value of $9,512, that were secured by collateral with a market value of approximately $9,300. The collateral 
received in connection with the security lending program and the obligation to return such collateral are 
reported in the consolidated financial statements as investments and accounts payable, respectively. 

Unexpended bond proceeds are invested in various securities based on expected risk, returns and 
maturities that mirror the anticipated timing of construction project payment needs. Fair values of 
unexpended bond proceeds securities are based on prices provided by the trustee bank. Unexpended 
bond proceeds include cash equivalents and fixed income securities where their fair values are based on 
observable market quotation prices. The trustee bank uses a variety of pricing sources to determine market 
valuations of fixed maturity securities. The specific pricing services or indexes for each sector of the market 
are based upon the provider’s expertise. The fixed maturity securities are highly liquid, allowing the portfolio 
to be priced through pricing services. 
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Investments include money funds, federal, state, local agency, nongovernment, asset and 
mortgage-backed and foreign fixed income securities, stocks, mutual funds, commingled funds, real estate, 
multistrategy hedge funds and private equity partnership and membership interests. Investments are based 
on valuations provided by external investment managers and the custodian banks. Valuations provided by 
external investment managers and the custodian bank include observable market quotation prices, 
observable inputs other than quoted prices such as price services or indexes, estimates, appraisals, 
assumptions and other methods that are reviewed by management. Real estate, multi-strategy hedge 
funds, commingled funds and private equity partnerships are valued using net asset value; however, it is 
possible that the redemption rights of certain investments may be restricted by the funds in the future in 
accordance with the underlying fund agreements. Changes in market conditions and the economic 
environment may impact the net asset value of the funds and consequently the fair value of the university’s 
interests in the funds. 

In fiscal year 2020, funds payables under the securities lending agreement are included in accounts 
payable and accrued liabilities on the consolidated statements of financial position and are based on 
quoted market prices provided by the custodian bank. The custodian banks use a variety of pricing sources 
to determine market valuations. Observable market quoted prices and specific pricing services or indexes 
are used to value investments. The securities portfolio is highly liquid, generally allowing the portfolio to be 
priced through pricing services. 

Accounting standards establish a fair value hierarchy that prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used 
to measure fair value. The hierarchy gives the highest priority to unadjusted quoted prices in active markets 
for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1 measurements) and the lowest priority to measurements involving 
significant unobservable inputs (Level 3 measurements). The standard describes three levels of inputs that 
may be used to measure fair value: 

Level 1: Observable inputs such as quoted prices in active markets that the university has the ability to 
access at the measurement date. 

Level 2: Inputs other than quoted prices in active markets such as quoted prices for similar assets or 
liabilities; quoted prices in markets that are not active; or other inputs that are observable or can be 
corroborated by observable market data for substantially the full term of the assets or liabilities. 

Level 3: Unobservable inputs where there is little or no market data and requires the reporting entity to 
develop its own assumptions and includes funds held in trust by others. 

The university’s policy is to reflect transfers between levels at the end of the year in which a change in 
circumstances results in the transfer. 
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The following table presents the university’s financial instruments at fair value as of June 30, 2021. The 
categorization of financial instruments within the hierarchy is based on price transparency and does not 
necessarily correspond to the perceived risk of the instruments. 

Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

June 30, 2021:
Assets:

Recurring:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 111,265  111,265  —  —  

Investments:
Money funds and other 33,974  33,974  —  —  
Federal, state, and local

agency securities 679  —  679  —  
Nongovernment bonds and

notes 301  —  301  —  
Asset and mortgage-backed

securities 454  —  454  —  
Foreign bonds and notes 125  —  125  —  
Common and preferred

stocks 61,914  61,914  —  —  
Mutual funds – bonds 238,582  238,582  —  —  
Mutual funds – equity 126,506  126,506  —  —  
Investments measured at

net asset value 609,463  —  —  —  

Total investments 1,071,998  460,976  1,559  —  

Total assets
  measured at fair value
  on recurring basis $ 1,183,263  572,241  1,559  —  

Liabilities:
Recurring:

Payables under securities
lending agreement $ —  —  —  —  

Total liabilities
   measured at fair value
   on recurring basis $ —  —  —  —  
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Certain investment companies and partnerships in which the university has invested have imposed 
restriction as to the frequency at which the university might redeem, in part or whole, its investment. 
Redemption frequencies can vary based on several criteria, including the liquidity of an investment 
company’s underlying investments or initial investment lockup periods. Fair value measurements of 
investments in certain entities that calculate net asset value per share (or its equivalent) as of June 30, 
2021, are as follows: 

Fiscal year ended Net assets Unfunded Redemption Redemption
June 30, 2021 value commitments frequency notice period

Commingled funds $ 125,035  —  Weekly, Monthly, 10–30 days
Annually

Multi-strategy hedge funds 294,929  —  Quarterly,
Semi-annually
Annually,
2 years,
3 years,
Liquidating 45–90 days

Private equity partnerships 167,363  66,724  Illiquid
Real estate limited partnership

and membership interests 22,136  15,954  Illiquid

$ 609,463  82,678  
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The following table presents the university’s financial instruments at fair value as of June 30, 2020. The 
categorization of financial instruments within the hierarchy is based on price transparency and does not 
necessarily correspond to the perceived risk of the instruments. 

Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

June 30, 2020:
Assets:

Recurring:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 211,224  211,224  —  —  

Investments:
Money funds and other 19,573  19,573  —  —  
Federal, state, and local

agency securities 694  —  694  —  
Nongovernment bonds and

notes 266  —  266  —  
Asset and mortgage-backed

securities 318  —  318  —  
Foreign bonds and notes 125  —  125  —  
Common and preferred

stocks 51,698  51,698  —  —  
Mutual funds – bonds 66,773  66,773  —  —  
Mutual funds – equity 101,459  101,459  —  —  
Receivables under securities

lending agreement 9,430  —  9,430  —  
Investments measured at

net asset value 461,487  —  —  —  

Total investments 711,823  239,503  10,833  —  

Total assets
   measured at fair value
   on recurring basis $ 923,047  450,727  10,833  —  

Liabilities:
Recurring:

Payables under securities
lending agreement $ 9,512  —  9,512  —  

Total liabilities
   measured at fair value
   on recurring basis $ 9,512  —  9,512  —  
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Certain investment companies and partnerships in which the university has invested have imposed 
restriction as to the frequency at which the university might redeem, in part or whole, its investment. 
Redemption frequencies can vary based on several criteria, including the liquidity of an investment 
company’s underlying investments or initial investment lockup periods. Fair value measurements of 
investments in certain entities that calculate net asset value per share (or its equivalent) as of June 30, 
2020, are as follows: 

Fiscal year ended Net assets Unfunded Redemption Redemption
June 30, 2020 value commitments frequency notice period

Commingled funds $ 93,701  —  Weekly, Monthly, 10–30 days
Annually

Multi-strategy hedge funds 242,275  1,840  Quarterly,
Semi-annually
Annually,
2 years,
3 years,
Liquidating 45–90 days

Private equity partnerships 107,435  48,454  Illiquid
Real estate limited partnership

and membership interests 18,076  20,902  Illiquid

$ 461,487  71,196  

 

(4) Endowment 
(a) Interpretation of Relevant Law Governing Endowments 

The State of Wisconsin enacted the Uniform Prudent Management of Institutional Funds Act (UPMIFA) 
on July 20, 2009. This law provides, among other things, expanded spending flexibility by allowing, 
subject to a standard of prudence, the university to spend from an endowment fund without regard to 
the book value of the corpus. The university classifies as net assets with donor restrictions (a) the 
original value of gifts donated to the permanent endowment, (b) the original value of subsequent gifts to 
the permanent endowment, and (c) accumulations to the permanent endowment made in accordance 
with the direction of the applicable donor gift instrument. Also included in net assets with donor 
restrictions is accumulated appreciation on endowment funds which are available for expenditure in a 
manner consistent with the standard of prudence established by UPMIFA. 

(b) Underwater Endowment Funds 
From time to time, the value of assets associated with a permanently restricted fund may fall below the 
historical cost. Deficiencies of this nature are reported in net assets with donor restrictions. These 
deficiencies resulted from unfavorable market conditions that occurred after the investment of endowed 
contributions and from appropriations to certain programs. As of June 30, 2021 and 2020, funds with 
fair market value of $8,389 and $96,023, an original gift value of $8,682 and $101,100, were 
underwater by $293 and $5,077, respectively. 
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(c) Endowment Spending Policy 
The primary objective of the spending policy is to provide a steady cash flow stream while at the same 
time protecting the purchasing power of the endowment fund’s principal. Adopting the target rate 
approach provides the university with a level-spending plan. Spending allotments will begin with the flat 
amount allocated to each individual endowment fund balance as of June 30, 2004, that may grow each 
year by an inflationary amount not to exceed 3%. Spending allotments will be increased by new gift 
additions to the individual endowment funds receiving spending authority equal to 5% of the new gift 
amount. 

Compliant with UPMIFA, the university will be allowed to prudently withdraw spendable funds even if 
an endowment’s market value is less than its historical book value. Any “return” that is not required to 
meet spending shall be retained in the endowment funds and invested in accordance with the 
investment policy statement. 

A risk control mechanism will be employed that keeps spending within a range of 4 – 6% of market 
value in order for the asset allocation policy to work with a minimum target rate of return of 8% (5% 
average spending and 3% inflation). 

(d) Endowment Investment Policy 
The endowment fund’s investment objective is to preserve its purchasing power while providing a 
continuing and stable funding source to support the overall mission of the university. To accomplish this 
objective, the endowment fund seeks to generate a total return that will exceed its annual spendable 
amount, all expenses associated with managing the endowment fund, and the eroding effects of 
inflation. It is the intention that any excess return (interest income, dividends, realized gains, and 
unrealized gains), above and beyond the amount approved for expenditure or distribution, will be 
reinvested in the endowment fund. The endowment fund will be managed on a total return basis, 
consistent with the applicable standard of conduct set forth in UPMIFA. 

The endowment fund has a long-term investment horizon with relatively low liquidity needs. For this 
reason, the endowment fund can tolerate short- and intermediate-term volatility provided that long-term 
returns meet or exceed its investment objective. Consequently, the endowment fund may take 
advantage of less liquid investments, such as private equity, hedge funds, and other partnership 
vehicles, which typically offer higher risk-adjusted return potential as compensation for forfeiture of 
liquidity. To ensure adequate liquidity for distributions and to facilitate rebalancing, the university will 
conduct ongoing reviews of total fund liquidity. 
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Endowment net assets without donor restriction are “Investments functioning as endowment” that are 
not permanently restricted by donors but are designated by the university for endowment purposes. 
The following represents the composition and changes in endowment net assets for the year ended 
June 30, 2021: 

Without donor With donor
restrictions restrictions Total

Endowment net assets, beginning of year $ 118,538  597,267  715,805  

Investment return:
Investment gain —  84  84  
Endowment income used for spending

policy 6,800  28,043  34,843  
Net realized and unrealized gains 27,472  150,848  178,320  

Total investment return 34,272  178,975  213,247  

Appropriation of endowment assets for
expenditure (6,800) (27,773) (34,573) 

Contributions 5,772  28,748  34,520  

Endowment net assets, end of year $ 151,782  777,217  928,999  

 

The following represents the composition and changes in endowment net assets for the year ended 
June 30, 2020: 

Without donor With donor
restrictions restrictions Total

Endowment net assets, beginning of year $ 123,360  582,116  705,476  

Investment return:
Investment loss —  (78) (78) 
Endowment income used for spending

policy 5,990  24,156  30,146  
Net realized and unrealized losses (6,757) (17,605) (24,362) 

Total investment return (767) 6,473  5,706  

Appropriation of endowment assets for
expenditure (5,990) (23,920) (29,910) 

Contributions 1,935  32,598  34,533  

Endowment net assets, end of year $ 118,538  597,267  715,805  
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(5) Irrevocable Split-Interest Agreements and Funds Held in Trust by Others 
The university’s split-interest agreements with donors consist primarily of charitable gift annuities, pooled 
income funds, and charitable remainder trusts for which the university serves as trustee. Assets are 
invested and payments are made to beneficiaries in accordance with the respective agreements. Assets 
associated with split-interest agreements are included in investments on the consolidated statement of 
financial position. 

A liability for split-interest obligations is recorded when the agreement is established at the estimated net 
present value of future cash flows using a risk-adjusted discount rate commensurate with the duration of 
the estimated payments. 

The university is the beneficiary of trusts that, in accordance with the decedent’s instructions, are managed 
and maintained by separate trustees not affiliated with the university. The university receives distributions 
from the trusts. The fair value of the trusts was $31,223 and $27,203 at June 30, 2021 and 2020, 
respectively, and are included in investments on the consolidated statement of financial position. 

For those agreements where the university does not serve as trustee but is designated as an irrevocable 
beneficiary of the trust, restricted funds held in trust and revenue are recognized for the present value of 
the estimated future benefits due to the university over the life of the trust and when the trust is distributed. 
The present value calculation of the trust considers both the discount rate and, if applicable, the estimated 
life expectancy of the trust originator. 

(6) Pledges Receivable, net 
Pledges receivable expected to be collected within one year are recorded at net realizable value. Pledges 
receivable expected to be collected in future years are recorded at the present value of estimated future 
cash flows. The discounts on those amounts are computed using an appropriate risk-free rate of return on 
the date the promise to give is received. Amortization of the discount is included in contribution revenues. 

As of June 30, 2021, and 2020, the contributions receivable is due as follows: 

2021 2020

Less than one year $ 54,332  24,633  
Two to five years 40,717  38,768  
Over five years 4,583  5,265  

Subtotal 99,632  68,666  

Less unamortized discount (2,782) (4,060) 
Allowance for uncollectible accounts (8,118) (5,243) 

Pledges receivable, net $ 88,732  59,363  
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In addition, the university has received certain conditional promises to give that are in the form of revocable 
trusts, bequests and pledges. As of June 30, 2021 and 2020, the fair value of these conditional promises is 
approximately $152,742 and $177,795, respectively. These amounts can be recognized as revenue in the 
periods in which the conditions are fulfilled. 

(7) Leases 
The university has operating leases, primarily for athletic facility use, clinic space, office space and 
vehicles, that expire over the next twelve years. Some leases contain renewal options. For instances where 
it is probable that the university will renew, the renewal period is included in the lease period and 
calculations. Certain leases include payment escalators based on stated rates. Variable lease payments 
based on stated rates such as mileage or sales volume are not included in the calculation of lease liabilities 
and ROU assets but, rather, are recognized during the year incurred. The present value of the lease 
obligation is determined using a discount rate equal to the interest rate implicit in the lease or, if 
unavailable, the university’s incremental borrowing rate is used. Included in ROU calculations are 
adjustments to lease payments made as a result of COVID-19 economic impact. 

The components of operating lease costs for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2021, were as follows: 

Operating lease costs $ 1,821  
Variable lease costs 47  

Total lease costs $ 1,868  

 

Amounts reported in the consolidated statements of financial position as of June 30, 2021, were as follows: 

Operating lease ROU assets net of amortization $ 16,574  
Operating lease liabilities 17,994  

 

Other information related to operating leases as of June 30, 2021, were as follows: 

Weighted average Remaining Lease term in years 11.6  
Weighted average discount rate 3.07 %
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Maturities of the operating leases as of June 30, 2021, are as follows: 

2022 $ 1,717  
2023 1,757  
2024 1,791  
2025 1,765  
2026 1,814  
Thereafter 13,109  

Operating lease liabilities –
undiscounted 21,953  

Impact of present value discount 3,959  

Operating lease liabilities $ 17,994  

 

Future minimum lease obligations under Topic 840 for operating leases as June 30, 2020, were as follows: 

FY21 $ 1,528  
FY22 1,301  
FY23 1,338  
FY24 1,275  
FY25 1,313  
Thereafter 12,030  

Total future commitments $ 18,785  
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(8) Notes and Bonds Payable, Net 
As of June 30, 2021, and 2020, notes and bonds payable consisted of the following: 

2021 2020

Revenue Bonds, Series 2011A, payable with fixed interest
rates ranging from 2.00% to 5.00%, maturing through 2020 $ —  2,895  

Revenue Bonds, Series 2012, payable with fixed interest
rates ranging from 2.00% to 5.00%, maturing through 2032 72,190  73,645  

Revenue Bonds, Series 2016, payable with fixed interest
rates ranging from 4.00% to 5.00%, maturing through 2047 76,840  78,600  

Revenue Bonds, Series 2019, payable with fixed interest
rates ranging from 4.00% to 5.00%, maturing through 2033 41,040  43,650  

Taxable Fixed Rate Bonds, Series 2020, payable with fixed interest
rates ranging from 1.00% to 4.00%, maturing through 2050 150,000  150,000  

Other long-term payables with variable interest rate, maturing
through 2024 755  1,067  

Subtotal 340,825  349,857  

Unamortized premiums, discount and issuance costs 23,513  25,068  

Notes and bonds payable, net $ 364,338  374,925  

 

Notes are issued under the Master Indenture and are equally and ratably secured by any lien created 
under the Master Indenture. 

The notes and bonds payable are subject to various covenants. Management confirms the university is in 
compliance with all covenants as of and for the years ended June 30, 2021 and 2020. 

Maturities of notes and bonds payable based on scheduled repayments at June 30, 2021, are as follows: 

Fiscal year 2022 $ 9,315  
Fiscal year 2023 9,876  
Fiscal year 2024 13,819  
Fiscal year 2025 14,040  
Fiscal year 2026 14,665  
Thereafter 279,110  

Total $ 340,825  

 

As of June 30, 2021, the university has two secured letters of credit with banks under which it may borrow 
up to $3,101. There were no borrowings outstanding under these letters of credit as of June 30, 2021 and 
2020. 
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As of June 30, 2021, the university has a $50,000 line of credit with a bank. There were no borrowings 
outstanding under this line of credit as of June 30, 2021 and 2020. 

(9) Restricted Cash and Investments 
The composition of assets restricted to investment in land, buildings and equipment as of June 30, 2021 
and 2020 is shown below. 

2021 2020

Restricted cash $ 13,329  10,067  
Contributions receivable 53,605  18,656  
Investments 17,855  4  

Total assets restricted for investment in land,
building and equipment $ 84,789  28,727  

 

The following table provides a reconciliation of cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash reported within 
the consolidated statement of financial position that sum to the total of same amounts shown in the 
consolidated statement of cash flows. 

2021 2020

Cash and cash equivalents $ 97,936  201,157  
Restricted cash included in assets restricted to

investment in land, buildings and equipment 13,329  10,067  

Total cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash shown
in the consolidated statement of cash flows $ 111,265  211,224  

 

Assets restricted to investment in land, buildings and equipment include restricted cash equivalents 
received with a donor-imposed restriction that limits the use of that cash to long-term purposes. 

(10) Retirement Plan 
All eligible full-time and part-time personnel who meet the waiting period criteria, may elect to participate in 
a defined contribution individual retirement plan. Under the provisions of the plan in order to receive the 
university’s matching contribution, participants are required to contribute 5% of their annual wages to the 
plan. The university has neither administrative responsibilities nor any financial liabilities under this plan 
except to make contributions, currently limited to 8% of the annual wages of participants, up to defined 
limits. In addition, voluntary contributions by participants may be made subject to Internal Revenue Service 
limitations. As part of the COVID-19 financial risk mitigation plan, the university matching contribution to 
Marquette’s 403(b) retirement plan was suspended from July 1, 2020 through April 30, 2021. Payments for 
contributions to this plan totaled $3,547 and $11,675 in fiscal years 2021 and 2020, respectively. 
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(11) Self-Funded Health, Dental and Vision Benefit Plans 
The university has self-funded benefit plans covering all active and certain retired employees’ health, dental 
and vision costs. Under the plans, the university’s losses are limited, through the use of excess loss 
insurance, to $300 per claim. Claims paid under the plans for fiscal years 2021 and 2020 totaled $25,235 
and $26,065, respectively. The university has also contracted with third party administrators to provide 
administrative services for the plans. Accrued liabilities include an estimate of the university’s liability for 
claims incurred but not paid through June 30, 2021 and 2020. 

(12) Net Assets 
Net assets consist of the following as of June 30, 2021 and 2020: 

2021 2020

Without donor restrictions:
Board designated endowments $ 151,782  118,538  
Other net assets without donor restrictions 280,095  289,298  

Total without donor restrictions 431,877  407,836  

With donor restrictions:
Amounts with time and purpose restrictions:

Academic support, instruction and student services 221,591  138,890  
Pledges receivable, net 61,438  27,900  
Scholarships 147,155  58,836  
Life income and annuity funds 6,957  4,472  
Physical assets 16,978  6,848  

Total net assets with time and purpose restrictions 454,119  236,946  

Amount with permanent restrictions:
Academic support, instruction and student services 197,864  183,582  
Pledges receivable, net 23,726  26,807  
Scholarships 306,760  285,990  
Life income and annuity funds 1,270  2,289  

Total net assets with permanent restrictions 529,620  498,668  

Total with donor restrictions 983,739  735,614  

Total net assets $ 1,415,616  1,143,450  
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(13) Commitments and Contingencies 
The university is involved in various litigation arising in the normal course of operations. On the basis of 
information presently available and the advice of legal counsel, management is of the opinion that any 
liability, to the extent not provided for through reserves or otherwise, for pending litigation is not expected to 
be material in relation to the university’s financial position or activities. 

As of June 30, 2021, the university has outstanding commitments for the following construction projects: 

College of Business Administration new building $ 12,763  
Lalumiere Hall renovation 1,785  

Total $ 14,548  

 

(14) Expenses 
The university’s primary programs are instruction, research, and public service. Academic support and 
libraries, student services, and auxiliary enterprises are considered integral to the delivery of these 
programs. Athletics expenses are included in student services. Costs related to the operation and 
maintenance of physical plant, including depreciation of plant assets, are allocated to operating programs 
and supporting activities based upon square footage. Interest expense on external debt is allocated to the 
activities that have most directly benefited from the debt proceeds. Natural expenses allocated by function 
for the years ended June 30, 2021 and 2020 are as follows: 

2021
Supplies,
repairs, Operations

utilities and and
Compensation other Interest Depreciation maintenance Total

Instruction $ 113,071  13,177  2,728  12,388  8,045  149,409  
Academic support and libraries 29,107  9,981  536  6,092  5,050  50,766  
Research and grants 26,524  16,208  —  2,057  100  44,889  
Student services 42,149  23,027  412  5,129  5,786  76,503  
Auxiliary enterprises 6,456  18,499  4,618  7,407  12,025  49,005  
Institutional support 36,431  10,301  3,770  1,994  1,342  53,838  
Public services 4,461  573  3  —  77  5,114  
Operations and maintenance 9,797  18,015  212  4,401  (32,425) —  

Total operating
expenses $ 267,996  109,781  12,279  39,468  —  429,524  
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2020
Supplies,
repairs, Operations

utilities and and
Compensation other Interest Depreciation maintenance Total

Instruction $ 115,385  14,725  2,012  12,916  7,374  152,412  
Academic support and libraries 31,166  12,361  319  6,021  5,273  55,140  
Research and grants 26,779  18,293  —  1,692  30  46,794  
Student services 35,352  25,672  335  5,251  5,804  72,414  
Auxiliary enterprises 7,095  18,948  3,598  8,243  12,460  50,344  
Institutional support 42,381  9,269  1,972  2,670  2,131  58,423  
Public services 4,833  973  3  —  79  5,888  
Operations and maintenance 11,148  17,294  259  4,450  (33,151) —  

Total operating
expenses $ 274,139  117,535  8,498  41,243  —  441,415  

 

(15) Research and Grant Costs 
The university receives grant and contract revenue from various government agencies and private sources 
for the support of research, training, and other sponsored programs. Revenues associated with the direct 
costs of these programs are recognized as the related costs are incurred. Indirect cost reimbursements 
from federal agencies are based on negotiated predetermined rates. Research and grant costs reported for 
fiscal years 2021 and 2020 are comprised of the following: 

2021 2020

Sponsored research $ 31,271  31,221  
Teaching and training 5,828  5,450  
Development and others 7,790  10,123  

Total research and grants $ 44,889  46,794  

 

(16) Subsequent Events 
Subsequent events have been evaluated through September 9, 2021, which is the date the consolidated 
financial statements were available to be issued. No subsequent events were identified that require 
recording or disclosure in the consolidated financial statements or related notes to the consolidated 
financial statements. 
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APPENDIX C 
 

SUMMARY OF THE MASTER INDENTURE 
 

Brief descriptions of the Master Indenture, including certain Supplemental Master Indentures, are set 
forth below. Those descriptions do not purport to be comprehensive or definitive. All references in this Official 
Statement to those documents are qualified in their entirety by reference to each document, copies of which are 
available for review at the offices of the Bond Trustee. 

DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS 

The following terms have the following meanings in this Appendix C (capitalized terms used in this 
Appendix C and not otherwise defined have the meanings ascribed thereto in the front portion of this Official 
Statement or in Appendix D hereto): 

“Accountant’s Certificate” means a certificate prepared and executed by a Qualified Accountant. 
“Additional Indebtedness” means any Indebtedness incurred or assumed subsequent to the date of the Master 
Indenture. 

“Authority” means the Wisconsin Health and Educational Facilities Authority. 

“Balloon Indebtedness” means Indebtedness, 25% or more of the original principal amount of which 
matures during any consecutive twelve-month period, if such maturing principal amount is not required to be 
amortized below such percentage by mandatory redemption or prepayment prior to such twelve-month period. 
Balloon Indebtedness does not include Indebtedness which otherwise would be classified under the Master 
Indenture as Put Indebtedness. 

“Bond Counsel” means counsel whose legal opinions on municipal bond issues are nationally 
recognized.  

“Bond Trustee” has the meaning attributed to it in Appendix D of this Official Statement. 

“Bonds” means the Series 2022 Bonds as defined in the front portion of this Official Statement.  

“Code” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended from time to time, and any proposed, 
temporary or final regulations related to it or any successor federal income tax code and its related regulations. 

“Commitment Indebtedness” means the obligation of any Person to repay amounts disbursed pursuant 
to a commitment from a financial institution, including any interest payable to the financial institution on the 
amounts disbursed and any related fees and expenses of the financial institution, to pay or refinance when due 
other Indebtedness of such Person, which other Indebtedness was incurred in accordance with the provisions of 
the Master Indenture or at a time prior to the date of the Master Indenture. 

“Corporation” means Marquette University, a Wisconsin nonstock nonprofit corporation or any 
successor. 

“Debt Service” means the aggregate annual principal (whether at maturity or pursuant to scheduled 
mandatory redemptions or sinking fund redemption requirements), interest payments and other payments of the 
Corporation and the other Obligated Issuers on all Outstanding Indebtedness, for the period of time for which 
calculated; provided, however, that for purposes of calculating such amount, (a) the amount of such payments 
for any future period shall be calculated in accordance with the assumptions contained in the provisions of the 
Master Indenture summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE 
MASTER INDENTURE - Calculation of Debt Service,” (b) fees and expenses related to debt, such as 
remarketing fees, auction fees, bond insurance premiums, and amortization of original issue discount or 
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premium, shall be excluded from the determination of Debt Service, and (c) principal and/or interest shall be 
excluded from the determination of Debt Service to the extent that such principal and/or interest is payable and 
expected to be paid in the period of the determination from amounts (including investment earnings) deposited 
in trust, escrowed or otherwise set aside for the payment thereof with the Master Trustee, a Related Bond 
Trustee or another Person approved by the Master Trustee. 

“Defeasance Obligations” means (a) United States Government Obligations; (b) evidences of ownership 
of proportionate interests in future interest and principal payments on specified obligations described in (a) held 
by a bank or trust company as custodian, under which the owner of the investment is the real party in interest 
and has the right to proceed directly and individually against the obligor on the underlying obligations described 
in (a), and which underlying obligations are not available to satisfy any claim of the custodian or any person 
claiming through the custodian or to whom the custodian may be obligated; (c) evidences of indebtedness issued 
by any of the following: Bank for Cooperatives; Federal Home Loan Banks, Federal Home Loan Mortgage 
Corporation (including participation certificates); Federal Land Banks; Federal Financing Banks; or any other 
agency or instrumentality of the United States of America created by an act of Congress which is substantially 
similar to the foregoing in its legal relationship to the United States of America; (d) debt obligations, whether or 
not interest thereon is exempt from federal income taxes, which, at the time of deposit, are rated by either 
Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. (“Moody’s”) or Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services (“S&P”) in either of the 
two highest long-term debt rating categories of such rating agency without regard to any refinement or gradation 
of such rating categories by numerical modifier or otherwise; provided, that if any Note or Related Bond being 
provided for is then rated by Moody’s or S&P, the obligations deposited must be rated by each rating agency 
having a rating in effect on such Notes or Related Bonds in a rating category no lower than that in effect on such 
Notes or Related Bonds; and (e) obligations described in Section 103(a) of the Code, provision for the payment 
of the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on which shall have been made by the irrevocable deposit with 
a bank or trust company acting as a trustee or escrow agent for holders of such obligations of securities 
described in clauses (a) or (b) the maturing principal of and interest on which, when due and payable, will 
provide sufficient moneys to pay when due the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on such obligations, 
and which securities described in clauses (a) or (b) are not available to satisfy any other claim, including any 
claim of the trustee or escrow agent or of any person claiming through the trustee or escrow agent or to whom 
the trustee or escrow agent may be obligated, including in the event of the insolvency of the trustee or escrow 
agent or proceedings arising out of such insolvency. 

“Event of Default” when used in or with reference to (a) the Master Indenture has the meaning 
attributed to it in the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF 
CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Events of Default” and (b) other documents has 
the meaning attributed to it in them. 

“Excluded Property” means property which is not used or needed in any significant respect at the time 
of determination in connection with the operation of revenue producing facilities or activities of an Obligated 
Issuer. The Corporation has identified in the Master Indenture certain properties which meet this description. 

“Existing Restrictions” means the limitations imposed upon an Obligated Issuer in the covenants of debt 
instruments pertaining to its Indebtedness as of the date of the Master Indenture or as of the date of a Person 
becoming an Obligated Issuer which restrict such Obligated Issuer’s ability to guarantee payment of Notes 
issued under the Master Indenture. There are currently no Existing Restrictions. 

“Federal Bankruptcy Code” means United States Code, Title 11-Bankruptcy, as amended. 

“Fiscal Year” means the period commencing on the first day of July of each year and ending on the 30th 
day of June of the immediately succeeding calendar year. So long as any Obligated Issuer uses and with respect 
to any period during which any Obligated Issuer used a fiscal year for its internal purposes which is or was 
different from the Fiscal Year provided for in the Master Indenture, for any purpose under the Master Indenture 
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the financial information for any Fiscal Year may include financial information from the most recently 
completed fiscal year of such Obligated Issuer ending on a date prior to the ending date of such Fiscal Year. 

“Governing Body” means with respect to any corporation the board of trustees or directors or other 
analogous body established as required by the law of the state of incorporation of such corporation. 

“Guaranty” when used in connection with a particular Person means all obligations of such Person 
guaranteeing or in effect guaranteeing any Indebtedness of the type described in clause (b) of the definition of 
that term of any other Person (the “primary obligor”) in any manner, whether directly or indirectly, including 
without limitation, obligations incurred through an agreement, contingent or otherwise, by such Person: (a) to 
purchase such Indebtedness or any Property or assets constituting security therefor; (b) to advance or supply 
funds (i) for the purchase or payment of such Indebtedness at any time after its original incurrence or (ii) to 
maintain working capital or other balance sheet condition in connection with, and primarily for the benefit of the 
holder of, such Indebtedness; (c) to lease Property or to purchase securities or other Property or services 
primarily for the purpose of assuring the owner of such Indebtedness of the ability of the primary obligor to 
make payment of the Indebtedness; or (d) otherwise to assure the owner of the Indebtedness of the primary 
obligor against loss in respect thereof; provided, however, that notwithstanding the foregoing, none of the 
following shall be deemed to constitute a Guaranty: (A) the endorsement in the ordinary course of business of 
negotiable instruments for deposit or collection; 

(B) the discount or sale with recourse of any such person’s notes receivable or accounts receivable; (C) 
the obligation to make payments on Notes pursuant to the provisions of the Master Indenture; and (D) any 
obligation of such person guaranteeing or in effect guaranteeing any obligation of the primary obligor that does 
not constitute Indebtedness within the meaning clause (b) of the definition of that term. 

“Holder” (see “Noteholder”). 

“Indebtedness” means, without duplication, (a) any Guaranty and (b) indebtedness created, issued, 
incurred or assumed for borrowed money or for the deferred purchase price of property or services, including 
without limitation both long-term and short term indebtedness, except that Indebtedness does not include (i) 
operating leases, accounts payable, accrued liabilities, student credits and other advance payments, deferred 
income, payables to other beneficiaries, refundable federal loan grants, lines of credit, and other liabilities that 
are not for borrowed money or the deferred purchase price of property or services which are incurred in the 
ordinary course of business, or the equivalent thereof, all as shown on the financial statements of the Obligated 
Group, (ii) any indebtedness of one Obligated Issuer to another Obligated Issuer or any Guaranty by one 
Obligated Issuer of indebtedness of another Obligated Issuer, (iii) any continuing obligation of any Obligated 
Issuer to pay principal of and interest on indebtedness or Related Bonds which is deemed to be discharged or 
defeased in accordance with the terms of the instrument or instruments creating or evidencing such indebtedness 
or Related Bonds, as the case may be; provided, however, that there is delivered to the Master Trustee a letter 
from Qualified Accountants or other consultants generally recognized as experts in the preparation of refunding 
escrow sufficiency reports selected by the Corporation and approved by the Master Trustee verifying the 
adequacy of any escrow established in connection with the discharge or defeasance of such indebtedness or 
Related Bonds and (iv) any Interest Rate Agreement. 

“Independent” means, in the case of an individual, a Person who is not a partner, member, director, 
officer or employee of either the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer and, in the case of a firm, shall not 
have a partner, member, director, officer, trustee or employee who is a partner, member, director, officer, trustee 
or employee of either the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer. 

“Independent Consultant” means a Person who is Independent and is appointed by the Corporation or 
any other Obligated Issuer and satisfactory to the Master Trustee, nationally recognized as qualified to pass 
upon questions relating to the financial affairs of organizations engaged in like operations to those of the 
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Corporation and the other Obligated Issuers and having a favorable reputation for skill and experience in such 
financial affairs. 

“Independent Insurance Consultant” means a Person who is Independent, appointed by the Corporation 
and satisfactory to the Master Trustee, qualified to survey risks and to recommend insurance coverage for 
organizations engaged in like operations to those of the Corporation and the other Obligated Issuers and having 
a favorable reputation for skill and experience in such surveys and such recommendations, and who may be a 
broker or agent with whom the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer transacts business. Each of Hays 
Companies of Wisconsin and Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. is an Independent Insurance Consultant within the 
meaning of the Master Indenture. 

“Insurance Subsidiary” means any corporation of which the Corporation or another Obligated Issuer is 
the sole voting member which is in the business of providing insurance coverage to the Corporation or any other 
Obligated Issuer. 

“Interest Rate Agreement” means an agreement with respect to an interest rate swap, basis swap, index 
swap or option, exchange, cap, collar, option, floor, forward, futures contract or hedging agreement, 
arrangement or security or, a combination of the foregoing or other similar arrangement between the 
Corporation or another Obligated Issuer and a counterparty. 

“Master Indenture” means the Master Indenture originally dated as of July 15, 1992 and amended and 
restated as of November 1, 1998, as supplemented from time to time in accordance with the provisions of the 
Master Indenture. 

“Master Trustee” means The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A. (as successor to Bank 
One Trust Company National Association, successor to Bank One Wisconsin Trust Company, National 
Association), Milwaukee, Wisconsin, or its successor as trustee under the Master Indenture. 

“Maximum Annual Debt Service” means the Debt Service due in the then current or a future Fiscal 
Year in which Debt Service is the greatest. 

“Mortgage” means any mortgage of, security interest in, lien, charge or encumbrance on or pledge of 
Property excepting, however, any lease and leaseback or similar arrangements entered into by an Obligated 
Issuer with a Related Issuer to the extent required in connection with the issuance of Related Bonds. 

“Non-Recourse Indebtedness” means Indebtedness incurred for or in connection with the acquisition, 
construction or substantial improvement of Property by any Obligated Issuer (a) the principal amount of which 
does not exceed the Market Value of the Property which is acquired, constructed or improved from the proceeds 
of such Indebtedness; (b) which is evidenced by an instrument which affirmatively recites that (i) only the 
property which is acquired, constructed or improved from the proceeds of such Indebtedness and the revenues 
produced by such Property are pledged for the payment of such Indebtedness and the holder of such 
Indebtedness shall have recourse to no other assets, revenues or Property of any Obligated Issuer for the 
payment of such Indebtedness, (ii) no payment shall be made on such Indebtedness from sources other than 
those referred to in clause (i); and (c) upon any default in payment of such Indebtedness, the remedy of the 
holder thereof is limited to foreclosure or taking possession of such Property with no right to seek payment of 
any deficiency from any Obligated Issuer or from any other Property of any Obligated Issuer. 

“Note” means any Note issued, authenticated and delivered under the Master Indenture. References to 
Notes of a series or such series means the Notes or series issued pursuant to a single Supplemental Master 
Indenture. 

“Noteholder” or “Holder” (when used with reference to any Note or Notes) means the Person in whose 
name the Note is registered on the note register maintained pursuant to the Master Indenture. 
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“Obligated Group” means the Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer. 

“Obligated Issuer” means the Corporation, each other Person named on the signature pages of the 
Master Indenture which has executed the Master Indenture and any Person which shall have become an 
Obligated Issuer pursuant to the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under the heading 
“SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - The Obligated Group” and 
shall not have withdrawn as such pursuant to the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under the 
heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - The Obligated 
Group.” 

“Officer’s Certificate” means a certificate signed by the President or any Vice President of one or more 
Obligated Issuers. 

“Opinion of Bond Counsel” means a written opinion satisfactory in form and substance to the Master 
Trustee, of Bond Counsel selected and paid by the Corporation and approved by the Master Trustee. 

“Opinion of Counsel” means an opinion in writing signed by legal counsel who may be an employee of 
or counsel to the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer and who shall be satisfactory to the Master Trustee. 

“Outstanding” means, as of any time, Indebtedness issued or incurred and not paid or for which 
payment has not been provided by deposit of money or securities with the Master Trustee and shall not include 
Notes surrendered for exchange pursuant to the provisions of the Master Indenture or Notes for which 
replacement Notes have been issued pursuant to the provisions of the Master Indenture, or Notes that the Master 
Indenture otherwise provides shall be deemed not to be Outstanding. 

“Person” means an individual, a corporation, a partnership, an association, a joint stock company, a joint 
venture, a trust, an unincorporated organization, or a government or any agency or political subdivision thereof. 

“Projected Rate” means the projected yield at par of an obligation, as set forth in the report of an 
Independent Consultant (which Consultant and report, including, without limitation, the scope, form, substance 
and other aspects thereof, are acceptable to the Master Trustee) which report shall state that in determining the 
Projected Rate such Independent Consultant reviewed the yield evaluations at par of not less than five 
obligations selected by such Independent Consultant, the interest on which is excludable from gross income for 
federal income tax purposes (or, if it is not expected that it would be possible to issue obligations the interest on 
which is excludable from gross income for federal income tax purposes to refinance the Indebtedness with 
respect to which Debt Service is being estimated or if it is not expected that the obligor on the debt with respect 
to which Debt Service is being estimated would choose to refinance that Indebtedness with obligations the 
interest on which is excludable from gross income for federal income tax purposes, obligations the interest on 
which is subject to federal income tax) which obligations such Independent Consultant states in its opinion are 
reasonable comparators to be utilized in developing such Projected Rate and which obligations: (a) were 
outstanding on a date selected by the Independent Consultant which date so selected occurred during the 45-day 
period preceding the date of the calculation utilizing the Projected Rate in question, (b) to the extent practicable, 
are obligations of persons engaged in operations similar to those of the Obligated Group and having a credit 
rating similar to that of the Obligated Group, (c) are not entitled to the benefits of any credit enhancement 
including without limitation any letter of credit or insurance policy (except in a case where the Obligated Group 
has a commitment for comparable credit enhancement), and (d) to the extent practicable, have a remaining term 
and amortization schedule substantially the same as the obligation with respect to which such Projected Rate is 
being determined. 

“Property” when used in connection with a particular Person, means any and all rights, title and interests 
of such Person in and to any and all property (including cash) whether real or personal, tangible or intangible, 
and wherever situated, but not including Excluded Property. 
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“Put Date” means any date on which a holder of Put Indebtedness may elect to have such Put 
Indebtedness paid, purchased or redeemed prior to its stated maturity date. 

“Put Indebtedness” means Indebtedness which is payable or required to be purchased or redeemed, at 
the option of the holder thereof, prior to its stated maturity date. 

“Qualified Accountants” means (a) KPMG LLP, (b) a firm of certified public accountants of the size 
and type commonly referred to as nationally known certified public accountants or (c) a firm of independent 
public accountants selected by the Corporation and approved by the Master Trustee. 

“Registered Owner” means the Person or Persons in whose name or names a particular Note shall be 
registered on the register maintained pursuant to the provisions of the Master Indenture. 

“Related Bond Indenture” means any indenture or other document pursuant to which a series of Related 
Bonds is issued or incurred. 

“Related Bond Trustee” means the trustee and its successors in the trusts created under any Related 
Bond Indenture. 

“Related Bonds” means the bonds, participation certificates, debentures or other obligations of any 
Related Issuer issued or incurred pursuant to a Related Bond Indenture, the proceeds of which are loaned or 
otherwise made available to any Obligated Issuer in consideration of the execution, authentication and delivery 
of a Note or Notes to such Related Issuer. 

“Related Issuer” means any state of the United States or any municipal corporation or political 
subdivision formed under the laws thereof or any body corporate and politic or any constituted authority or any 
agency or instrumentality of any of the foregoing empowered to issue or incur obligations on behalf thereof 
which is the issuer or obligor of any series of Related Bonds. 

“Series 2022 Master Note” means the Corporation’s promissory note issued under the Sixteenth 
Supplement to evidence the obligations of the Corporation in connection with the Bonds. 

“Sixteenth Supplement” means the Sixteenth Supplemental Master Trust Indenture between the 
Corporation and the Master Trustee dated as of July 1, 2022, entered into in connection with the issuance of the 
Bonds. 

“Subordinated Indebtedness” means Indebtedness which, with respect to any issue thereof, is evidenced 
by instruments, or issued under an indenture or other document, containing provisions for the subordination of 
such Indebtedness substantially as set forth in the Master Indenture. 

“Supplemental Master Indenture” means an indenture supplemental to, and authorized and executed 
pursuant to the terms of, the Master Indenture for the purpose of creating one or more series of Notes issued 
under the Master Indenture or amending or supplementing the terms of the Master Indenture. 

“Tax-Exempt Organization” means a Person organized under the laws of the United States of America 
or any state thereof which is an organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Code, which is exempt from 
federal income taxes under Section 501(a) of the Code and is not a “private foundation” within the meaning of 
Section 509(a) of the Code, or corresponding provisions of federal income tax laws from time to time in effect. 

“United States Government Obligations” means direct, noncallable obligations of the United States of 
America and noncallable obligations the timely payment of principal or interest or both on which is fully and 
unconditionally guaranteed by the United States of America but only to the extent of the principal or interest so 
guaranteed. 
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SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE 

In General 

The Master Indenture authorizes Obligated Issuers to issue Notes which are full and unlimited 
obligations of the Obligated Issuer issuing the Notes. The Notes are entitled to the benefit of certain operational 
and financial restrictions and other contractual obligations contained in the Master Indenture. Subject to Existing 
Restrictions, each Obligated Issuer has jointly and severally guaranteed any and all amounts payable under any 
Note issued under the Master Indenture if, for any reason, the amount due under any Note is not punctually paid 
by the Obligated Issuer issuing the Note. Set forth below is a summary of certain provisions of the Master 
Indenture primarily relating to restrictions imposed on the Obligated Group with respect to debt service 
coverage requirements, the incurrence of additional indebtedness, entry into and exit from the Obligated Group 
and certain other matters. The summary is not comprehensive and reference is made to the Master Indenture for 
a complete recital of its terms. 

Granting Clauses 

In the Master Indenture the Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer, to secure the payment of the 
principal of and premium, if any, and interest on such Notes and to secure the performance and observance by 
the Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer of all the covenants expressed or implied therein and in the 
Master Indenture, subject to Permitted Encumbrances, pledge, assign and grant a security interest in the 
following described property (the “Trust Estate”) to the Master Trustee: (a) any funds or property held by the 
Master Trustee under the Master Indenture or any Supplemental Master Indenture; and (b) any and all other 
property, or interests therein, of every kind or description that may from time to time be sold, transferred, 
conveyed, assigned, hypothecated, endorsed, deposited, pledged, mortgaged, granted or delivered to or 
deposited with the Master Trustee as additional security under the Master Indenture by the Corporation or any 
Obligated Issuer. 

Series and Amount of Notes 

The number or series of Notes that may be created under the Master Indenture is not limited. The 
aggregate principal amount of Notes of each series that may be issued, authenticated and delivered under the 
Master Indenture is not limited except as may be set forth in the Supplemental Master Indenture and as restricted 
by the provisions of the Master Indenture. 

Payment of Principal, Premium and Interest on Notes and Guaranty or Notes 

Each Obligated Issuer agrees in the Master Indenture that it will duly and punctually pay the principal 
of, the premium, if any, and the interest on each Note issued by it, and the payment of any other amounts 
payable thereunder or under the Master Indenture, on the dates, at the times and at the place and in the manner 
provided in such Note, the Supplemental Master Indenture relating thereto and the Master Indenture when and 
as the same become payable, whether at maturity, upon call for redemption, by acceleration of maturity or 
otherwise, according to the true intent and meaning thereof and of the Master Indenture. Subject to Existing 
Restrictions, each Obligated Issuer jointly and severally guarantees in the Master Indenture the payment of any 
and all amounts payable under any Note issued under the Master Indenture, and the payment of any other 
amounts payable under the Master Indenture, if, for any reason, said amount is not punctually paid by the 
applicable Obligated Issuer. 

Authentication of Obligations in Forms Other Than Notes 

To the extent that any obligation intended to be entitled to the benefits of the Master Indenture, 
including any Interest Rate Agreement or Guaranty, is not in the form of a promissory note, a Note in the form 
of a promissory note may nevertheless be issued under the Master Indenture and pledged as security for the 
payment of such obligation in lieu of directly issuing such obligation as a Note. Notes may be issued under the 
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Master Indenture to evidence any type of obligation, including any obligation in a form other than a promissory 
note. The Supplemental Master Indenture pursuant to which any Note is issued may provide for such 
supplements or amendments to the provisions of the Master Indenture as are necessary to permit the issuance of 
such Note thereunder and as are not inconsistent with the intent of the Master Indenture that, except as otherwise 
expressly provided in the Master Indenture, all Notes issued under the Master Indenture be equally and ratably 
secured by any lien created under the Master Indenture; provided, however, that any Note evidencing 
obligations pursuant to an Interest Rate Agreement shall be deemed outstanding under the Master Indenture 
solely for the purpose of receiving payment under the Master Indenture and shall not be entitled to the exercise 
of any rights under the Master Indenture. 

General Covenants 

The Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer, respectively, covenants in the Master Indenture to: 

(a) subject to the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under the heading 
“SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Consolidation, 
Merger, Sale or Conveyance,” preserve its corporate existence as a corporation and all its rights and 
licenses to the extent necessary or desirable in the operation of its business and affairs and be qualified 
to do business in each jurisdiction where its ownership of Property or the conduct of its business 
requires such qualification and failure to qualify could reasonably be expected to have a material 
adverse effect on the financial condition of the Corporation or such Obligated Issuer; provided, 
however, that nothing contained in the Master Indenture shall be construed to obligate it to retain or 
preserve any of its rights or licenses no longer used or, in the judgment of its Governing Body, no 
longer useful in the conduct of its business; 

(b) at all times cause its business to be carried on and conducted in an effective manner and 
its Property to be maintained, preserved and kept in good repair, working order and condition and all 
needful and proper repairs, renewals and replacements thereof to be made; provided, however, that 
nothing contained in the Master Indenture shall be construed (i) to prevent it from ceasing to operate 
any portion of its Property, if in the judgment of its Governing Body it is advisable not to operate the 
same for the time being, or if it intends to sell or otherwise dispose of the same and within a reasonable 
time endeavors to effect such sale or other disposition, or (ii) to obligate it to retain, preserve, repair, 
renew or replace any Prope1ty, leases, rights, privileges or licenses no longer used or, in the judgment 
of its Governing Body, no longer useful in the conduct of its business; 

(c) conduct its affairs and carry on its business and operations in such manner as to comply 
with any and all applicable laws of the United States of America and the several states thereof and duly 
observe and conform to all valid orders, regulations or requirements of any governmental authority 
relative to the conduct of its business and the ownership of its Property except for any such 
noncompliance or nonconformance which could not reasonably be expected to have a material adverse 
effect on the operations or financial condition of the Corporation or such Obligated Issuer; provided, 
nevertheless, that nothing contained in the Master Indenture shall require it to comply with, observe and 
conform to any such law, order, regulation or requirement of any governmental authority so long as the 
validity thereof shall be contested in good faith; 

(d) promptly pay all lawful taxes, governmental charges and assessments at any time levied 
or assessed and due upon or against it or its Property; provided, however, that it shall have the right to 
contest in good faith by appropriate proceedings any such taxes, charges or assessments or the collection 
of any such sums and pending such contest may delay or defer payment thereof and shall have the right 
to pay taxes in installments; and provided further that such contest shall not materially impair the ability 
of the Obligated Issuers to meet their obligations under the Master Indenture; 
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(e) promptly pay or otherwise satisfy and discharge all of its obligations and Indebtedness 
(including, in addition to Indebtedness, guaranties by any Obligated Issuer of Indebtedness of any other 
Obligated Issuer) (subject to Existing Restrictions) and all demands and claims against it as and when 
the same become due and payable, other than any thereof (exclusive of the Notes issued and 
Outstanding under the Master Indenture and the obligations to make payments on Notes) whose 
validity, amount or collectability is being contested in good faith by appropriate proceedings, so long as 
such contest shall not materially impair the ability of the Obligated Issuers to meet their obligations 
under the Master Indenture; 

(f) at all times comply with all terms, covenants and provisions contained in any 
Mortgages which secure any of the Notes; and 

(g) procure and maintain all necessary licenses, approvals and permits and, if appropriate, 
maintain accreditation of its educational facilities; provided, however, that an Obligated Issuer need not 
comply with this provision of the Master Indenture if and to the extent that its Governing Body shall 
have determined in good faith, evidenced by a resolution of the Governing Body, that such compliance 
is no longer in the best interests of such Obligated Issuer and that lack of such compliance would not 
materially impair the ability of such Obligated Issuer to pay its Indebtedness, if any, when due. 

Restrictions as to Incurrence of Additional Indebtedness 

The Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer, respectively, agrees in the Master Indenture that 
it will not incur any Additional Indebtedness other than the following Additional Indebtedness (provided, 
however, that no Additional Indebtedness shall be incurred or assumed at any time when there shall exist 
any Event of Default of the Corporation or such Obligated Issuer under the Master Indenture or under any 
Related Bond Indenture unless such Additional Indebtedness is to be incurred to cure such Event of 
Default): (a) Additional Indebtedness in the form of Notes or otherwise; provided that, after taking into 
account the Additional Indebtedness proposed to be incurred, (i) Maximum Annual Debt Service will not 
exceed 12% of the total unrestricted revenues and net assets released from restrictions, or the equivalent 
thereof , as shown on the financial statements of the Obligated Group, of the Obligated Group for the most 
recently completed Fiscal Year for which audited financial statements are available if the Obligated Group 
has complied with the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF 
CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Filing of Financial Statements, Certificate 
of No Default, Other Information” and, if it has not, then for the most recently completed Fiscal Year once 
they are available and (ii) the unrestricted net assets, less net property, plant and equipment, plus 
Indebtedness, plus temporarily restricted net assets, of the Obligated Group divided by its Indebtedness is 
not less than 0.60 and (b) Commitment Indebtedness, Subordinated Indebtedness and Non-Recourse 
Indebtedness without limit. 

Calculation of Debt Service 

The various calculations of the amount of Indebtedness of a Person, the amortization schedule of 
such Indebtedness and the Debt Service payable with respect to such Indebtedness for future periods 
required under certain provisions of the Master Indenture shall be made in a manner consistent with that 
adopted in the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under this heading and under the heading 
“SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Restrictions as to 
Incurrence of Additional Indebtedness.” The Projected Rate and other assumptions utilized with respect to 
Indebtedness at the time compliance with the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under the 
heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Restrictions as to 
Incurrence of Additional Indebtedness” was first calculated shall continue to be utilized for the calculation 
of Debt Service payable with respect to such Indebtedness for future periods unless such Indebtedness is 
reclassified as summarized under this heading. 
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In determining the amount of Debt Service payable on Indebtedness in the course of the various 
calculations required under certain provisions of the Master Indenture, except as otherwise provided in the 
provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN 
PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Restrictions as to Incurrence of Additional 
Indebtedness” with respect to interest rate assumptions, if the terms of the Indebtedness being considered 
are such that interest thereon for any future period of time is expressed to be calculated at a varying rate 
per annum, a formula rate or a fixed rate per annum based on a varying index, then for the purpose of 
making such determination of Debt Service, interest on such Indebtedness for such period (the 
“Determination Period”) shall be computed by assuming that the rate of interest applicable to the 
Determination Period is equal to the average annual rate of interest (calculated in the manner in which the 
rate of interest for the Determination Period is expressed to be calculated) that was or would have been in 
effect for the 12-month period immediately preceding the date on which such calculation is made; 
provided, however , that if such average annual rate of interest cannot be calculated for such entire 12-
month period but can be calculated for a shorter period, then the assumed interest rate for the 
Determination Period shall be the average annual rate of interest that was or would have been in effect for 
such shorter period ; and provided further, that if such average annual rate of interest cannot be calculated 
for any preceding period of time, then the assumed interest rate for the Determination Period shall be the 
initial annual rate of interest which is actually applicable to such Indebtedness upon the incurrence thereof. 

The annual principal and interest payments on a Guaranty issued by any Obligated Issuer is l00% 
of the annual principal and interest payments scheduled to become due on the guaranteed indebtedness. 

With respect to Balloon Indebtedness, (a) if there is in effect at the time such Balloon Indebtedness 
is incurred a binding commitment by a financial institution generally regarded as responsible, which 
commitment provides for repayment of amounts drawn under such commitment over a term of at least 18 
months commencing with the last day of each consecutive twelve-month period during which 25% or more 
of such Balloon Indebtedness matures, which commitment and institution are acceptable to the Master Trustee, 
to provide financing sufficient to pay such Balloon Indebtedness coming due during such twelve-month period, 
then Debt Service with respect to the portion of that Balloon Indebtedness coming due during such twelve-
month period is calculated assuming it matures over a term equal to the term of such Balloon Indebtedness plus 
the term provided in such commitment for the amortization of Indebtedness incurred thereunder or a term of 25 
years from the date of issuance of the Balloon Indebtedness, whichever is greater, and such portion of the 
Balloon Indebtedness bears interest on the unpaid principal balance at the rate set forth in such commitment, and 
is payable in accordance with such commitment if the term of such Balloon Indebtedness plus the term provided 
in such commitment for the amortization of Indebtedness incurred thereunder is greater than 25 years, or, if the 
term of such Balloon Indebtedness plus the term provided in such commitment for the amortization of 
Indebtedness incurred thereunder is not greater than 25 years, such Balloon Indebtedness is payable on a level 
Debt Service basis over a twenty-five-year period and bears interest at the Projected Rate based upon such 
period; or (b) if such Balloon Indebtedness has a remaining term in excess of five years; (ii) the Corporation or 
the Obligated Issuer incurring such Balloon Indebtedness establishes in an Officer’s Certificate filed with the 
Master Trustee an amortization schedule for such Balloon Indebtedness, which amortization schedule shall 
provide for payments of principal and interest for each Fiscal Year that are not less than the amounts required to 
make any actual payments required to be made in such Fiscal Year by the terms of such Balloon Indebtedness; 
(iii) the Corporation or the Obligated Issuer incurring such Balloon Indebtedness agrees in such Officer’s 
Certificate to cause to be deposited each Fiscal Year with a bank or trust company (pursuant to an agreement 
between the Corporation or an Obligated Issuer and such bank or trust company, which agreement shall be 
satisfactory in form and substance to the Master Trustee) the amount of principal shown on such amortization 
schedule net of any amount of principal actually paid on such Balloon Indebtedness during such Fiscal Year 
(other than from amounts on deposit with such bank or trust company) which deposit shall be made prior to any 
such required actual payment during such Fiscal Year if the amounts so on deposit are intended to be the source 
of such actual payments, then Debt Service with respect to that portion of the Balloon Indebtedness is calculated 
assuming that such Balloon Indebtedness is Indebtedness which is actually payable in accordance with such 
amortization schedule. 
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With respect to Put Indebtedness if there is in effect at the time such Put Indebtedness is incurred a 
binding commitment by a financial institution generally regarded as responsible which commitment provides for 
the amortization of the Indebtedness incurred under such commitment over a term of at least 18 months 
commencing with the next succeeding Put Date, and which commitment and institution are acceptable to the 
Master Trustee, to provide financing sufficient to pay such Put Indebtedness on any Put Date occurring during 
the term of such commitment, then Debt Service with respect to that Put Indebtedness is calculated assuming 
that such Put Indebtedness is Indebtedness which bears interest at the Projected Rate and is amortized on a level 
Debt Service basis over a twenty-five-year period; provided that if the option of the holder to require that such 
Put Indebtedness be paid, purchased or redeemed prior to its stated maturity date has expired as of the date of 
calculation, such Put Indebtedness shall be deemed payable in accordance with its terms. 

Notes issued to secure Indebtedness permitted to be incurred under the provisions of the Master 
Indenture summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER 
INDENTURE - Restrictions as to Incurrence of Additional Indebtedness” shall not be treated as Additional 
Indebtedness. 

No Debt Service shall be deemed payable with respect to Commitment Indebtedness until such time as 
funding occurs under the commitment which gave rise to such Commitment Indebtedness, except to the extent 
that the terms of such Commitment Indebtedness are to be considered pursuant to the provisions of the Master 
Indenture summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER 
INDENTURE - Restrictions as to Incurrence of Additional Indebtedness” in determining the amortization 
schedule and Debt Service payable with respect to the Indebtedness supported by the commitment which gave 
rise to such Commitment Indebtedness. From and after such funding, the amount of such Debt Service shall be 
calculated in accordance with the actual amount required to be repaid on such Commitment Indebtedness and 
the actual interest rate and amortization schedule applicable thereto, utilizing the various assumptions contained 
in the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under this heading and under the heading “SUMMARY 
OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Restrictions as to Incurrence of Additional 
Indebtedness.” No Additional Indebtedness shall be deemed to arise when any funding occurs under any such 
commitment or any such commitment is renewed upon terms which provide for substantially the same terms of 
repayment of amounts disbursed pursuant to such commitment as obtained prior to such renewal. 

No Additional Indebtedness shall be deemed to arise when variable rate Indebtedness converts to fixed 
rate Indebtedness if such conversion is in accordance with the provisions applicable to such variable rate 
Indebtedness when it was initially incurred. In making any determination of or with regard to Debt Service 
under the Master Indenture, the Master Trustee may rely on such opinions or reports of Independent Consultants 
as it deems appropriate. 

The Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer may elect to have Indebtedness issued pursuant to one 
provision summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER 
INDENTURE - Restrictions as to Incurrence of Additional Indebtedness” classified as having been incurred 
under another provision of the Master Indenture summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN 
PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Restrictions as to Incurrence of Additional Indebtedness” 
demonstrating compliance with such other provision on the assumption that such Indebtedness is being reissued 
on the date of delivery of the materials required to be delivered under such other provision including the 
certification of any applicable Projected Rate. From and after such demonstration, such Indebtedness shall be 
deemed to have been incurred under the provision with respect to which such compliance has been demonstrated 
until any subsequent reclassification of such Indebtedness. 

If the Corporation or an Obligated Issuer enters into an Interest Rate Agreement with a counterparty 
with respect to Indebtedness, the unsecured obligations of which counterparty are rated at least investment grade 
by a national rating agency (or, to the extent the obligations of the counterparty under the Interest Rate 
Agreement are guaranteed, the unsecured obligations of such guarantor are rated at least investment grade by a 
national rating agency), then, at the option of the Corporation or the Obligated Issuer which is a party to such 
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Interest Rate Agreement, the interest rate on such Indebtedness of the maturity or maturities subject to the 
Interest Rate Agreement shall be determined after giving effect to the Interest Rate Agreement. An Interest Rate 
Agreement which provides an interest rate cap or similar arrangement may be treated as establishing the 
maximum rate on the Indebtedness subject to such Interest Rate Agreement bearing interest at a variable rate. 
Payments on Interest Rate Agreements due to be paid and received in any Fiscal Year or other 12 month period 
may, at the option of the Corporation and the Obligated Issuers which are parties to such Interest Rate 
Agreements, be netted against each other for purposes of calculating Debt Service, and non-scheduled 
termination or similar payments on Interest Rate Agreements, payments due on optional redemptions, payments 
due on tenders of Indebtedness for purchase or retirement (other than scheduled mandatory redemptions and 
sinking fund payments), payments due as a result of acceleration following default and similar, non-scheduled 
payments which come due or may become due on any Indebtedness shall not be treated as Debt Service. 

Consolidation, Merger, Sale or Conveyance 

The Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer, respectively, covenants in the Master Indenture that it 
will not merge or consolidate with any other corporation not an Obligated Issuer or sell or convey all or 
substantially all of its assets to any Person not an Obligated Issuer unless (a) either (i) such Obligated Issuer 
shall be the surviving corporation, or (ii) the successor corporation (if other than such Obligated Issuer) shall be 
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the United States of America or a state thereof and such 
corporation shall expressly assume in writing all of the obligations of such Obligated Issuer to pay principal of 
and interest on the Notes issued under the Master Indenture, and the due and punctual performance and 
observance of all of the covenants and conditions of the Master Indenture to be performed or observed by such 
Obligated Issuer by a Supplemental Master Indenture satisfactory to the Master Trustee, executed and delivered 
to the Master Trustee by such corporation; (b) the Corporation or such other Obligated Issuer shall have 
furnished to the Master Trustee an Opinion of Bond Counsel that such merger, consolidation, sale or 
conveyance does not adversely affect any exclusion from gross income of interest on outstanding Related Bonds 
for federal income tax purposes to which that interest would otherwise be entitled; (c) the net assets of such 
Obligated Issuer or such successor corporation, as the case may be, will not be less than 90% of the net assets of 
such Obligated Issuer prior to such merger or consolidation, or such sale or conveyance; and (d) (i) such 
Obligated Issuer or such successor corporation, as the case may be, immediately after such merger or 
consolidation, or such sale or conveyance, would not be in default in the performance or observance of any such 
covenants or conditions of the Master Indenture and (ii) the conditions described in clause (a) under the heading 
“SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Restrictions as to Incurrence 
of Additional Indebtedness” would be met for the incurrence of one dollar of Additional Indebtedness by such 
Obligated Issuer or successor corporation. 

In case of any such consolidation, merger, sale or conveyance and upon any such assumption by the 
successor corporation, such successor corporation shall succeed to and be substituted for such Obligated Issuer, 
with the same effect as if it had been named in the Master Indenture as the Corporation or another Obligated 
Issuer, as the case may be. Such successor corporation thereupon may cause to be signed, and may issue in its 
own name Notes issuable under the Master Indenture; and upon the order of such successor corporation, instead 
of such Obligated Issuer, and subject to all the terms, conditions and limitations in the Master Indenture 
prescribed, the Master Trustee shall authenticate and shall deliver Notes that such successor corporation shall 
have caused to be signed and delivered to the Master Trustee. All Outstanding Notes so issued by such 
successor corporation under the Master Indenture shall in all respects have the same legal rank and benefit under 
the Master Indenture as Notes theretofore or thereafter issued in accordance with the terms of the Master 
Indenture as though all of such Notes had been issued under the Master Indenture at the date of the execution of 
the Master Indenture. 

In case of any such consolidation, merger, sale or conveyance such changes in phraseology and form 
(but not in substance) may be made in Notes thereafter to be issued as may be appropriate. 
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The Master Trustee, subject to the provisions of the Master Indenture, may receive an Opinion of 
Counsel as conclusive evidence that any such consolidation, merger, sale or conveyance, and any such 
assumption, complies with the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under this heading and that it is 
proper for the Master Trustee under the provisions of the Master Indenture to join in the execution of the 
Supplemental Master Indenture provided for in the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under this 
heading. 

Any corporation which controls the Corporation (the “New Parent”) may assume all obligations, rights 
and duties and succeed to all interests of the Corporation under the Master Indenture, and upon completion of 
such assumption will be the “Corporation” under the Master Indenture if (a) there shall be filed with the Master 
Trustee (i) a resolution of the Governing Body of the New Parent agreeing to assume all obligations, rights and 
duties of the Corporation under the Master Indenture, approving the form of and authorizing the execution of the 
document mentioned in clause (ii) below, (ii) a document, in form and substance satisfactory to the Master 
Trustee, executed by the Corporation and the New Parent evidencing such assumption, (iii) an Opinion of Bond 
Counsel, in form and substance satisfactory to the Master Trustee to the effect that such assumption will not 
adversely affect any exclusion from gross income for federal income tax purposes of interest payable on any 
Related Bond to which that interest would otherwise be entitled and (iv) an Officer’s Certificate certifying 
compliance with the requirements of the Master Indenture summarized under this heading and (b) the 
requirements of the Master Indenture summarized under this heading shall have been met to the same extent as 
if the New Parent and the Corporation had merged. 

Filing of Financial Statements, Certificate of No Default, Other Information 

The Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer, respectively, covenant in the Master Indenture as 
follows: (a) as soon as practicable but in no event later than 180 days after the end of each Fiscal Year, the 
Corporation shall file, or cause to be filed, with the Master Trustee, with each Noteholder who may have so 
requested or on whose behalf the Master Trustee may have so requested, with each Related Issuer, with each 
nationally recognized rating agency maintaining a rating on any outstanding issue of Related Bonds at the 
request of the Corporation, with each bond insurance company which may have a policy of bond insurance 
outstanding with respect to any issue of Related Bonds and with each underwriter who has underwritten the sale 
of a series of Related Bonds who may have so requested (i) a combined or consolidated and consolidating 
revenue and expense statement of the Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer for such Fiscal Year (all 
material inter-company transactions and balances shall be eliminated in the preparation of the combined 
statements), and (ii) a combined or consolidated balance sheet of the Obligated Issuers presented on the basis 
described in (i) above as of the end of such Fiscal Year, accompanied by an Accountant’s Certificate or an 
opinion of Qualified Accountants to the effect that such statements have been properly compiled from 
information underlying the audited financial statements of the respective entities, subject to the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants’ recommendation for issuance of said Accountant’s Certificate or 
opinion; (b) as soon as practicable but in no event later than 180 days after the end of each Fiscal Year, the 
Corporation shall file with the Master Trustee, with each Noteholder who may have so requested or on whose 
behalf the Master Trustee may have so requested, with each Related Issuer, with each nationally recognized 
rating agency maintaining a rating on any outstanding issue of Related Bonds at the request of the Corporation, 
with each bond insurance company which may have a policy of bond insurance outstanding with respect to any 
issue of Related Bonds and with each underwriter who has underwritten the sale of a series of Related Bonds 
who may have so requested, an Officer’s Certificate of the Corporation and an Accountant’s Certificate or an 
opinion of Qualified Accountants stating whether or not, to the best knowledge of the signers, the Obligated 
Issuers are in default in the performance of any financial covenant contained in the Master Indenture, and, if so, 
specifying each such default of which the signers may have knowledge; (c) if an Event of Default shall have 
occurred and be continuing, the Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer shall (i) file with the Master 
Trustee other financial statements and information concerning the operations and financial affairs of the 
Corporation and each Obligated Issuer as the Master Trustee may from time to time reasonably request, 
excluding specifically donor records, student and personnel records and (ii) provide access to the facilities of 
each Obligated Issuer for the purpose of inspection by the Master Trustee during regular business hours or at 
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such other times as the Master Trustee may reasonably request; and (d) within 20 days after the Corporation’s 
receipt thereof, the Corporation will file with the Master Trustee a copy of each report which any provision of 
the Master Indenture requires to be prepared by an Independent Consultant or an Independent Insurance 
Consultant. 

Insurance 

Subject to their rights to enter into a program of self-insurance in compliance with the provisions of the 
Master Indenture summarized under this heading, the Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer, respectively, 
agrees in the Master Indenture that it will maintain, or cause to be maintained, insurance covering such risks 
(including, but not limited to, public liability and fire and extended coverage) and in such amounts as, in its 
judgment, is adequate to protect it and its Properties and operations. The insurance or self-insurance program 
required to be maintained pursuant to the Master Indenture shall be subject to the review of an Independent 
Insurance Consultant not less frequently than once every five years and the Corporation and each other 
Obligated Issuer, respectively, agrees in the Master Indenture that it will follow any recommendations of the 
Independent Insurance Consultant to the extent feasible. In order to establish compliance with the provisions of 
the Master Indenture summarized under this heading, the Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer, 
respectively, agrees in the Master Indenture that it will deliver or cause to be delivered to the Master Trustee not 
less frequently than once every five years, on or prior to a date designated by it upon reasonable prior notice to 
the Master Trustee, a report of the Independent Insurance Consultant setting forth a description of the insurance 
maintained, or caused to be maintained, by such Obligated Issuer pursuant to the provisions of the Master 
Indenture summarized under this heading and then in effect and stating whether, in the opinion of the 
Independent Insurance Consultant, such insurance and any reduction or elimination of the amount of any 
insurance coverage during the period covered by such report complies with the requirements of the Master 
Indenture summarized under this heading and adequately protects such Obligated Issuer and its Properties and 
operations; provided that with respect to any self-insurance, such report shall be delivered not less frequently 
than once every two years and shall be by an independent actuary. Such report shall also set forth any 
recommendations of the Independent Insurance Consultant as to additional insurance, if any, reasonably 
required (during the period preceding the next such report) for the protection referred to in the next preceding 
sentence in light of available insurance coverage. 

lf the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer has or hereafter obtains any of the following types of 
insurance, whether from an Insurance Subsidiary or other insurer, it must secure the concurrence of an 
Independent Insurance Consultant before it may reduce or eliminate the amounts of its insurance coverage for 
the following types of insurance: (i) comprehensive general public liability insurance, including product 
liability, blanket contractual liability and automobile insurance including owned, non-owned and hired 
automobiles (excluding collision and comprehensive coverage thereon), (ii) professional liability, (iii) worker’s 
compensation insurance and (iv) boiler insurance. 

In making its decision whether to concur in such reductions or eliminations, the Independent Insurance 
Consultant shall make an estimate of the added financial risk, if any, assumed by the Corporation or the 
Obligated Issuer, as the case may be, as a result of the lower or amended coverage; it shall consider the 
availability of commercial insurance, the terms upon which such insurance is available and the cost of such 
available insurance, and the effect of such terms and such cost upon such Obligated Issuer and charges for its 
services; and it shall determine whether the additional financial risk, if any, being assumed by such Obligated 
Issuer, is prudent in light of the savings to be realized from lowered insurance premiums or in light of the 
general availability of such coverage. 

Before the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer may enter into a program of self-insurance (i.e. a 
program not involving a contract of insurance issued by an insurer licensed by the Commissioner of Insurance 
of the State of Wisconsin) against any particular risk for which it is not on the date of the Master Indenture self-
insuring, it must receive a certificate from an Independent Insurance Consultant to the effect that adequate 
reserves for such insurance program are deposited and maintained with an independent corporate trustee if 
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recommended by the Independent Insurance Consultant. The Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer may not 
enter into a program of self-insurance against risks of damage to property, plant and equipment, including 
business interruption insurance. 

Events of Default 

Event of Default, as used in the Master Indenture, means any of the events described in clauses (a) 
through (g), below, whatever the reason for such Event of Default and whether it shall be voluntary or 
involuntary or come about or be effected by operation of law or pursuant to or in compliance with any judgment, 
decree or order of any court or any order, rule or regulation of any administrative or governmental body: 

(a) there shall be a failure to make any payment of the principal of, the premium, if any, 
and interest on any Notes issued and Outstanding under the Master Indenture when and as the same 
shall become due and payable, whether at maturity, by acceleration or otherwise, in accordance with the 
terms thereof, of the Master Indenture and any Supplemental Master Indenture; or 

(b) subject to the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized in the last paragraph 
under this heading, the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer shall fail duly to observe or perform 
any covenant or agreement on its part contained in the Master Indenture or any Supplemental Master 
Indenture (other than a failure of the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer to make a payment 
required under the Master Indenture that would result in a default under clause (a) under this heading) 
for a period of 30 days after the date on which written notice of such failure, requiring the same to be 
remedied, shall have been given to the Corporation and the other Obligated Issuers by the Master 
Trustee, or to the Corporation, the other Obligated Issuers and the Master Trustee by the Holders of at 
least 25% in aggregate principal amount of Notes then Outstanding except that, if such failure can be 
remedied but not within such thirty (30) day period, such failure shall not become an Event of Default 
for so long as the Corporation and the other Obligated Issuers shall diligently proceed to remedy same 
in accordance with and subject to any directions or limitations of time established by the Master 
Trustee; or 

(c) the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer shall default in the payment of any 
Indebtedness for borrowed money (other than Notes issued and Outstanding under the Master Indenture 
and Non-Recourse Indebtedness), whether such Indebtedness now exists or shall hereafter be created, 
and any period of grace with respect thereto shall have expired, or an event of default as defined in any 
Mortgage, indenture (including a Related Bond Indenture) or instrument, under which there may be 
issued, or by which there may be secured or evidenced, any such Indebtedness, whether such 
Indebtedness now exists or shall hereafter be created, shall occur, which default in payment or event of 
default shall result in such Indebtedness becoming or being declared due and payable prior to the date 
on which it would otherwise become due and payable; provided, however, that such default or event of 
default shall not constitute an Event of Default within the meaning of the Master Indenture (i) if within 
the time allowed for service of a responsive pleading in any proceeding to enforce payment of the 
Indebtedness under the laws of the state having jurisdiction or other laws governing such proceeding the 
Obligated Issuers in good faith commence proceedings to contest the existence or payment of such 
Indebtedness, and sufficient moneys are escrowed with a bank or trust company for the payment of such 
Indebtedness or (ii) unless the unpaid principal amount of such Indebtedness, together with the unpaid 
principal amount of all other such Indebtedness in default, exceeds 1% of the unrestricted net assets of 
the Obligated Group for its most recently completed Fiscal Year for which audited financial statements 
are available if the Obligated Group has complied with the provisions of the Master Indenture 
summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER 
INDENTURE - Filing of Financial Statements, Certificate of No Default, Other Information” and, if it 
has not, then for the most recently completed Fiscal Year once they are available or (iii) if the default or 
event of default is one which results in a Note being subject to mandatory redemption pursuant to the 
Supplemental Indenture under which the Note was issued; or 
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(d) (i) without the consent of the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer, a decree or 
order by a court having jurisdiction in the premises shall have been entered adjudging the Corporation 
or any other Obligated Issuer a bankrupt or insolvent, or approving as properly filed a petition seeking 
reorganization or arrangement of the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer under the Federal 
Bankruptcy Code or any other similar applicable federal or state law, and such decree or order shall 
have continued undischarged and unstayed for a period of 90 days; or, without the consent of the 
Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer, a decree or order of a court having jurisdiction in the 
premises for the appointment of a receiver or trustee or assignee in bankruptcy or insolvency of the 
Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer or of all or substantially all of its Property, or for the winding 
up or liquidation of its affairs, shall have been entered and such decree or order shall have remained in 
force undischarged and unstayed for a period of 90 days and (ii) the Obligated Issuers (other than those 
subject to such decree or order) shall have failed to deposit with the Master Trustee within 15 calendar 
days of their receipt of written notice from the Master Trustee that an event described in this clause has 
occurred, either (A) an amount sufficient to pay in full all Notes of such Obligated Issuer subject to such 
decree or order or (B) if acceptable to the Master Trustee in its sole discretion, and then only under such 
terms and conditions as the Master Trustee in its sole discretion shall prescribe, a Note or Notes 
executed by one or more other Obligated Issuers in substitution for the Note or Notes of such Obligated 
Issuer subject to such decree or order; or 

(e) (i) the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer shall institute proceedings to be 
adjudicated a voluntary bankrupt, or shall consent to the institution of a bankruptcy proceeding against 
it, or shall file a petition or answer or consent seeking reorganization or arrangement under the Federal 
Bankruptcy Code or any other similar applicable federal or state law, or shall consent to the filing of any 
such petition, or shall consent to the appointment of a receiver or trustee or assignee in bankruptcy or 
insolvency of it or of all or substantially all of its Property, or shall make assignment for the benefit of 
creditors, or shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debts generally as they become due, or 
corporate action shall be taken by the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer in furtherance of any of 
the aforesaid purposes and (ii) the Obligated Issuers (other than those subject to such proceedings 
described above) shall have failed to deposit with the Master Trustee within 15 calendar days of their 
receipt of written notice from the Master Trustee that an event described in this clause has occurred, 
either (A) an amount sufficient to pay in full all Notes of such Obligated Issuer subject to such 
proceeding or (B) if acceptable to the Master Trustee in its sole discretion, and then only under such 
terms and conditions as the Master Trustee in its sole discretion shall prescribe, a Note or Notes 
executed by one or more other Obligated Issuers in substitution for the Note or Notes of such Obligated 
Issuer subject to such proceeding; or 

(f) any representation or warranty made by the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer 
in the Master Indenture or in any statement or certificate furnished to the Master Trustee or the 
purchaser of any Note in connection with the sale of any Note or furnished by the Corporation or any 
other Obligated Issuer pursuant to the Master Indenture proves untrue in any material respect as of the 
date of the issuance or making thereof and shall not be corrected or brought into compliance within 30 
days after written notice thereof to the Corporation by the Master Trustee or the holders of at least 25% 
in aggregate principal amount of the outstanding Notes; or 

(g) payment of any installment of interest or principal, or any premium, on any Related 
Bond shall not be made when the same shall become due and payable under the provisions of any 
Related Bond Indenture and any applicable grace period has expired. 

The provisions of clause (b) under this heading are subject to the following limitations: If by reason of 
force majeure, any Obligated Issuer is unable in whole or in part to carry out its agreements on its part contained 
in the Master Indenture, such Obligated Issuer shall not be deemed in default during the continuance of such 
disability. The term “force majeure” includes the following: acts of God; strikes; lockouts or other employee 
disturbances; acts of public enemies; orders of any kind of the government of the United States of America, the 
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state or states in which such Obligated Issuer is doing business, or any of their departments, agencies, political 
subdivisions or officials, or any civil or military authority; insurrections; riots; epidemics; storms; floods; 
washouts; droughts; civil disturbances; explosions, breakage or accident to machinery, transmission pipes or 
canals; partial or entire failure of utilities; or similar acts or events other than financial not within the control of 
the Obligated Issuer. 

Remedies for Certain Defaults 

Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default described in clauses (a), (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) under the 
heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Events of Default,” 
then and in each and every such case, unless the principal of Notes shall have already become due and payable, 
the Master Trustee may, and if requested by the Holders of not less than 25% in aggregate principal amount of 
all Notes then Outstanding, the Master Trustee shall, and upon the occurrence of an Event of Default described 
in clause (b) under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - 
Events of Default” and if requested by the holders of not less than 25% in aggregate principal amount of all 
Notes then Outstanding the Master Trustee shall, by notice in writing to the Obligated Issuers declare the 
principal of all such Notes to be due and payable immediately, and upon any such declaration the same shall 
become and shall be immediately due and payable, anything in the Master Indenture or in such Notes contained 
to the contrary notwithstanding. In such event, there shall be due and payable on the Notes an amount equal to 
the aggregate principal amount of all such Notes, plus all interest accrued thereon and, to the extent permitted by 
applicable law, interest on such principal and interest to the date of payment. This provision, however, is subject 
to the condition that if, at any time after the principal of all Notes shall have been so declared due and payable, 
and before any judgment or decree for the payment of the moneys due shall have been obtained or entered as 
provided in the Master Indenture, the Obligated Issuers shall pay or shall deposit with the Master Trustee a sum 
sufficient to pay all matured installments of interest upon all such Notes and the principal and premium, if any, 
of all such Notes that shall have become due otherwise than by acceleration (with interest on overdue 
installments of interest and on such principal and premium, if any, at the respective rates borne by such Notes to 
the date of such payment or deposit) and the expenses of the Master Trustee, and any and all Events of Default 
under the Master Indenture, other than the nonpayment of principal of and accrued interest on such Notes that 
shall have become due by acceleration, shall have been remedied, then and in every such case the Holders of a 
majority in aggregate principal amount of all Notes then Outstanding, by written notice to the Obligated Issuers 
and to the Master Trustee, or the Master Trustee by written notice to the Obligated Issuers, may waive such 
Events of Default and rescind and annul such declaration and its consequences; but no such waiver or rescission 
and annulment shall extend to or affect any subsequent Event of Default, or shall impair any right consequent 
thereon. 

The Master Trustee, in its own name and as trustee of an express trust, shall be entitled and empowered 
to institute any actions or proceedings at law or in equity for the collection of the sums so due and unpaid and, in 
addition thereto, such further amount as shall be sufficient to cover the costs and expenses of collection, 
including a reasonable compensation to the Master Trustee, its agents, attorneys and counsel, and any expenses 
incurred by the Master Trustee other than as a result of its negligence or bad faith. The Master Trustee may 
prosecute any such action or proceedings to judgment or final decree, and may enforce any such judgment or 
final decree against the Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer, and collect in the manner provided by law 
out of the Property of the Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer, wherever situated, the moneys adjudged 
or decreed to be payable. The Master Trustee, upon the bringing of any action or proceeding at law or in equity 
under the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under this heading as a matter of right, without notice 
and without giving bond to the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer, may, to the extent permitted by law, 
have a receiver appointed for all of the Property of the Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer pending 
such action or proceeding with such powers as the court making such appointment shall confer. 

Upon the occurrence and continuance of any Event of Default described in clauses (a) through (g) under 
the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Events of 
Default,” the Master Trustee may, and upon the written request of the Holders of not less than 25% in aggregate 
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principal amount of the Notes then Outstanding, together with indemnification of the Master Trustee to its 
satisfaction therefor, shall proceed forthwith to protect and enforce its rights and the rights of the Holders under 
the Master Indenture by such suits, actions or proceedings as the Master Trustee, being advised by counsel, shall 
deem expedient, including but not limited to: (i) enforcement of the rights of the Holders to collect and enforce 
the payment of amounts due or becoming due under the Notes and the Master Indenture, including the joint and 
several liability of the Obligated Issuers for the guaranty of principal and interest on Outstanding Notes; (ii) suit 
upon all or any part of the Notes; (iii) civil action to require any Person holding moneys, documents or other 
Property pledged to secure payment of amounts due or to become due on the Notes to account as if it were the 
trustee of an express trust for the Noteholders; (iv) civil action to enjoin any acts or things which may be 
unlawful or in violation of the rights of the Noteholders and to compel the performance of any action required 
by the Master Indenture; (v) upon bringing any such suit or other proceeding, as a matter of right and without 
notice or giving bond, to the extent permitted by law, have a receiver appointed of all or any part of the Property 
of any Obligated Issuer pending such suit or other proceeding with such powers as the court making such 
appointment shall confer; and (vi) enforcement of any other rights or remedy of the Noteholders conferred by 
law or equity or by the Master Indenture. 

Regardless of the happening of an Event of Default, the Master Trustee may, and if requested in writing 
by the Holders of not less than 25% in aggregate principal amount of the Notes then Outstanding, shall, upon 
being indemnified to its satisfaction therefor, institute and maintain such suits and proceedings as it may be 
advised shall be necessary or expedient (i) to prevent any impairment of the security under the Master Indenture 
by any acts which may be unlawful or in violation of the Master Indenture, or (ii) to preserve or protect the 
interests of the Noteholders, provided that such request and the action to be taken by the Master Trustee are not 
in conflict with any applicable law or the provisions of the Master Indenture and, in the sole judgment of the 
Master Trustee, not unduly prejudicial to the interest of the Noteholders not making such request. 

Application of Moneys Collected 

Any amounts collected by the Master Trustee shall be applied, for the equal and ratable benefit of the 
holders of Notes of all series then due and payable by acceleration or otherwise in the order following, at the 
date or dates fixed by the Master Trustee for the distribution of such moneys, upon presentation of such Notes 
and stamping thereon the payment, if only partially paid, and upon surrender thereof if fully paid: 

(a) to fund any deficiency in any fund or account created by a Related Bond Indenture or 
otherwise to provide for the payment of amounts required to be paid to the United States pursuant to 
Section 148 of the Code with respect to any Related Bonds if doing so will prevent owners or holders of 
the Related Bonds from losing the ability to exclude from their gross incomes interest paid on the 
Related Bonds for federal income tax purposes; 

(b) to the payment of costs and expenses of collection, and of all amounts payable to the 
Master Trustee under the provisions of the Master Indenture; 

(c) unless the principal of all of the Notes shall have become or shall have been declared 
due and payable, all such moneys shall be applied in the following order: 

First: to the payment to the persons entitled thereto of all installments of interest then 
due and payable in the order in which such installments shall have become due and payable and, 
if the amount available shall not be sufficient to pay in full any particular installment, then to 
the payment, ratably, according to the amounts due on such installment, to the persons entitled 
thereto, without any discrimination or preference except as to any difference in the respective 
rates of interest specified in the Notes; and 

Second: to the payment to the persons entitled thereto of the unpaid principal of any of 
the Notes which shall have become due and payable (other than Notes previously called for 
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redemption for the payment of which moneys are held pursuant to the provisions of the Master 
Indenture) in the order of their due dates, and, if the amount available shall not be sufficient to 
pay in full principal of the Notes due and payable on any particular date, then to the payment of 
the principal, ratably, according to the amount of the principal due on that date, to the persons 
entitled thereto without any discrimination or preference; and 

(d) if the principal of all the Notes shall have become or shall have been declared due and 
payable, moneys shall be applied to the payment of the principal and interest then due and unpaid upon 
the Notes , (other than for Notes previously called for redemption for the payment of which moneys are 
held pursuant to the provisions of the Master Indenture) without preference or priority of principal over 
interest or of interest over principal, or of any installment of interest over any other installment of 
interest, or of any Note over any other Note, ratably, according to the amounts due respectively for 
principal and interest, to the persons entitled thereto without any discrimination or preference except as 
to any differences in the respective rates of interest specified in the Notes; 

(e) to the payment of any other sums required to be paid by the Corporation or any other 
Obligated Issuer pursuant to any provisions of the Master Indenture or any of the Notes; and 

(f) to the payment of the remainder, if any, to the Obligated Issuers, their successors or 
assigns, or to whosoever may be lawfully entitled to receive the same, or as a court of competent 
jurisdiction may direct. 

Suit by Noteholder 

Unless otherwise provided in the applicable Supplemental Master Indenture, no Noteholder shall have 
any right by virtue of any provision of the Master Indenture to institute any suit, action or proceeding in equity 
or at law upon or under or with respect to the Master Indenture or for the appointment of a receiver or trustee, or 
any other remedy under the Master Indenture, unless such Noteholder previously shall have given to the Master 
Trustee written notice of default and of the continuance thereof, as provided in the Master Indenture, and unless 
also the Holders of not less than 25% in aggregate principal amount of all series of Notes then Outstanding shall 
have made written request upon the Master Trustee to institute such action, suit or proceeding in its own name 
as Master Trustee under the Master Indenture and shall have offered to the Master Trustee such reasonable 
indemnity as it may require against the costs, expenses and liabilities to be incurred therein or thereby, and the 
Master Trustee, for 30 days after its receipt of such notice, request and offer of indemnity, shall have neglected 
or refused to institute any such action, suit or proceeding and no direction inconsistent with such written request 
shall have been given to the Master Trustee pursuant to the Master Indenture; it being understood and intended, 
and being expressly covenanted by the taker and Holder of a Note with every other taker and Holder of a Note 
and the Master Trustee, that no one or more Noteholders shall have any right in any manner whatever by virtue 
or by availing of any provision of the Master Indenture to affect, disturb or prejudice the rights of any other 
Noteholders or to obtain or seek to obtain priority over or preference to any other such Noteholder, or to enforce 
any right under the Master Indenture, except in the manner provided in the Master Indenture and for the equal, 
ratable and common benefit of all Noteholders. For the protection and enforcement of the provisions of the 
Master Indenture summarized under this heading, each and every Noteholder and the Master Trustee shall be 
entitled to such relief as can be given either at law or in equity. 

The Noteholder instituting a suit, action or proceeding in compliance with the provisions of the Master 
Indenture summarized under this heading shall be entitled in such suit, action or proceeding to such amounts as 
shall be sufficient to cover the costs and expenses of collection, including, to the extent permitted by applicable 
law, a reasonable compensation to its attorneys. 

Notwithstanding any other provisions in the Master Indenture, the right of a Noteholder to receive 
payment of the principal of and interest on such Note, on or after the respective due dates expressed in such 
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Note, or to institute suit for the enforcement of any such payment on or after such respective dates, shall not be 
impaired or affected without the consent of such Noteholder. 

Direction of Proceedings and Waiver of Default by Noteholders 

The Holders of a majority in aggregate principal amount of Notes then Outstanding shall have the right 
to direct the time, method, and place of conducting any proceeding for any remedy available to the Master 
Trustee, or exercising any trust or power conferred on the Master Trustee; provided, however, that, subject to 
the provisions of the Master Indenture, the Master Trustee shall have the right to decline to follow any such 
direction if the Master Trustee, being advised by counsel, determines that the action so directed may not 
lawfully be taken, or if the Master Trustee in good faith shall, by a responsible officer or officers of the Master 
Trustee, determine that the proceedings so directed would be illegal or involve it in personal liability, and 
provided further that nothing in the Master Indenture shall impair the right of the Master Trustee in its discretion 
to take any action deemed proper by the Master Trustee and which is not inconsistent with such direction by the 
Noteholders. 

Prior to the declaration of the maturity of Notes as provided in the provisions of the Master Indenture 
summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - 
Remedies for Certain Defaults,” the Holders of 25% or more in aggregate principal amount of Notes then 
Outstanding may on behalf of the Holders of all Notes waive any past Event of Default and its consequences, 
except a default in the payment of the principal of or interest on such Notes or in respect of a covenant or 
provision of the Master Indenture which under the provisions of the Master Indenture cannot be modified or 
amended without the consent of all the Holders of such Notes then Outstanding, In addition, prior to the date 
upon which a notice of redemption is sent to the holders of the Related Bonds associated with a Note which, 
pursuant to the terms of the Supplemental Master Indenture pursuant to which it was issued, is subject to 
mandatory redemption upon the occurrence of certain events, the holder of that Note may waive its right to have 
the Note redeemed. In the case of any such waiver the Corporation, each other Obligated Issuer, the Master 
Trustee and the Noteholders of all series shall be restored to their former positions and rights under the Master 
Indenture, respectively; but no such waiver shall extend to any subsequent or other default or right to have a 
Note redeemed or impair any right consequent thereon. 

Delay or Omission of Master Trustee 

No delay or omission of the Master Trustee, or of any Noteholder, to exercise any right or power 
accruing upon an Event of Default, occurring and continuing, shall impair any such right or power, or shall be 
construed to be a waiver of any such Event of Default or any acquiescence therein, nor shall the action of the 
Master Trustee or of the Noteholders in case of any Event of Default, or in case of any Event of Default and the 
subsequent waiver of such Event of Default, affect or impair the rights of the Master Trustee or of such 
Noteholders in respect of any subsequent Event of Default or impair any right resulting therefrom; and every 
power and remedy given by the Master Indenture to the Master Trustee or to such Noteholders may be exercised 
from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient by it or by them. 

Resignation, Removal and Successor Master Trustee 

The Master Trustee may resign at any time without cause by giving at least 30 days’ prior written notice 
to the Obligated Issuers and to each Noteholder, as the names and addresses of such Noteholders appear on the 
register maintained pursuant to the Master Indenture, such resignation to be effective upon the acceptance of 
such trusteeship by a successor. In addition, the Master Trustee may be removed without cause at the direction 
of the Holders of more than 50% in aggregate principal amount of Notes then Outstanding, delivered to the 
Obligated Issuers and the Master Trustee, and the Master Trustee shall promptly give notice thereof in writing to 
each Noteholder as provided above. Such removal of the Master Trustee shall not be effective until the 
acceptance of such trusteeship by a successor. In the case of the resignation or removal of the Master Trustee, a 
successor Master Trustee may be appointed at the direction of the Holders of more than 50% in aggregate 
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principal amount of Notes then Outstanding. If a successor Master Trustee shall not have been appointed within 
30 days after such notice of resignation or removal, the Master Trustee, the Corporation, any other Obligated 
Issuer or any Noteholder may apply to any court of competent jurisdiction to appoint a successor to act until 
such time, if any, as a successor shall have been appointed as above provided. The successor so appointed by 
such court shall immediately and without further act be superseded by any successor appointed as above 
provided. 

Supplemental Master Indentures 

The Corporation, when authorized by its board of trustees, and each other Obligated Issuer, and the 
Master Trustee may from time to time and at any time enter into one or more Supplemental Master Indentures 
for one or more of the following purposes: 

(a) to evidence the succession of another corporation to the Corporation or any other 
Obligated Issuer, or successive successions, and the assumption by the successor corporation of the 
covenants, agreements and obligations of the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer pursuant to the 
Master Indenture; 

(b) to add to the covenants of the Corporation or any other Obligated Issuer such further 
covenants, restrictions or conditions as its Governing Body and the Master Trustee shall consider to be 
for the protection of the holders of Notes issued under the Master Indenture, and to make the 
occurrence, or the occurrence and continuance, of a default in any of such additional covenants, 
restrictions or conditions an Event of Default permitting the enforcement of all or any of the 
several remedies provided in the Master Indenture; provided, however, that in respect of any such 
additional covenant, restriction or condition such supplemental indenture may provide for a 
particular period of grace after default (which period may be shorter or longer than that allowed in 
the case of other defaults) or may provide for an immediate enforcement upon such default or may 
limit the remedies available to the Master Trustee upon such default; 

(c) to cure any ambiguity or to correct or supplement any provision contained in the 
Master Indenture or in any Supplemental Master Indenture which may be defective or 
inconsistent with any other provision contained in the Master Indenture or in any Supplemental 
Master Indenture, or to make any other changes that, in the Master Trustee’s judgment, shall not 
impair the security of the Master Indenture or materially and adversely affect the interest of the 
Noteholders; 

(d) to modify or supplement the Master Indenture in such manner as may be 
necessary or appropriate to qualify the Master Indenture under the Trust Indenture Act of 1939 
as then amended (the “1939 Act”), or under any similar federal statute hereafter enacted, or as 
may be necessary to comply with any applicable state securities laws which require the Master 
Indenture to comport with any requirements of the 1939 Act regardless of the applicability of the 
1939 Act to the Master Indenture, including provisions whereby the Master Trustee accepts such 
powers, duties, conditions and restrictions under the Master Indenture and the Corporation and 
each other Obligated Issuer undertakes such covenants, conditions or restrictions additional to 
those contained in the Master Indenture as would be necessary or appropriate so to qualify the 
Master Indenture or so to comply with such state securities laws; 

(e) to provide for the issuance of additional Notes; 

(f) to add new Obligated Issuers; and 

(g) to evidence the withdrawal of Obligated Issuers. 
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The Master Trustee is authorized to join with the Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer in 
the execution of any Supplemental Master Indenture, to make any further appropriate agreements and 
stipulations which may be therein contained and to accept the conveyance, transfer, mortgage, pledge or 
assignment of any Property thereunder, but the Master Trustee shall not be obligated to enter into any 
such Supplemental Master Indenture that affects the Master Trustee’s own rights, duties or immunities 
under the Master Indenture or otherwise. 

Any Supplemental Master Indenture authorized by the provisions of the Master Indenture 
summarized under this heading may be executed by the Corporation, by each other Obligated Issuer 
without adoption of resolutions by the Governing Body of such other Obligated Issuers, and by the 
Master Trustee without the consent of the Noteholders, notwithstanding any of the provisions of the 
Master Indenture summarized under this heading. 

With the consent of the Holders of not less than a majority in aggregate principal amount of 
Notes then Outstanding, the Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer, when authorized by resolution 
of the board of trustees and the Governing Bodies, respectively, and the Master Trustee may from time 
to time and at any time enter into a Supplemental Master Indenture for the purpose of adding any 
provisions to or changing in any manner or eliminating any of the provisions of the Master Indenture or 
of any Supplemental Master Indenture or of modifying in any manner the rights of the Noteholders; 
provided, however, that no such Supplemental Master Indenture shall, (i) without the consent of the 
Holders of all Notes then Outstanding which are affected thereby, (A) effect a change in the times, 
amounts or currency of payment of the principal of, premium, if any, or interest on any Note or a 
reduction in the principal amount or redemption price of any Note or the rate of interest thereon, or any 
other amounts payable thereon, (B) reduce the aforesaid percentage of Notes, the Holders of which are 
required to consent to any such Supplemental Master Indenture or (C) permit the preference or priority 
of any Note or Notes over any other Note or Notes or (ii) release any portion of the Trust Estate or any 
other collateral given to secure the Notes except as specifically provided in the documents pursuant to 
which the interest in the collateral is given. 

Upon the request of the Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer, accompanied by a copy of a 
resolution of each Governing Body certified by the Secretary or an Assistant Secretary of each Obligated Issuer 
authorizing the execution of any such Supplemental Master Indenture, and upon the filing with the Master 
Trustee of evidence of the consent of the Noteholders as aforesaid, the Master Trustee shall join with the 
Corporation and each other Obligated Issuer in the execution of such Supplemental Master Indenture unless 
such Supplemental Master Indenture affects the Master Trustee’s own rights, duties or immunities under the 
Master Indenture or otherwise, in which case the Master Trustee may in its discretion, but shall not be obligated 
to, enter into such Supplemental Master Indenture. 

It shall not be necessary for the consent of the Noteholders under the provisions of the Master Indenture 
summarized under this heading to approve the particular form of any proposed Supplemental Master Indenture, 
but it shall be sufficient if such consent shall approve the substance thereof. 

Promptly after the execution by the Corporation, each other Obligated Issuer and the Master Trustee of 
any Supplemental Master Indenture pursuant to the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under this 
heading, the Corporation shall mail to each Noteholder a letter setting forth in general terms the substance of 
such Supplemental Master Indenture. Any failure of the Corporation to publish such notice, or any defect 
therein, shall not, however, in any way impair or affect the validity of any such Supplemental Master Indenture. 

The Obligated Group 

Subject to meeting the criteria with respect to acceptance set forth under this heading, any Person may, 
with the consent of the Corporation, become an Obligated Issuer and a member of the Obligated Group. Prior to 
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becoming an Obligated Issuer under the Master Indenture, a Person shall in each case deliver to the Master 
Trustee and each Related Issuer a written instrument as described in the Master Indenture. In addition, a Person 
may not become an Obligated Issuer unless the Corporation shall deliver to the Master Trustee an Officer’s 
Certificate to the effect that: (a) giving effect to the inclusion of the proposed Obligated Issuer at the beginning 
of the most recently completed Fiscal Year for which audited financial statements are available if the Obligated 
Group has complied with the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under the heading “SUMMARY 
OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Filing of Financial Statements, Certificate of 
No Default, Other Information” and, if it has not, then for the most recently completed Fiscal Year once they are 
available, the Obligated Group could meet the conditions for the incurrence on the date the proposed Obligated 
Issuer becomes a member of the Obligated Group of at least $1.00 of Additional Indebtedness under the 
provisions of the Master Indenture summarized in clause (a) under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN 
PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Restrictions as to Incurrence of Additional Indebtedness;” 
(b) giving effect to the inclusion of the proposed Obligated Issuer, no Event of Default would occur and be 
continuing under the Master Indenture or any Related Bond Indenture; and (c) the Corporation has approved the 
acceptance of the proposed Obligated Issuer. 

Each such Acceptance shall be accompanied by a Supplemental Master Indenture duly executed and 
delivered and by an Opinion of Counsel, addressed to and reasonably satisfactory to the Master Trustee to the 
effect that all conditions precedent to the addition of a member to the Obligated Group, as set forth in the Master 
Indenture, have been satisfied, each such Person has the corporate power and authority to execute and deliver 
the form of acceptance of a new obligated issuer as described in the Master Indenture and the Supplemental 
Master Indenture and to perform its obligations under such instruments and such instruments have been duly 
authorized, executed and delivered by such Person and constitute valid and binding obligations of each of such 
parties, enforceable in accordance with their terms, except as limited by bankruptcy laws, insolvency laws and 
other similar laws affecting creditors’ rights generally. 

It shall be a condition precedent to the consummation of any transaction involving an instrument to be 
executed and delivered to the Master Trustee in accordance with the provisions of the Master Indenture 
summarized under this heading that the Master Trustee shall also have received an Opinion of Bond Counsel, in 
form and substance satisfactory to the Master Trustee, to the effect that the consummation of such transaction 
would not adversely affect the exclusions under the Code of the interest payable on any issue of Related Bonds 
then outstanding from the gross income of the owners of the Related Bonds for federal income tax purposes. 

Upon any Person becoming an Obligated Issuer (a) the Person shall be jointly and severally liable for 
the guaranty of principal and interest on all of the Outstanding Notes and (b) the Person shall be required to 
perform the various covenants applicable to Obligated Issuers contained in the Master Indenture. 

A Person becoming an Obligated Issuer shall remain an Obligated Issuer until such time as the Master 
Indenture shall be discharged pursuant to the Master Indenture or such Person is permitted to withdraw pursuant 
to the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under this heading. 

An Obligated Issuer may not withdraw from the terms of the Master Indenture and the obligation of 
such Obligated Issuer under the Master Indenture unless, in each case, the Obligated Issuer shall deliver to the 
Master Trustee and each Related Issuer a written instrument in the form of withdrawal of an obligated issuer as 
described in the Master Indenture. In addition an Obligated Issuer may not withdraw unless the Corporation 
shall deliver to the Master Trustee an Officer’s Certificate to the effect that: (a) giving effect to the proposed 
withdrawal of the Obligated Issuer, as if such withdrawal had occurred at the beginning of the most recently 
completed Fiscal Year for which audited financial statements are available if the Obligated Group has complied 
with the provisions of the Master Indenture summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN 
PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE - Filing of Financial Statements, Certificate of No Default, 
Other Information” and, if it has not, then for the most recently completed Fiscal Year once they are available, 
on the date of the proposed withdrawal of the Obligated Issuer, the Obligated Group could meet the conditions 
for the incurrence of at least $1.00 of Additional Indebtedness under the provisions of the Master Indenture 
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summarized in clause (a) under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER 
INDENTURE - Restrictions as to Incurrence of Additional Indebtedness;” (b) giving effect to the proposed 
withdrawal of the Obligated Issuer, no Event of Default would occur and be continuing under the Master 
Indenture or any Related Bond Indenture; (c) the Obligated Issuer proposing to withdraw has no series of Notes 
Outstanding or any such Note has been reissued or assumed by an Obligated Issuer which is not withdrawing in 
accordance with the provisions of the Master Indenture as if it were new Indebtedness and all applicable 
provisions of law pursuant to which the Note and any other Indebtedness secured by the Note and any Related 
Bonds were issued or incurred; and (d) the Corporation has approved the withdrawal. 

Each such withdrawal shall be accompanied by a Supplemental Master Indenture duly executed and 
delivered and by an Opinion of Counsel, addressed to and reasonably satisfactory to the Master Trustee to the 
effect that all conditions precedent to the withdrawal of a member of the Obligated Group, as set forth in the 
Master Indenture, have been satisfied and that any reissued or assumed Note referred to in clause (c) in the 
immediately preceding paragraph is a valid and enforceable obligation under the terms of the Master Indenture. 

It shall be a condition precedent to the consummation of any transaction involving an instrument to be 
executed and delivered to the Master Trustee in accordance with the provisions of the Master Indenture 
summarized under this heading that the Master Trustee shall also have received an Opinion of Bond Counsel, in 
form and substance satisfactory to the Master Trustee, to the effect that the consummation of such transaction 
will not adversely affect the exclusion under the Code of the interest payable on any issue of Related Bonds then 
outstanding from the gross income of the owners of the Related Bonds for federal income tax purposes or the 
status as a Tax- Exempt Organization of any member of the Obligated Group. 

Satisfaction and Discharge of the Master Indenture 

If (a) all Notes theretofore authenticated (other than any Notes which shall have been mutilated, 
destroyed, lost or stolen and which shall have been replaced or paid as provided in the Master Indenture) and not 
theretofore canceled are delivered to the Master Trustee for cancellation, or (b) all Notes not theretofore 
canceled or delivered to the Master Trustee for cancellation shall have become due and payable and payment 
thereof shall have been provided for by a deposit of money in accordance with the provisions of the Master 
Indenture, or (c) the Corporation or any Obligated Issuer shall deposit with the Master Trustee (or with a bank or 
trust company acceptable to the Master Trustee pursuant to an agreement between the Corporation or any 
Obligated Issuer and such bank or trust company in form acceptable to the Master Trustee) as trust funds the 
entire amount of moneys or Defeasance Obligations or both which, together in the case of Defeasance 
Obligations with the income or increment to accrue thereon, will be sufficient to pay at maturity or upon 
redemption or combination of payment and redemption all Notes not theretofore canceled or delivered to the 
Master Trustee for cancellation, including principal and interest due or to become due to such date of maturity 
or redemption date or combination thereof, as the case may be, and if in any such case the Corporation or any 
Obligated Issuer shall also pay or cause to be paid all other sums payable under the Master Indenture by the 
Corporation or any Obligated Issuer, then the Master Indenture, shall cease to be of further effect, and the 
Master Trustee, on demand of the Corporation or any Obligated Issuer, and at the cost and expense of the 
Corporation and the Obligated Issuers, shall execute proper instruments acknowledging satisfaction of and 
discharging the Master Indenture. The Corporation and each Obligated Issuer agrees in the Master Indenture to 
reimburse the Master Trustee for any costs of expenses theretofore and thereafter reasonably and properly 
incurred by the Master Trustee in connection with the Master Indenture or such Notes. 

Payment of one or more series of, but less than all, Notes may be provided for by the deposit with the 
Master Trustee (or with a bank or trust company acceptable to the Master Trustee pursuant to an agreement 
between the Corporation or any Obligated Issuer and such bank or trust company in form acceptable to the 
Master Trustee) as trust funds of moneys or Defeasance Obligations or both. The moneys and the maturing 
principal and interest income on such Defeasance Obligations, if any, shall be sufficient, as evidenced by a letter 
from Qualified Accountants or other consultants generally recognized as experts in the preparation of refunding 
escrow sufficiency reports selected by the Corporation and approved by the Master Trustee, to pay the principal 
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of and interest on such Notes. The moneys and Defeasance Obligations shall be held by the Master Trustee or 
other bank or trust company irrevocably in trust for the holders of such Notes solely for the purpose of paying 
the principal of and interest on such Notes as the same shall mature, come due or become payable upon prior 
redemption, and, if applicable, upon simultaneous direction, expressed to be irrevocable, to the Master Trustee 
as to the dates upon which any such Notes are to be redeemed prior to their respective maturities. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Supplemental Master Indenture or Related Bond Indenture pursuant 
to which a Series of Notes or Related Bonds, respectively, is issued may have other provisions for the payment 
thereof through the deposit of one or more types of Defeasance Obligations, and as to such Series of Notes or 
Related Bonds, respectively, the provisions of such Supplemental Master Indenture or Related Bond Indenture 
shall control. 
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APPENDIX D 
 

SUMMARY OF BOND INDENTURE AND LOAN AGREEMENT 

Brief descriptions of the Bond Indenture and the Loan Agreement are set forth below.  Those descriptions do not 
purport to be comprehensive or definitive.  All references in this Official Statement to those documents are qualified in 
their entirety by reference to each document, copies of which are available for review prior to the issuance and delivery of 
the Series 2022 Bonds at the offices of the Authority and thereafter at the offices of the Bond Trustee. 

DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS 

“Act” means Chapter 231 of the Wisconsin Statutes, as amended. 

“Authority” means the Wisconsin Health and Educational Facilities Authority. 

“Authorized Borrower Representative” means the person identified in a written certificate that is signed by an 
officer of the Borrower, that contains a specimen of the Authorized Borrower Representative’s signature and that has been 
delivered to the Bond Trustee.  Authorized Borrower Representative includes any alternate or alternates designated in the 
certificate in the same manner.  An Authorized Borrower Representative or alternate may be an employee of the Borrower. 

“Authorized Denomination” means denominations of $5,000 or any multiple thereof. 

“Bond Counsel” means Counsel acceptable to the Authority whose legal opinions on municipal bond issues are 
nationally recognized. 

“Bond Financed Property” means any and all land, equipment, improvements and other real or personal property 
of the Borrower financed or refinanced, directly or indirectly, with the proceeds of the Series 2022 Bonds, including 
without limitation, the assets financed and refinanced with the proceeds of the Series 2012 Bonds. 

“Bond Fund” means the fund by that name created by the Bond Indenture. 

“Bond Indenture” means the Bond Trust Indenture dated as of July 1, 2022 between the Authority and the Bond 
Trustee, as amended from time to time. 

“Bond Indenture Funds” means the Bond Fund, the Issuing Expenses Fund, the Transfer Fund and any other funds 
or accounts created under the Bond Indenture and does not include the Rebate Fund created pursuant to the Tax Exemption 
Agreement. 

“Bond Interest Payment Date” means each date on which a payment of interest on the Bonds is due. 

“Bond Principal Payment Date” means each date on which a payment of principal (whether upon maturity, 
redemption, acceleration or otherwise) on the Bonds is due. 

“Bond Purchase Agreement” means the Bond Purchase Agreement among the Authority, the Borrower and 
Barclays Capital Inc. as a representative of itself and Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated, providing for the sale of the 
Bonds. 

“Bond Trustee” means the bond trustee at the time serving under the Bond Indenture.  The initial Bond Trustee is 
U.S. Bank Trust Company, National Association. 

“Bonds” or “Series 2022 Bonds” means the Wisconsin Health and Educational Facilities Authority Refunding 
Revenue Bonds, Series 2022 (Marquette University) in the original principal amount of $56,590,000 authorized to be 
issued by the Authority pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Bond Indenture. 

“Borrower” means Marquette University or any successors or assigns.   
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“Borrower’s Closing Certificate” means the Officer’s Certificate of the Borrower dated the date of and delivered at 
the time of the issuance and delivery of the Bonds. 

“Borrower’s Documents” means the Loan Agreement, the Series 2022 Master Note, the Bond Purchase 
Agreement, the Tax Exemption Agreement and all other documents (other than the Master Indenture) to which the 
Borrower is a party related to the issuance of the Bonds. 

“Business Day” means a day that is not (a) a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday or (b) a day on which banking 
institutions are required or authorized to be closed in the city or cities in which the designated corporate trust office of the 
Bond Trustee is located or (c) a day on which The New York Stock Exchange is closed for the entire day or Federal 
Reserve Banks are closed.  

“Code” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended from time to time.  Each reference to a section of 
the Code herein shall be deemed to include the United States Treasury Regulations relating to such section, which section 
and regulations are applicable to the Series 2022 Bonds or use of the proceeds thereof. 

“Counsel” means an attorney admitted to practice before the highest court of any state. 

“Default” means the occurrence of an event that, with the lapse of time or the giving of notice or both would 
constitute an Event of Default. 

“Defeasance Obligations” means noncallable U.S. Government Obligations not redeemable at the option of the 
issuer or anyone acting on its behalf prior to maturity. 

“Event of Default” as used in or with reference to (a) the Loan Agreement has the meaning attributed to it under 
the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE LOAN AGREEMENT – Events of Default,” (b) the 
Bond Indenture has the meaning attributed to it under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE 
BOND INDENTURE – Events of Default,” (c) the Master Indenture has the meaning attributed to it under the heading 
“SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE MASTER INDENTURE –  Events of Default” in Appendix C of this 
Official Statement and (d) other documents has the meaning attributed to it in them. 

“Event of Taxability” means any act, omission or event that results in the interest paid or payable on any Bond 
being includable for federal income tax purposes in the gross income of any owner. 

“Facility” or “Facilities” means the educational and related facilities of the Borrower and any other members of 
the Obligated Group, if any, including without limitation the Bond Financed Property and all additions and improvements 
to the foregoing. 

“Financial Statement Recipients” means the Authority, the Bond Trustee, the Purchaser and any firm or 
corporation that has, at the request of the Borrower, assigned a credit rating to the Bonds. 

“Interest Account” means the account by that name in the Bond Fund created by the Bond Indenture. 

“Issuing Expenses” means costs to the extent incurred in connection with, and allocable to, the issuance of the 
Series 2022 Bonds.  For example, issuance costs include the following costs but only to the extent incurred in connection 
with, and allocable to, the borrowing: underwriter’s spread; counsel fees; financial advisory fees; fees paid to an 
organization to evaluate credit quality of an issue; trustee fees; paying agent fees; bond registrar, certification and 
authentication fees; accounting fees; printing costs for bonds and offering documents; public approval process costs; 
engineering and feasibility study costs; guarantee fees, other than “qualified guarantee fees; and similar costs.   

“Issuing Expenses Fund” means the fund by that name created by the Bond Indenture. 

“Loan” means the loan made by the Authority to the Borrower under the Loan Agreement. 

“Loan Agreement” means the Loan Agreement dated as of July 1, 2022 between the Borrower and the Authority, 
as amended from time to time. 

“Master Indenture” has the meaning attributed to it in Appendix C of this Official Statement. 
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“Master Trustee” has the meaning attributed to it in Appendix C of this Official Statement. 

“Member” or “Member of the Obligated Group” means any Person who is a Member of the Obligated Group 
pursuant to the terms of the Master Indenture. 

“Moody’s” means Moody’s Investors Service, Inc., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the 
State of Delaware, its successors and assigns, and, if such corporation shall be dissolved or liquidated or shall no longer 
perform the functions of a securities rating agency, any other nationally recognized securities rating agency designated by 
the Borrower, with written notice to the Bond Trustee and the Authority. 

“Obligated Group” means, collectively, the Members of the Obligated Group created under the Master Indenture. 

“Officer’s Certificate” means (a) with respect to the Authority, a certificate of the Authority signed by the 
Chairperson, Vice Chairperson, Executive Director or by any other person designated by resolution of the Authority to act 
for any of those officers, either generally or with respect to the execution of any particular document or other specific 
matter, if a certified copy of the resolution has been filed with the Bond Trustee and (b) with respect to any corporation, 
including the Borrower, a certificate of the corporation signed (i) by the president, by any vice president or by any other 
person designated by resolution of the board of directors of such corporation, either generally or with respect to the 
execution of any particular document or other specific matter, if a copy of the resolution has been filed with the Bond 
Trustee or (ii) in the case of the Borrower only, by an Authorized Borrower Representative. 

“Opinion of Bond Counsel” means a written opinion of Bond Counsel. 

“Opinion of Counsel” means a written opinion of Counsel selected and paid by the Borrower. 

“Outstanding” when used with reference to the Bonds means all Bonds that have been authenticated and delivered 
by the Bond Trustee under the Bond Indenture except: 

(a) Bonds or portions of Bonds that have been canceled after (i) purchase in the open market, 
(ii) payment at maturity or redemption prior to maturity or (iii) delivery to the Bond Trustee by the Borrower 
under the Bond Indenture, 

(b) Bonds for the payment or redemption of which there has been deposited with the Bond Trustee, in 
trust, cash or Defeasance Obligations in an amount sufficient, including in the case of Defeasance Obligations the 
income or increment to accrue on them, but without reinvestment, to pay or redeem (when redeemable) the Bonds 
at or before their respective maturity dates, including interest that has accrued on the Bonds and will accrue 
through the final payment or redemption of the Bonds and any redemption premium on them, provided that if the 
Bonds are to be redeemed prior to their maturity irrevocable notice of the redemption has been given or 
irrevocable arrangements satisfactory to the Bond Trustee have been made for the giving of a notice of redemption 
and provided further that the requirements summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN 
PROVISIONS OF THE BOND INDENTURE – Discharge” have been satisfied with respect to such Bonds, 

(c) Bonds in lieu of which other Bonds have been authenticated under the Bond Indenture and 

(d) for purposes of any agreement, acceptance, approval, waiver, consent, request or other action to be 
taken under the Loan Agreement or the Bond Indenture by the Registered Owners of a specified percentage of 
principal amount of Bonds, Bonds held by or for the account of the Authority, the Borrower or any Person 
controlling, controlled by or under common control with any of them, unless such parties own 100% of the 
outstanding Bonds. 

“Person” means an individual, a corporation, a partnership, a limited liability company, an association, a joint 
stock company, a joint venture, a trust, an unincorporated organization, or a government or any agency or political 
subdivision thereof. 

“Prepayment Account” means the account by that name in the Bond Fund created by the Bond Indenture. 

“Principal Account” means the account by that name in the Bond Fund created by the Bond Indenture. 
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“Principal Trust Office” means the designated corporate trust office of the Bond Trustee.  The address of the 
Principal Trust Office is initially the address that the Bond Trustee has designated as its address for receiving notices under 
the Loan Agreement and the Bond Indenture; provided, however, that with respect to payments on the Bonds and any 
exchange, transfer, or other surrender of the Bonds, the Bond Trustee’s Principal Trust Office shall mean the corporate trust 
operations office of the Bond Trustee in St. Paul, Minnesota or such other office or location designated by the Bond Trustee 
by written notice. 

“Purchaser” means the initial purchaser(s) of the Bonds, whether one or more, as identified in the Bond Purchase 
Agreement. 

“Qualified Investments” means, subject to the Tax Exemption Agreement,  

(a) U.S. Government Obligations and bonds or securities issued or guaranteed as to principal and 
interest by a commission, board or other instrumentality of the federal government; 

(b) short-term discount obligations of the Federal National Mortgage Association; 

(c) certificates of deposit or time deposits constituting direct obligations of any bank (including, 
without limitation, the Bond Trustee or its affiliates) the full amount of which is insured by the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation; 

(d) time deposits in any credit union, bank, savings bank, trust company or savings and loan association 
that is authorized to transact business in the State (including, without limitation, the Bond Trustee or its affiliates) 
if the time deposits mature in not more than three years; 

(e) bonds or securities of any county, city, drainage district, technical college district, village, town or 
school district of the State; 

(f) any security that matures or that may be tendered for purchase at the option of the holder within not 
more than seven years of the date on which it is acquired, if that security has a rating that is the highest or second 
highest rating category assigned by S&P, Moody’s or other similar nationally recognized rating agency or if that 
security is senior to, or on a parity with, a security of the same issuer that has such a rating; 

(g) securities of an open-end management investment company or investment trust if the investment 
company or investment trust does not charge a sales load, if the investment company or investment trust is 
registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940, 15 USC 80a-1 to 80a-64, and if the portfolio of the 
investment company or investment trust is limited to the following: (i) bonds and securities issued by the federal 
government or a commission, board or other instrumentality of the federal government, (ii) bonds that are 
guaranteed as to principal and interest by the federal government or a commission, board or other instrumentality 
of the federal government and (iii) repurchase agreements that are fully collateralized by bonds or securities 
described under (i) or (ii); and 

(h) any other obligation or security that constitutes a permitted investment for money of the Authority 
as a result of an amendment of the Act subsequent to July 1, 2022 if the prior written consent of the Authority is 
obtained. 

“Rebate Fund” means the fund by that name created by the Tax Exemption Agreement. 

“Registered Owner” or “Owner” or “holder” or “Bondholder” when used with reference to a Bond means the 
person who is the registered owner of a Bond or that person’s legal representative. 

“Registration Books” means books maintained by the Bond Trustee on behalf of the Authority at the Principal 
Trust Office of the Bond Trustee for the purpose of recording the registration, transfer, exchange or replacement of any of 
the Bonds. 

“Revenues” means (a) all payments, income and revenues derived pursuant to the terms of the Loan Agreement 
(except to the extent included in the Unassigned Rights) including all payments made by the Borrower and the Obligated 
Group in respect of the Series 2022 Master Note, (b) all amounts realized upon recourse to the Loan Agreement or any 
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collateral given by the Borrower to secure the Borrower’s obligations under the Loan Agreement, (c) all amounts realized 
upon recourse to the Master Indenture that are available pursuant to the Master Indenture to pay amounts due on the Series 
2022 Master Note and (d) the money and securities (including the earnings from the investment of them) held by the Bond 
Trustee in the trust funds established under the Bond Indenture (which does not include the Rebate Fund). 

“Series 2012 Bonds” means the Wisconsin Health and Educational Facilities Authority Revenue Bonds, Series 
2012 (Marquette University). 

“Series 2022 Master Note” has the meaning attributed to it in Appendix C of this Official Statement. 

“Standard & Poor’s” or “S&P” means S&P Global Ratings, a corporation existing under the laws of New York, its 
successors and assigns, and, if such corporation shall be dissolved or liquidated or shall no longer perform the functions of 
a securities rating agency, any other nationally recognized securities rating agency designated by the Borrower, with written 
notice to the Bond Trustee and the Authority. 

“State” means the State of Wisconsin. 

“Tax Exemption Agreement” means the Tax Exemption Certificate and Agreement among the Authority, the 
Borrower and the Bond Trustee dated the date of original issuance and delivery of the Bonds. 

“Transfer Fund” means the fund by that name created by the Bond Indenture. 

“Unassigned Rights” means the Authority’s rights (a) to receive indemnity, payments for its expenses and other 
payments under the Loan Agreement or any other document associated with the issuance of any Bonds specifically 
including but not limited to its rights to receive certain payments under the Loan Agreement, (b) to execute and deliver 
amendments to the Loan Agreement and the Bond Indenture and to receive notices and other documents and to provide its 
consent, acceptance or approval with respect to matters as to which that right is given in the Loan Agreement or the Bond 
Indenture and (c) to receive indemnification and payment of expenses under the Bond Purchase Agreement. 

“U.S. Government Obligations” means obligations that are direct, full faith and credit obligations of the United 
States of America or are obligations with respect to which the United States of America has unconditionally guaranteed the 
timely payment of all principal or interest or both, but only to the extent of the principal or interest so guaranteed. 

“Written Request” means with reference to the Authority, a request in writing signed by the Chairperson, Vice 
Chairperson or Executive Director of the Authority, and with reference to the Borrower means a request in writing signed 
by an Authorized Borrower Representative, or any other officers designated in writing by the Authority or the Borrower, as 
the case may be. 

SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE BOND INDENTURE 

Granting Clauses 

In consideration of the acceptance by the Bond Trustee of the trusts created by the Bond Indenture, the purchase 
and acceptance of the Series 2022 Bonds by the Purchaser and other good and valuable consideration, and to secure the 
payment of the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds and the performance and observance by 
the Authority of its obligations under the Bond Indenture and the Series 2022 Bonds, the Authority pledges and assigns to 
the Bond Trustee and grants the Bond Trustee a security interest in, with power of sale, the following property:  (a) except 
for the Unassigned Rights, the Authority’s entire right, title and interest in and to each of the Borrower’s Documents, 
specifically including the Authority’s right to receive payments from the Borrower under the Series 2022 Master Note or 
the Loan Agreement or payments received under the Master Indenture that are available pursuant to the Master Indenture to 
pay amounts due on the Series 2022 Master Note and the other Borrower’s Documents; (b) the Authority’s entire right, title 
and interest in and to all Revenues and all cash, securities or other investments held by the Bond Trustee in any of the Bond 
Indenture Funds (which does not include the Rebate Fund) or otherwise under the terms of the Bond Indenture; and (c) all 
money and securities from time to time held by the Bond Trustee under the terms of the Bond Indenture (which does not 
include the Rebate Fund) and all other real or personal property from time to time conveyed, pledged, assigned or 
transferred to the Bond Trustee as additional security under the Bond Indenture. 
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Authorization and Issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds 

The Bond Indenture authorizes the issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds and limits their aggregate principal amount 
to the amount stated on the cover page of this Official Statement. 

Use of Proceeds from the Sale of the Series 2022 Bonds 

The Authority agrees in the Bond Indenture to deposit the purchase price with the Bond Trustee and, upon receipt, 
the Bond Trustee agrees in the Bond Indenture to apply the purchase price in the manner described in the forepart of this 
Official Statement.  See “PLAN OF FINANCE” in the forepart of this Official Statement. 

Bond Fund 

The Bond Indenture creates a trust fund designated the “Marquette University Bond Fund” (the “Bond Fund”).  
Within the Bond Fund are created the following Accounts: 

Principal Account.  Except as provided in the Bond Indenture, money in the Principal Account will be 
used solely (i) for the payment or scheduled mandatory redemption of the principal of the Series 2022 Bonds as it 
becomes due, whether at maturity, redemption, acceleration or otherwise and (ii) for the redemption of the Series 
2022 Bonds from amounts transferred to the Principal Account from the Prepayment Account.  

Interest Account.  Except as provided in the Bond Indenture, money in the Interest Account will be used 
solely for the payment of the interest on the Series 2022 Bonds as it becomes due. 

Prepayment Account.  Money in the Prepayment Account will be used first to make up any deficiencies 
existing in the Interest Account and the Principal Account (in that order) and second for the payment of the 
principal of and premium, if any, on Bonds called for optional redemption as provided in the Bond Indenture.  
Money remaining in the Prepayment Account may be used by the Bond Trustee to purchase Bonds in the open 
market for immediate cancellation if the Bond Trustee is requested to do so by the Borrower. 

Whenever the amount in the Bond Fund from any source is sufficient to pay the principal of the Bonds, unpaid 
interest that has accrued on the Series 2022 Bonds and will accrue to the date the Series 2022 Bonds are redeemed and any 
redemption premiums on all the Series 2022 Bonds then Outstanding and is available for that purpose, the Bond Trustee, 
upon the Written Request of the Borrower, is instructed and agrees in the Bond Indenture to take or cause to be taken the 
necessary steps to pay or redeem all of the Series 2022 Bonds then Outstanding on the next date on which all of the Series 
2022 Bonds may be redeemed and for which the required redemption notice may be given. 

If (i) on any date on which a payment from the Principal Account or the Interest Account is due there is not 
enough money in the Principal Account or the Interest Account to make all of the payments then required to be made from 
the Principal Account or the Interest Account or (ii) an Event of Default has occurred and the Outstanding Bonds have been 
accelerated, then money in any account of the Bond Fund may be immediately or from time to time thereafter transferred to 
any other account in the Bond Fund for application as summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN 
PROVISIONS OF THE BOND INDENTURE – Application of Proceeds.” 

The Bond Trustee agrees to keep accurate records pertaining to each transaction within each of the accounts in the 
Bond Fund. 

Issuing Expenses Fund 

The Bond Indenture creates a trust fund designated “Marquette University Issuing Expenses Fund” (the “Issuing 
Expenses Fund”).  Money in the Issuing Expenses Fund will be used to pay Issuing Expenses or to reimburse the Borrower 
for Issuing Expenses actually paid by it.  No money on deposit in any fund or account created by the Bond Indenture will 
be used to pay Issuing Expenses other than money on deposit in the Issuing Expenses Fund.  Upon the earlier of the receipt 
by the Bond Trustee of a Written Request of the Borrower to the effect that all Issuing Expenses have been paid and that the 
Borrower has been reimbursed for all Issuing Expenses paid by it or the first anniversary of the original issuance and 
delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds, amounts then on deposit in the Issuing Expenses Fund will be transferred to the 
Principal Account to the extent necessary to make the next payment therefrom is required to be made within thirteen 
months from the date of deposit therein, then to the Interest Account to the extent necessary to make the next two interest 
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payments therefrom, and then to the Prepayment Account, and applied as other amounts on deposit in the Prepayment 
Account would be applied. 

The Bond Trustee agrees in the Bond Indenture to keep accurate records pertaining to each deposit into, and 
withdrawal from, the Issuing Expenses Fund.   

Non-presentment of Bonds 

Subject to provisions of the Bond Indenture when the Bonds are in Book Entry Form, if funds sufficient to pay the 
principal of any Bond when due (whether at maturity, redemption, acceleration or otherwise) are on deposit with the Bond 
Trustee but the Bond is not presented to the Bond Trustee for payment, then all liability of the Authority to the Registered 
Owner for the payment of the Bond is completely discharged.  The Bond Trustee agrees in the Bond Indenture to hold the 
funds on deposit for any Bonds that have not been presented when due, but without liability for interest, solely for the 
benefit of the Registered Owners of those Bonds.  Thereafter and prior to the transfer provided for in the succeeding 
paragraph, the sole claim that any Registered Owner who did not present its Bonds for payment when due has for the 
payment of its Bonds is to receive the funds held for its Bonds by the Bond Trustee. 

Any money held by the Bond Trustee pursuant to the provisions summarized under this heading that remains 
unclaimed by the Registered Owners entitled to it for a period of five years after the date on which those Bonds became due 
will, except as may otherwise be provided by applicable law relating to escheatment, be paid to the Borrower upon its 
Written Request or, if required by applicable laws relating to escheatment, to the officer, board or body as may then be 
entitled by law to receive it.  Thereafter, the Registered Owners of the Series 2022 Bonds not presented for payment may 
look only to the holder of those funds for the payment of its Bonds and may not look to the Bond Trustee for payment of its 
Bonds and the Bond Trustee has no responsibility with respect to the money transferred or the unpresented Bonds. 

Investments Generally 

Subject to the requirements of the Tax Exemption Agreement and the limitations set forth under this heading, the 
Bond Trustee agrees in the Bond Indenture to continuously invest and reinvest money on deposit in the Bond Indenture 
Funds and the Rebate Fund in Qualified Investments as directed in writing by the Borrower according to the Loan 
Agreement.  The Bond Trustee may conclusively rely upon the Borrower’s written instructions as to both the suitability and 
legality of the directed investments and such written direction shall be deemed to be a certification that such directed 
investments constitute Qualified Investments and comply with the provisions of the Bond Indenture, the Loan Agreement 
and the Tax Exemption Agreement.  The Bond Trustee shall not be responsible or liable for any loss suffered in connection 
with any investment made in accordance with the written direction of the Borrower. Ratings of Qualified Investments shall 
be determined at the time of purchase of such Qualified Investments and without regard to ratings subcategories, and the 
Bond Trustee shall not be required to monitor the ratings of Qualified Investments on an ongoing basis.  In the absence of 
investment instructions from the Borrower, the Bond Trustee shall hold funds uninvested.  Investments made with money 
on deposit in the Bond Indenture Funds and the Rebate Fund may be made by the Bond Trustee through its own bank 
investment department or that of its affiliates or subsidiaries, and the Bond Trustee may charge its ordinary and customary 
fees for such trades, including investment maintenance fees, and such investments (a) will have maturities or be readily 
marketable prior to maturity in the amounts and not later than the dates as may be necessary to provide funds for the 
purpose for which the money in any account is to be used, (b) will be held by or under the control of the Bond Trustee, (c) 
will at all times be considered a part of the account for whose benefit the investment was made, (d) will have any loss 
attributable to them charged to the account for whose benefit the investment was made, (e) in the case of the Interest 
Account and the Principal Account, will have any interest or profit derived from them applied as provided in the Loan 
Agreement, (f) in the case of the Prepayment Account, will have any interest or profit derived from them retained in the 
Account in which the investment was made until applied as other amounts on deposit in the Account will be applied, (g) in 
the case of the Issuing Expenses Fund and the Transfer Fund will have any interest or profit derived from them credited to 
the Principal Account if it will be applied to the payment of principal due on the Series 2022 Bonds occurring within 13 
months of such transfer and then to the Interest Account in the amount necessary to make any interest payments on the 
Series 2022 Bonds occurring within 13 months of such transfer and then to the Prepayment Account, and (h) in all other 
cases will have any interest or profit derived from them retained in the fund or account from which the investment was 
made. 

Although the Authority and the Borrower each recognize that it may obtain a broker confirmation or written 
statement containing comparable information at no additional cost, the Authority and the Borrower agree that confirmations 
of permitted investments are not required to be issued by the Bond Trustee for each month in which a monthly statement is 
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rendered.  No statement need be rendered for any fund or account if no activity occurred in such fund or account during 
such month. 

Discharge 

The Bond Indenture, the Series 2022 Bonds, and the Loan Agreement and the estate and rights granted by them 
cease, determine and are void if 

(a) the Borrower has performed all of its obligations under the Master Indenture to the extent they 
relate to the Series 2022 Master Note and under the other Borrower’s Documents, and the Authority has performed 
its obligations under the Authority Documents, 

(b) all expenses of the Bond Trustee that have accrued and will accrue to the final payment of the Series 
2022 Bonds have been paid or arrangements satisfactory to the Bond Trustee for their payment have been made, 

(c) all expenses of the Authority that have accrued and will accrue to the final payment of the Series 
2022 Bonds have been paid or arrangements satisfactory to the Authority for their payment have been made, 

(d) provision for the payment of all Outstanding Bonds has been made to the satisfaction of the Bond 
Trustee in one or more of the following ways:  (i) by paying or causing to be paid, when due, the principal of, 
premium, if any, and interest on all Outstanding Bonds, (ii) by depositing with the Bond Trustee, in trust, at or 
before maturity, cash in an amount sufficient to pay or redeem (when redeemable) all Outstanding Bonds 
including unpaid interest that has accrued on the Series 2022 Bonds and will accrue to the final payment or 
redemption of the Series 2022 Bonds and any redemption premium, (iii) by delivering to the Bond Trustee, for 
cancellation, all Outstanding Bonds or (iv) by depositing with the Bond Trustee, in trust, Defeasance Obligations 
that mature in an amount that will, together with the income or increment to accrue on them but without 
reinvestment, be sufficient to pay or redeem (when redeemable) all Bonds at or before their respective maturity 
dates, including interest that has accrued on the Series 2022 Bonds and will accrue to the final payment or 
redemption of the Series 2022 Bonds and any redemption premium, 

(e) a notice of redemption has been given as required by the Bond Indenture if any of the Series 2022 
Bonds are to be redeemed before their maturity or if a notice of redemption cannot then be given as provided in the 
Bond Indenture, then the Borrower has given the Bond Trustee, in a form satisfactory to the Bond Trustee, 
irrevocable instructions to provide a notice of redemption to the Registered Owners of any Bonds to be redeemed 
in accordance with the Bond Indenture when a notice of redemption can be timely given under the Bond Indenture, 

(f) if the payment of the Series 2022 Bonds has been provided for as summarized in clause (d)(ii) or 
(d)(iv) under this heading, the Bond Trustee (i) has been furnished with an Opinion of Bond Counsel to the effect 
that the actions taken will not adversely affect the validity of any Bond or any exclusion from gross income for 
federal income tax purposes to which interest on the Series 2022 Bonds would otherwise be entitled and (ii) has 
given notice to the Registered Owners of the Series 2022 Bonds at the Registered Owner’s address of the actions 
taken pursuant to the provisions summarized in clause (d) under this heading and 

(g) if the payment of the Series 2022 Bonds has been provided for as summarized in clause (d)(iv) 
under this heading, the Bond Trustee has been provided an opinion or report from a firm of certified public 
accountants of the size and type commonly referred to as nationally known certified public accountants or a firm 
of independent public accountants or other verification experts selected by the Borrower and not objected to by the 
Authority to the effect that the funds available or to be available in the escrow for the payment of the Series 2022 
Bonds will be sufficient to pay the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds. 

On the occurrence of the events described in clauses (a) through (g) under this heading, the Bond Trustee is 
authorized and directed to 

(1) cancel the Series 2022 Master Note and deliver it to the Borrower, 

(2) execute and deliver all appropriate instruments evidencing and acknowledging the satisfaction of 
the Bond Indenture and the Loan Agreement and 
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(3) assign and deliver to the Borrower any money and investments in any Bond Indenture Fund (except 
money or investments held by the Bond Trustee for the payment of the principal of, premium, if any, and interest 
on any Bond). 

Notwithstanding any other provision of the Bond Indenture that may be contrary to the provisions summarized 
under this heading, all money and Defeasance Obligations that are set aside and held in trust pursuant to the provisions 
summarized under this heading for the payment of the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds 
will be applied to and used solely for the payment of the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on the particular Bonds 
with respect to which it was so set aside in trust.  The income derived from Defeasance Obligations held by the Bond 
Trustee that are not needed for the payment of the principal of, premium, if any, or interest on the Series 2022 Bonds is to 
be disposed of in a manner that, in the Opinion of Bond Counsel, will not adversely affect the validity of any Bond or any 
exclusion from gross income for federal income tax purposes to which interest on the Series 2022 Bonds would otherwise 
be entitled. 

Notwithstanding a discharge of the Bond Indenture as summarized in clause (d)(ii) or (d)(iv) under this heading, 
resulting in the Registered Owners of the Series 2022 Bonds having a claim for the payment of their Bonds solely from the 
cash and Defeasance Obligations so set aside, the Bond Indenture will continue to govern the method of making payments 
of principal and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds, the registration, transfer and exchange of the Series 2022 Bonds and 
similar matters. 

Provisions for Partial Discharge 

The Bond Indenture, the Series 2022 Master Note, and the Loan Agreement and the estate and rights granted by 
them cease, determine and are void with respect to some, but not all, of the Bonds, if 

(a) the Borrower has performed all of its obligations under the Master Indenture to the extent they 
relate to the Series 2022 Master Note and under any other Borrower’s Documents, and the Authority has 
performed its obligations under the Authority Documents, in each case relating to such Series 2022 Bonds, 

(b) all Bond Trustee’s Expenses and the expenses of any other paying agent that have accrued and will 
accrue through the final payment of such Bonds have been paid or arrangements satisfactory to the Bond Trustee 
for their payment have been made, 

(c) all Authority’s Expenses that have accrued and will accrue through the final payment of such Bonds 
have been paid or arrangements satisfactory to the Authority for their payment have been made, 

(d) provision for the payment of all such Outstanding Bonds has been made to the satisfaction of the 
Bond Trustee in one or more of the following ways: 

(i) by paying or causing to be paid, when due, the principal of, premium, if any, and interest 
on all such Outstanding Bonds, 

(ii) by depositing with the Bond Trustee, in trust, at or before maturity, cash in an amount 
sufficient to pay or redeem (when redeemable) all such Outstanding Bonds including unpaid interest that 
has accrued on such Bonds and will accrue to the final payment or redemption of such Bonds and any 
redemption premium, 

(iii) by delivering to the Bond Trustee, for cancellation, all such Outstanding Bonds or 

(iv) by depositing with the Bond Trustee, in trust, Defeasance Obligations that mature in an 
amount that will, together with the income or increment to accrue on them but without reinvestment, be 
sufficient to pay or redeem (when redeemable) all such Bonds at or before their respective maturity dates, 
including interest that has accrued on such Bonds and will accrue to the final payment or redemption of 
such Bonds and any redemption premium, 

(e) a notice of redemption that includes the Redemption Notice Information has been given as required 
by the Bond Indenture if any of such Bonds are to be redeemed before their maturity or if a notice of redemption 
cannot then be given as provided in the Bond Indenture, then the Borrower has given the Bond Trustee, in a form 
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satisfactory to the Bond Trustee, irrevocable instructions to provide a notice of redemption that includes the 
Redemption Notice Information to the Registered Owners of any Bonds to be redeemed in accordance with the 
Bond Indenture when a notice of redemption can be timely given under the Bond Indenture, 

(f) if the payment of such Bonds has been provided for under (d)(ii) or (d)(iv) of this heading, the Bond 
Trustee (i) has been furnished with an Opinion of Bond Counsel to the effect that the actions taken under this 
heading will not adversely affect the validity of any Bond or any exclusion from gross income for federal income 
tax purposes to which interest on the Series 2022 Bonds would otherwise be entitled and (ii) has given notice to 
the Registered Owners of such Bonds at the Registered Owner’s Address of the actions taken under subsection (d) 
of this heading and 

(g) if the payment of such Bonds has been provided for under (d)(iv) of this heading, the Bond Trustee 
has been provided an opinion or report from a firm of certified public accountants of the size and type commonly 
referred to as nationally known certified public accountants or a firm of independent public accountants or other 
verification experts selected by the Borrower and not objected to by the Authority to the effect that the funds 
available or to be available in the escrow for the payment of such Bonds will be sufficient to pay the principal of, 
premium, if any, and interest on such Bonds. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of the Bond Indenture that may be contrary to the provisions of this heading, 
all money and Defeasance Obligations that are set aside and held in trust pursuant to the provisions of this heading for the 
payment of the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on such Bonds will be applied to and used solely for the payment 
of the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on the particular Bonds with respect to which it was so set aside in trust.  
The income derived from Defeasance Obligations held by the Bond Trustee under this heading that are not needed for the 
payment of the principal of, premium, if any, or interest on such Bonds is to be disposed of in a manner that, in the Opinion 
of Bond Counsel, will not adversely affect the validity of any Bond or any exclusion from gross income for federal income 
tax purposes to which interest on the Bonds would otherwise be entitled. 

Notwithstanding a partial discharge of the Bond Indenture with respect to a portion of the Series 2022 Bonds as 
provided in (d)(ii) or (d)(iv) of this heading, resulting in the Registered Owners of such Bonds having a claim for the 
payment of their Bonds solely from the cash and Defeasance Obligations so set aside, the Bond Indenture will continue to 
govern the method of making payments of principal and interest on such Series 2022 Bonds, the registration, transfer and 
exchange of such Series 2022 Bonds and similar matters.  Nothing contained in this heading with respect to a partial 
discharge of the Series 2022 Bonds shall discharge the obligations of the Authority under the Bond Indenture or the 
obligations of the Borrower under the Loan Agreement or the Series 2022 Master Note with respect to the Outstanding 
Series 2022 Bonds that have not been partially discharged in accordance with this heading. 

Events of Default 

The occurrence and continuance of any of the following events is an Event of Default under the Bond Indenture: 

(a) payment of any installment of interest on any of the Series 2022 Bonds shall not be made when the 
same shall become due and payable; or 

(b) payment of the principal of or the redemption premium, if any, on any of the Series 2022 Bonds 
shall not be made when the same shall become due and payable, whether at maturity, by proceedings for 
redemption or through failure to make any payment to any fund under the Bond Indenture or otherwise; or 

(c) the Authority shall for any reason be rendered incapable of fulfilling its obligations under the Bond 
Indenture; or 

(d) the Authority shall default in the due and punctual performance of any other of the covenants, 
conditions, agreements and provisions contained in the Series 2022 Bonds or in the Bond Indenture or any 
indenture supplemental thereto to be performed on the part of the Authority, and such default shall continue for the 
period of 30 days after written notice specifying such default and requiring the same to be remedied shall have 
been given to the Authority and the Borrower by the Bond Trustee, which notice the Bond Trustee may give in its 
discretion and must give at the written request of the owners of not less than 25% in aggregate principal amount of 
the Series 2022 Bonds then Outstanding under the Bond Indenture; provided that, if such default cannot with due 
diligence and dispatch be wholly cured within 30 days but can be wholly cured, the failure of the Authority to 
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remedy such default within such 30-day period shall not constitute a default under the Bond Indenture if the 
Authority shall immediately upon receipt of such notice commence with due diligence and dispatch the curing of 
such default and, having so commenced the curing of such default, shall thereafter prosecute and complete the 
same with due diligence and dispatch and the Bond Trustee shall have consented; or 

(e) any Event of Default under the Loan Agreement or the Master Indenture shall occur and such Event 
of Default shall be continuing from and after (i) the date the Authority is entitled under the Loan Agreement to 
request that the Master Trustee declare the Series 2022 Master Note to be immediately due and payable, (ii) the 
date on which the Master Trustee is entitled under the Master Indenture to declare any promissory note or other 
obligation issued under the Master Indenture immediately due and payable, or (iii) the date the Master Trustee 
declares any promissory note or other obligation issued under the Master Indenture immediately due and payable; 
or 

(f) the Authority, the Borrower or the Bond Trustee shall default in the performance of any covenant, 
condition, agreement or provision of the Tax Exemption Agreement, and such default shall continue for the period 
of 60 days after written notice specifying such default and requiring the same to be remedied shall have been given 
to the party or parties in default by any of the other parties; provided that if such default cannot with due diligence 
and dispatch be wholly cured within 60 days but can be wholly cured, the failure of the Authority, the Borrower or 
the Bond Trustee to remedy such default within such 60-day period shall not constitute a default under the Bond 
Indenture if any of the foregoing shall immediately upon receipt of such notice commence with due diligence and 
dispatch the curing of such default and, having so commenced the curing of such default, shall thereafter prosecute 
and complete the same with due diligence and dispatch and such party shall provide the other parties with a 
certification to such effect upon which the Bond Trustee shall be protected in relying on.  The Bond Trustee, the 
Authority and the Borrower shall each receive a copy of any notice given as summarized in this paragraph. 

Acceleration and Other Remedies 

Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default under the Bond Indenture the Bond Trustee may and, upon receipt of a 
request to do so from the Registered Owners of not less than 50% of the aggregate principal amount of the Series 2022 
Bonds then Outstanding, must by written notice to the Authority and the Borrower declare the principal of and accrued 
interest on the Series 2022 Bonds (if not then due and payable) to be due and payable immediately. 

Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default under the Bond Indenture the Bond Trustee may take whatever 
action at law or in equity it deems necessary or desirable (i) to collect any amounts then due under the Bond Indenture, the 
Series 2022 Bonds, the Loan Agreement, the Master Indenture or the Series 2022 Master Note, (ii) to enforce performance 
of any obligation, agreement or covenant of the Authority under the Bond Indenture or the Series 2022 Bonds, of the 
Borrower under any of the Borrower’s Documents or the Master Indenture, of a guarantor under any guaranty given with 
respect to any Bond or the Series 2022 Master Note or of the grantor of any other collateral given to secure the payment of 
the Series 2022 Bonds or the Series 2022 Master Note or (iii) to otherwise enforce any of its rights. 

None of the remedies under the Bond Indenture is exclusive of any other remedy or remedies.  Each remedy given 
under the Bond Indenture is cumulative and is in addition to every other remedy that is given or that now or hereafter exists 
at law, in equity or by statute.  No delay or omission in the exercise of any right or power accruing upon an Event of 
Default impairs the right or power or is a waiver of or acquiescence in any Event of Default.  Every right and power given 
by the Bond Indenture may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient.  No waiver of any 
Event of Default extends to or affects any subsequent or other Event of Default or impairs any rights or remedies 
consequent thereon. 

In the event that the Master Trustee has accelerated the Series 2022 Master Note and is pursuing its available 
remedies under the Master Indenture, the Bond Trustee, without waiving any Event of Default under the Bond Indenture, 
agrees in the Bond Indenture not to pursue its available remedies under the Bond Indenture or the Loan Agreement in a 
manner that would hinder or frustrate the pursuit by the Master Trustee of its remedies under the Master Indenture provided 
that the Bond Trustee may take any action permitted of a noteholder under the Master Indenture. 

If an Event of Default under the Bond Indenture shall have occurred, and if it shall have been requested to do so by 
the Registered Owners of more than 50% in aggregate principal amount of the Series 2022 Bonds Outstanding, and shall 
have been indemnified as provided in the Bond Indenture, the Bond Trustee shall be obligated to exercise such one or more 
of the rights and powers conferred by the provisions summarized under this heading as the Bond Trustee shall deem most 
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expedient in the interests of the Registered Owners of the Series 2022 Bonds; provided, however, that the Bond Trustee 
shall have the right to decline to comply with any such request if the Bond Trustee shall be advised by counsel (who may 
be its own counsel) that the action so requested may not lawfully be taken or the Bond Trustee in good faith shall determine 
that such action would be unjustly prejudicial to the Registered Owners of the Series 2022 Bonds not parties to such request 
or would subject the Bond Trustee to personal liability.   

Right To Direct Proceedings 

Anything in the Bond Indenture to the contrary notwithstanding (excluding the provisions summarized in the first 
paragraph under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE BOND INDENTURE – Acceleration 
and Other Remedies”), the Registered Owners of a majority of the aggregate principal amount of the Bonds Outstanding 
have the right to direct the exercise of any rights or remedies under the Bond Indenture or any of the Borrower’s 
Documents and the method and place of conducting all proceedings to be taken in connection with the enforcement of the 
Bond Indenture or any of the Borrower’s Documents.  The directions of the Registered Owners summarized under this 
heading are to be (a) contained in a request that is signed by the Registered Owners of at least a majority of the aggregate 
principal amount of the Series 2022 Bonds then Outstanding and delivered to the Bond Trustee, (b) in accordance with law 
and the provisions of the Bond Indenture and (c) accompanied with indemnification of the Bond Trustee as is provided in 
the Bond Indenture. 

Application of Proceeds 

(a) Subject to the provisions summarized in paragraph (c) under this heading, if the principal of all the Series 
2022 Bonds is not due, whether by declaration by the Bond Trustee pursuant to the provisions summarized under the 
heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE BOND INDENTURE – Acceleration and Other Remedies” 
or otherwise, then any money received by the Authority or the Bond Trustee as a result of the exercise of one or more of the 
remedies granted by the Bond Indenture or any of the Borrower’s Documents will be applied as follows: 

FIRST:  To the payment of (i) the fees, costs and expenses associated with the exercise of any remedy 
granted by the Bond Indenture or any of the Borrower’s Documents, including reasonable compensation to the 
Authority, the Bond Trustee and either of their attorneys and agents, (ii) any expenses of the Authority and 
(iii) any expenses of the Bond Trustee. 

SECOND:  To fund any deficiency in the Rebate Fund if doing so will prevent the occurrence of an Event 
of Taxability. 

THIRD:  To the payment of interest then due on the Series 2022 Bonds, in the order of the maturity of the 
payments of interest then due, and, if the amount available is not sufficient to pay in full any particular installment 
of interest, then to the payment of interest ratably, according to the amounts due, to the persons entitled to it 
without discrimination or privilege. 

FOURTH:  To the payment of principal and premium, if any, then due on the Series 2022 Bonds (other 
than Bonds called for redemption for the payment of which money is held pursuant to the provisions of the Bond 
Indenture), in the order of the maturity of the payments of principal and premium then due, and, if the amount 
available is not sufficient to pay in full the Series 2022 Bonds due on any particular date then to their payment 
ratably, according to the amount of principal due, to the persons entitled to it without any discrimination or 
privilege. 

FIFTH:  To the payment of any other sums required to be paid by the Borrower pursuant to any 
provisions of the Bond Indenture or any of the Borrower’s Documents. 

SIXTH:  To the payment of any other sums required to be paid by the Borrower pursuant to any 
provisions of the Master Indenture. 

SEVENTH:  Any balance is to be paid to the Borrower, its successors or assigns, upon its written request 
or to whomever may be lawfully entitled to receive it, upon its written request, or as any court of competent 
jurisdiction may direct. 
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(b) Subject to the provisions summarized in paragraph (c) under this heading, if the principal of the Series 
2022 Bonds is due, whether by declaration by the Bond Trustee pursuant to the provisions summarized under the heading 
“SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE BOND INDENTURE – Acceleration and Other Remedies” or 
otherwise, then any money received by the Authority or the Bond Trustee as a result of the exercise of one or more of the 
remedies granted by the Bond Indenture or any of the Borrower’s Documents will be applied as follows: 

FIRST:  To the payment of (i) the costs and expenses associated with the exercise of any remedy granted 
by the Bond Indenture or any of the Borrower’s Documents, including reasonable compensation to the Authority, 
the Bond Trustee and either of their attorneys and agents, (ii) any expenses of the Authority and (iii) any expenses 
of the Bond Trustee. 

SECOND:  To fund any deficiency in the Rebate Fund if doing so will prevent the occurrence of an Event 
of Taxability. 

THIRD:  To the payment of the full amount of the principal of, premium, if any, and interest then due and 
unpaid on the Series 2022 Bonds.  In the event money available for that purpose is insufficient to pay the full 
amount due, then the money that is available for that purpose will be applied ratably, according to the aggregate of 
principal, interest and premium, if any, then due without preference or priority as between principal, interest or 
premium. 

FOURTH:  To the payment of any other sums required to be paid by the Borrower pursuant to any 
provisions of the Bond Indenture or any of the Borrower’s Documents. 

FIFTH:  To the payment of any other sums required to be paid by the Borrower pursuant to any 
provisions of the Master Indenture or any of the Borrower’s Documents. 

SIXTH:  Any balance is to be paid to the Borrower, its successors or assigns, upon its written request, or 
to whomever may be lawfully entitled to receive it, upon its written request, or as any court of competent 
jurisdiction may direct. 

(c) If the principal of all the Series 2022 Bonds has been declared due and payable and if the declaration is 
thereafter rescinded and annulled under the provisions of the Bond Indenture then, subject to the provisions summarized in 
paragraph (b) under this heading in the event that the principal of all the Series 2022 Bonds later becomes due or is declared 
due and payable, the money is to be applied in accordance with the provisions summarized in paragraph (a) under this 
heading and any amounts transferred to the Principal Account and Interest Account of the Bond Fund from any other Bond 
Indenture Fund will be returned to the fund or account from which they were taken.   

(d) Whenever money is to be applied pursuant to the provisions summarized under this heading, the money is 
to be applied at the times the Bond Trustee determines, having due regard for the amount of money available for application 
and the likelihood of additional money becoming available for application in the future.  Whenever the Bond Trustee 
applies funds pursuant to the provisions summarized under this heading it will fix the date (which will be a Bond Interest 
Payment Date unless it deems another date more suitable) upon which the application is to be made and on that date interest 
on the amounts of principal paid ceases to accrue.  The Bond Trustee agrees in the Bond Indenture to give any notice it 
deems appropriate of the deposit with it of any money pursuant to the provisions summarized under this heading and of the 
fixing of the payment date.  Subject to the provisions of the Bond Indenture, when the Series 2022 Bonds are in Book Entry 
Form, payments of principal to the Registered Owner of any unpaid Bonds will not be made until the Bond is presented to 
the Bond Trustee at its Principal Trust Office for appropriate endorsement or for cancellation if fully paid. 

Remedies Vested in Bond Trustee 

All rights of action (including the right to file proofs of claim) under the Bond Indenture or under any Bonds may 
be enforced by the Bond Trustee without the possession of any of the Series 2022 Bonds or the production of them in any 
trial or other proceeding relating to them.  Any suit or proceeding instituted by the Bond Trustee is to be brought in its 
name as Bond Trustee without the necessity of joining as plaintiffs or defendants the Registered Owners.  Any resulting 
recovery or judgment is for the benefit of the Registered Owners of the Outstanding Bonds in accordance with the terms of 
the Bond Indenture. 
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Rights and Remedies of the Registered Owners 

No Registered Owner of any Bond has any right to institute any suit, action or proceeding in equity or at law for 
the enforcement of the Bond Indenture, for the execution of any trust created under the Bond Indenture, for the appointment 
of a receiver or any other remedy, unless (a) an Event of Default has occurred of which the Bond Trustee has been notified 
as provided in the Bond Indenture or of which it is deemed to have notice, (b) the Bond Trustee has received a request to do 
so from the Registered Owners of at least a majority of the aggregate principal amount of the Series 2022 Bonds then 
Outstanding and has been offered a reasonable opportunity either to proceed to exercise the powers granted in the Bond 
Indenture or to institute an action, suit or proceeding in its own name, (c) the Bond Trustee has been offered indemnity as 
provided in the Bond Indenture and (d) the Bond Trustee thereafter fails or refuses to exercise the powers granted in the 
Bond Indenture or to institute an action, suit or proceeding in its own name. 

No Registered Owner has any right to affect, disturb or prejudice the security of the Bond Indenture by its action 
or to enforce any right under the Bond Indenture except in the manner provided in the Bond Indenture and all proceedings 
at law or in equity are to be conducted in the manner provided in the Bond Indenture for the equal and ratable benefit of all 
the Registered Owners.  Nothing in the Bond Indenture, however, affects or impairs the right of any Registered Owner to 
enforce the payment of the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on any Bond owned by it at and after its maturity or 
the obligation of the Authority to pay the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds issued under 
the Bond Indenture to the Registered Owners at the time, place, from the source and in the manner expressed in the Bond 
Indenture and the Series 2022 Bonds. 

Waivers of Events of Default 

The Bond Trustee (a) may waive any Event of Default under the Bond Indenture and its consequences and rescind 
any declaration of maturity of principal of and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds and (b) must do so upon receipt of a 
written request to do so from the Registered Owners of a majority in aggregate principal amount of all the Series 2022 
Bonds then Outstanding in respect of which a default in the payment of the principal of, premium, if any, or interest on the 
Bonds exists or from the Registered Owners of 25% or more in principal amount of the Series 2022 Bonds then 
Outstanding in the case of any other default.  Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, the Bond Trustee may not waive any 
Event of Default in the payment of the principal of, premium, if any, or interest on any Bond unless prior to the waiver all 
arrears of principal, premium, if any, and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds, and all expenses of the Authority and the Bond 
Trustee in connection with the Event of Default have been paid or provided for. 

Removal of the Bond Trustee 

The Bond Trustee may be removed at any time without cause upon 30 days’ prior notice (a) at the written 
direction of the Borrower (so long as no Default or Event of Default under the Bond Indenture, any of the Borrower’s 
Documents or the Master Indenture has occurred, and is continuing) delivered to the Bond Trustee and the Authority or (b) 
by an instrument or concurrent instruments in writing signed by the Registered Owners of a majority of the aggregate 
principal amount of the Series 2022 Bonds then Outstanding and delivered to the Bond Trustee, the Authority and the 
Borrower.  A removal takes effect upon the appointment of a successor or temporary Bond Trustee pursuant to the Bond 
Indenture by the Registered Owners, the Authority or the Borrower and the successor or temporary Bond Trustee’s 
acceptance of its appointment.  The Bond Trustee’s rights to indemnity and reimbursement of outstanding fees and 
expenses survive the Bond Trustee’s resignation or removal.   

Supplemental Bond Indentures Not Requiring the Consent of the Registered Owners 

The Authority and the Bond Trustee may, without the consent of or notice to any of the holders of the Series 2022 
Bonds, enter into an indenture or indentures supplemental to the Bond Indenture, as shall not be inconsistent with the terms 
and provisions of the Bond Indenture, for any one or more of the following purposes: 

(a) to cure any ambiguity or formal defect or omission in the Bond Indenture; 

(b) to grant to or confer upon the Bond Trustee for the benefit of the holders of the Bonds any 
additional rights, remedies, powers or authority that may lawfully be granted to or conferred upon the Owners of 
the Bonds or the Bond Trustee or any of them; 

(c) to subject to the Bond Indenture additional revenues, properties or collateral; 
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(d) to add to the covenants and agreements of the Authority contained in the Bond Indenture other 
covenants and agreements thereafter to be observed for protection of the Bondholders, or, if such is not to the 
prejudice of the Bond Trustee or the Bondholders, to surrender or limit any right, power or authority reserved to or 
conferred upon the Authority in the Bond Indenture, including, without limitation, the limitation of rights of 
redemption; 

(e) to evidence any succession to the Authority and the assumption by such successor of the covenants 
and agreements of the Authority contained in the Bond Indenture, the Loan Agreement or any subsequent loan 
agreement or other instruments providing for the Bonds; 

(f) to modify, amend or supplement the Bond Indenture or any Bond Indenture supplemental thereto in 
such manner as shall not be prejudicial to the interest of the owners of the Bonds, so as to permit the qualification 
thereof under any state blue sky law; 

(g) to conform the Bond Indenture to any changes in the Loan Agreement permitted by the Bond 
Indenture; 

(h) to permit the use of a book entry system to identify the owner of any interest in an obligation issued 
by the Authority under the Bond Indenture, whether that obligation was formerly, or could be, evidenced by a 
physical security; 

(i) to permit the Bond Trustee to comply with any duties imposed upon it by law; 

(j) to specify further the duties and responsibilities of the Bond Trustee; 

(k) to provide for the issuance of Bonds in bearer form or in any other form (whether or not involving 
certificates or other written evidence of ownership), provided that the Bond Trustee shall have received an Opinion 
of Bond Counsel to the effect that issuance of Bonds in any such form will not adversely affect the validity of the 
Bonds or any exclusion from gross income for federal income tax purposes to which interest on the Series 2022 
Bonds would otherwise be entitled; 

(l) to modify or supplement the Bond Indenture in such manner as may be necessary or appropriate to 
qualify the Bond Indenture under the Trust Indenture Act of 1939 as then amended (the “1939 Act”), or under any 
similar federal statute hereafter enacted, or as may be necessary to comply with any applicable state securities laws 
that require the Bond Indenture to comport with any requirements of the 1939 Act regardless of the applicability of 
the 1939 Act to the Bond Indenture, including provisions whereby the Bond Trustee accepts such powers, duties, 
conditions and restrictions under the Bond Indenture and the Borrower undertakes such covenants, conditions or 
restrictions additional to those contained in the Bond Indenture as would be necessary or appropriate so to qualify 
the Bond Indenture or so to comply with such state securities laws; and 

(m) to supplement the Bond Indenture in any other way that, in the judgment of the Bond Trustee, is not 
to the material prejudice of the Bond Trustee or the owners of the Bonds. 

Anything in the Bond Indenture to the contrary notwithstanding, so long as the Borrower is not in default of any of 
its obligations under any of the Borrower’s Documents or the Master Indenture, a supplemental indenture is not effective 
unless the Borrower has consented to its execution and delivery.   

Before the Authority and the Bond Trustee shall enter into any supplemental indenture under this heading, there 
shall have been delivered to the Authority and the Bond Trustee an Opinion of Counsel stating that the supplemental 
indenture is authorized or permitted by the Bond Indenture.  

Supplemental Bond Indentures Requiring the Consent of the Registered Owners 

Exclusive of supplemental indentures summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS 
OF THE BOND INDENTURE - Supplemental Bond Indentures Not Requiring the Consent of the Registered Owners,” the 
Authority and the Bond Trustee, with the prior written consent of the Registered Owners of a majority of the aggregate 
principal amount of the Series 2022 Bonds then Outstanding, may enter into an indenture or indentures supplemental to the 
Bond Indenture as the Authority and the Bond Trustee deem necessary and desirable for the purpose of modifying, altering, 
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amending, adding to or rescinding, in any particular manner, any of the terms or provisions contained in the Bond Indenture 
or in any supplemental indenture.  No supplemental indenture, however, may permit, (a) an extension of the stated maturity 
or reduction in the principal amount of, reduction in the interest rate or extension of the time for paying interest on, a 
reduction of any premium payable on the redemption of or a reduction in the amount or extension of the time for any 
payment required by any sinking fund or principal fund applicable to any Bonds without the consent of the Registered 
Owners of all Bonds at the time Outstanding that would be affected by the action to be taken, (b) the creation of any lien 
prior to or on a parity with the lien of the Bond Indenture, without the consent of the Registered Owners of all Bonds at the 
time Outstanding, (c) a reduction in the aggregate principal amount of the Registered Owners that are required to consent to 
any supplemental indenture without the consent of the Registered Owners of all Bonds at the time Outstanding that would 
be affected by the action to be taken or (d) a modification of the rights, duties or immunities of the Bond Trustee without 
the written consent of the Bond Trustee. 

If at any time the Authority requests the Bond Trustee to enter into a supplemental indenture for any of the 
purposes summarized under this heading, the Bond Trustee agrees in the Bond Indenture, upon being satisfactorily 
indemnified with respect to expenses, to send notice of the proposed execution of the supplemental indenture by first class 
mail to the Registered Owner of each of the Series 2022 Bonds at the Registered Owner’s address subject, for so long as the 
Series 2022 Bonds are in a book entry system, to the letter of representations or in such other manner or at such other 
address as DTC may subsequently require.  The notice will be prepared by the Authority and briefly set forth the nature of 
the proposed supplemental indenture and state that copies of it are on file at the Principal Trust Office of the Bond Trustee 
for inspection by the Registered Owner of any Bond.  If, within sixty days or any longer period as is prescribed by the 
Authority following the mailing of the notice, consent of the Registered Owners of a majority of the aggregate principal 
amount of the Series 2022 Bonds then Outstanding has been obtained, no Registered Owner of any Bond has any right to 
object to any of the terms and provisions summarized under this heading or their operation, in any manner to question the 
propriety of the execution of the supplemental indenture or to enjoin or restrain the Bond Trustee or the Authority from 
executing the supplemental indenture or from taking any action pursuant to the provisions of the supplemental indenture.  
Upon the execution of any supplemental indenture as summarized under this heading, the Bond Indenture is modified and 
amended in accordance with it. 

Anything in the Bond Indenture to the contrary notwithstanding, so long as the Borrower is not in default of any of 
its obligations under any of the Borrower’s Documents or the Master Indenture, a supplemental indenture is not effective 
unless the Borrower has consented to its execution and delivery.   

Before the Authority and the Bond Trustee shall enter into any supplemental indenture under this heading, there 
shall have been delivered to the Authority and the Bond Trustee an Opinion of Counsel stating that the supplemental 
indenture is authorized or permitted by the Bond Indenture.  

Amendments to Certain of the Borrower’s Documents Not Requiring the Consent of the Registered Owners 

The Authority and the Bond Trustee may, without the consent of or notice to the Registered Owners, consent to 
any amendment, change or modification of the Loan Agreement or the Series 2022 Master Note (a) as may be required by 
the provisions of the Loan Agreement and the Bond Indenture, (b) for the purpose of curing any ambiguity or formal defect 
or omission in the Loan Agreement or the Series 2022 Master Note, or (c) in connection with any other change in the Loan 
Agreement or the Series 2022 Master Note that is not to the material prejudice of the Bond Trustee or the Registered 
Owners. 

Before the Authority or the Bond Trustee shall consent to any modification, alteration, change, amendment or 
supplement to the Loan Agreement or the Series 2022 Master Note under this heading, there shall be delivered to the 
Authority and the Bond Trustee an Opinion of Counsel stating that such modification, alternation, change, amendment or 
supplement is authorized and permitted by the Bond Indenture. 

Amendments to Certain of the Borrower’s Documents Requiring the Consent of the Registered Owners 

Except for the amendments, changes or modifications summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN 
PROVISIONS OF THE BOND INDENTURE – Amendments to Certain of the Borrower’s Documents Not Requiring the 
Consent of the Registered Owners,” neither the Authority nor the Bond Trustee will consent to any other amendment, 
change or modification of the Loan Agreement or the Series 2022 Master Note without sending a notice to all Registered 
Owners and obtaining the prior written consent of the Registered Owners of a majority of the aggregate principal amount of 
the Series 2022 Bonds then Outstanding in the manner summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN 
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PROVISIONS OF THE BOND INDENTURE - Supplemental Bond Indentures Requiring the Consent of the Registered 
Owners.”  No amendment to the Loan Agreement or the Series 2022 Master Note, however, may permit, (a) an extension of 
the stated maturity or reduction in the principal amount of, reduction in the interest rate or extension of the time for paying 
interest on, a reduction of the amount or an extension of the time for paying any premium payable on the prepayment of, or 
a reduction in the amount or extension of the time for any payment of principal on any of the obligations described in the 
Loan Agreement or the Series 2022 Master Note without the consent of the Registered Owners of all the Series 2022 Bonds 
that would be affected by the action to be taken, (b) the creation of any lien prior to or on a parity with any lien created by 
the Bond Indenture without the consent of the Registered Owners of all Bonds at the time Outstanding, (c) a reduction in 
the aggregate principal amount of Bonds the Registered Owners of which are required to consent to any amendment of the 
Borrower’s Documents without the consent of the Registered Owners of all Bonds at the time Outstanding that would be 
affected by the action to be taken or (d) modify the rights, duties or immunities of the Bond Trustee without the written 
consent of the Bond Trustee.  If at any time the Authority and the Borrower request the consent of the Bond Trustee to any 
proposed amendment, change or modification of the Loan Agreement or the Series 2022 Master Note, the Bond Trustee 
agrees in the Bond Indenture, upon being satisfactorily indemnified with respect to expenses, to send notice of the proposed 
amendment, change or modification in the same manner as summarized under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN 
PROVISIONS OF THE BOND INDENTURE - Supplemental Bond Indentures Requiring the Consent of the Registered 
Owners.”  The notice will be prepared by the Authority or the Borrower, briefly set forth the nature of the proposed 
amendment, change or modification and state that copies of the instrument embodying it are on file at the Principal Trust 
Office of the Bond Trustee for inspection by the Registered Owners. 

Before the Authority or the Bond Trustee shall consent to any modification, alteration, change, amendment or 
supplement to the Loan Agreement or the Series 2022 Master Note under this heading, there shall be delivered to the 
Authority and the Bond Trustee an Opinion of Counsel stating that such modification, alternation, change, amendment or 
supplement is authorized and permitted by the Bond Indenture.  Such opinion may rely upon certifications of financial 
advisors, investment bankers or others experienced in higher education finance. 

SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE LOAN AGREEMENT 

Loan of Proceeds 

The Borrower and the Authority will enter into the Loan Agreement pursuant to which the Authority will lend the 
proceeds of the sale of the Series 2022 Bonds to the Borrower.  The Borrower will execute and deliver to the Authority the 
Series 2022 Master Note to evidence the loan and the obligation of the Borrower to repay it.  The Series 2022 Master Note 
will be issued in a principal amount equal to the aggregate principal amount of the Series 2022 Bonds and will provide for 
payments of principal, premium, if any, and interest sufficient to permit the Authority to make the required payments of 
principal, premium, if any and interest on the Bonds. 

Deposits in Respect of the Series 2022 Master Note 

The Borrower agrees in the Loan Agreement to make the following payments to the Bond Trustee:  (a) for deposit 
into the Interest Account on or before each April 1 and October 1 commencing October 1, 2022 the amount necessary, 
together with any money then on deposit in the Interest Account and available for that purpose, to pay the next installment 
of interest due on the Series 2022 Master Note and (b) for deposit into the Principal Account on or before each October 1 
commencing on October 1, 2023 the amount necessary, together with any money then on deposit in the Principal Account 
and available for that purpose, to pay the next installment of principal due on the Series 2022 Master Note.   

Obligation of the Borrower Unconditional 

The Borrower agrees in the Loan Agreement that its obligation to make the payments described in the Loan 
Agreement and the Series 2022 Master Note and to perform its obligations under the Loan Agreement and the Series 2022 
Master Note is absolute and unconditional and is not subject to diminution by any defense (other than payment), by any 
right of set off, counterclaim or abatement, by the happening or non-happening of any event or for any other reason 
whatsoever. 
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Pledge of the Loan Agreement and the Series 2022 Master Note 

Except for Unassigned Rights, all of the Authority’s right, title and interest in the Loan Agreement and the Series 
2022 Master Note (including the right to receive the payments to be made by the Borrower pursuant to the Series 2022 
Master Note) have been assigned to the Bond Trustee by the Bond Indenture.  The Borrower consents in the Loan 
Agreement to that assignment and agrees in the Loan Agreement that the Bond Trustee may enforce any of the rights, 
privileges and remedies of the Authority under the Loan Agreement and the Series 2022 Master Note other than the 
Unassigned Rights.  The Borrower covenants and agrees in the Loan Agreement well and truly to abide by, perform and be 
governed and restricted by each and all of the matters provided for by the Bond Indenture to the same extent and with the 
same force and effect as if each of said terms, provisions, restrictions, covenants and agreements were set out and repeated 
in the Loan Agreement at length.   

Inspection of the Bond Financed Property 

The Borrower agrees in the Loan Agreement that each of the Authority, the Bond Trustee and the authorized 
agents of either of them, on reasonable prior written notice and as often as the Authority and the Bond Trustee reasonably 
determine to be desirable, (a) have the right at reasonable times to enter upon the Facilities in order to examine and inspect 
the Bond Financed Property, (b) have the right to any access to the Facilities that is reasonably necessary to repair and 
maintain the Bond Financed Property in the event the Borrower fails to do so, (c) will be permitted to discuss the affairs 
and finances of the Borrower with its officers and independent accountants and (d) will be permitted at all reasonable times 
to examine and copy the books and records of the Borrower with respect to the Bond Financed Property; provided, 
however, the Borrower shall not be required to disclose or discuss information that it is required to hold confidential either 
by law or contract. 

Sufficient Revenues 

Notwithstanding any other provision of the Loan Agreement or any other of the Borrower’s Documents or the 
Master Indenture, the Borrower unconditionally agrees in the Loan Agreement that it will pay pursuant to the Loan 
Agreement and the Series 2022 Master Note the full amount needed and at the times needed to enable the Authority to 
make timely payment of the principal of (whether due upon maturity, redemption, acceleration or otherwise), premium, if 
any, and interest on the Bonds. 

Financial Information and Reports 

The Borrower agrees in the Loan Agreement to (a) keep proper books of record and account in which full, true and 
correct entries will be made of all the Borrower’s business and affairs in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles consistently applied and (b) furnish to the Financial Statement Recipients, at the same time it is provided to the 
Master Trustee, the materials and notices required to be delivered to the Master Trustee under the Master Indenture.  The 
Bond Trustee shall have no duty to review or analyze any financial statements provided to the Bond Trustee pursuant to the 
provisions summarized under this heading and shall hold such financial statements solely as a repository for the benefit of 
the Bondholders; the Bond Trustee shall not be deemed to have notice of any information contained therein or Event of 
Default that may be disclosed therein in any manner. 

Maintenance of Tax Status 

The Borrower agrees in the Loan Agreement that it will at all times maintain its existence as a nonprofit 
corporation and its status as an organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Code and exempt from federal income 
taxation under Section 501(a) of the Code.  The Borrower agrees in the Loan Agreement that it will not take any action or 
permit any action to be taken by others that will adversely affect its agreement summarized under this heading. 

Maintenance of Existence 

Except as otherwise provided in the Master Indenture, the Borrower agrees in the Loan Agreement that during the 
term of the Loan Agreement it will maintain its corporate existence and will be duly qualified to transact business in the 
State, will not dissolve, will not sell, lease, transfer or otherwise dispose of all or substantially all of its assets, will not 
receive from any other corporation by sale, lease, transfer or otherwise all or substantially all of its assets, will not 
consolidate with or merge into another corporation and will not permit one or more other corporations to consolidate with 
or merge into it. 
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Tax Exempt Bonds 

The Borrower and Authority intend that the interest paid on the Series 2022 Bonds will be excluded from the gross 
income of the owners of the Series 2022 Bonds for federal income tax purposes pursuant to Section 103 of the Code.  The 
Borrower agrees in the Loan Agreement that it will not take any action, or fail to take any action that would cause an Event 
of Taxability to occur.  The obligations of the Borrower summarized under this heading shall survive a defeasance of the 
Series 2022 Bonds pursuant to the discharge provisions of the Bond Indenture and continue until all the Series 2022 Bonds 
have been paid in full. 

Maintenance of Status as a Member of the Obligated Group 

The Borrower agrees in the Loan Agreement that as long as any Bonds remain outstanding it will remain a 
Member of the Obligated Group; provided, however, the foregoing shall not preclude a merger among Members of the 
Obligated Group. 

Events of Default 

The occurrence and continuance of any of the following events is an Event of Default under the Loan Agreement: 

(a) Failure by the Borrower to pay when due the principal of (whether at maturity, redemption, 
acceleration or otherwise), premium, if any, or interest on the Series 2022 Master Note. 

(b) Failure by the Borrower to observe and perform any covenant, condition or agreement in the 
Borrower’s Documents to be observed or performed by it, other than those described in clause (a) under this 
heading, for a period of thirty (30) days after written notice specifying the failure and requesting that it be 
remedied is given to the Borrower by the Bond Trustee provided that if the failure is one that can be remedied but 
cannot be remedied within that thirty day period, the Bond Trustee may grant an extension of the thirty day period 
for an additional period if the Borrower institutes corrective action within that thirty day period and diligently 
pursues that action until the default is remedied and the Borrower provides the Bond Trustee with a certificate to 
such effect. 

(c) Any representation or warranty made by the Borrower in the Borrower’s Closing Certificate, any 
of the Borrower’s Documents, the Master Indenture, or any financial statement or other document delivered in 
connection with the issuance of the Bonds proving to be false or misleading in any material respect as of the date 
given or made. 

(d) The occurrence of an event of default under the Master Indenture which would permit the 
acceleration of any note or other obligation issued pursuant to the Master Indenture. 

Remedies 

Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, the Bond Trustee may, as assignee of the Authority, and, upon receipt 
from the Registered Owners of more than 50% of the principal amount of the Bonds then Outstanding of a request to do so, 
shall by written notice to the Master Trustee, request that the Master Trustee declare the principal of the Series 2022 Master 
Note (if not then due and payable) to be due and payable immediately subject to the provisions of the Master Indenture 
regarding waiver of events of default, anything in the Series 2022 Master Note or in the Loan Agreement contained to the 
contrary notwithstanding. 

Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default, the Bond Trustee may, as assignee of the Authority, take whatever 
action at law or in equity the Authority or the Bond Trustee deem necessary or desirable (i) to collect any amounts then due 
under the Loan Agreement, the Series 2022 Master Note or the Master Indenture, (ii) to enforce performance of any 
obligation, agreement or covenant of the Borrower under any of the Borrower’s Documents, the Series 2022 Master Note or 
the Master Indenture or (iii) to otherwise enforce any of its rights. 

None of the remedies of the Authority and the Bond Trustee as its assignee under the Loan Agreement is exclusive 
of any other remedy or remedies, and each remedy is cumulative and is in addition to every other remedy that is given or 
that now or hereafter exists at law, in equity or by statute.  No delay or omission by the Authority or the Bond Trustee in 
the exercise of any right or power accruing upon an Event of Default impairs the right or power or is a waiver of or 
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acquiescence in any Event of Default.  Every right and power given by the Loan Agreement to the Authority and assigned 
to the Bond Trustee may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient by the Authority or the 
Bond Trustee.  No waiver of any Event of Default extends to or affects any subsequent Event of Default or impairs any 
rights or remedies consequent thereon. 

Waivers of Events of Default 

The Authority, or the Bond Trustee, as its assignee, may waive any Event of Default under the Loan Agreement 
and its consequences and rescind any action previously taken and must do so upon receipt of a request from the Registered 
Owners of more than 50% of the principal amount of the Bonds then Outstanding.  There may not be waived, however, any 
Event of Default described in clause (a) under the heading “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE BOND 
INDENTURE – Events of Default” unless, prior to the waiver, all arrears of principal, premium, if any, and interest on the 
Series 2022 Bonds and all expenses of the Authority and the Bond Trustee in connection with the Event of Default have 
been paid or provided for.  If any waiver of any Event of Default occurs under the provisions summarized under this 
heading or any proceeding taken by the Bond Trustee on account of any Event of Default is discontinued, abandoned or 
determined adversely, then the Authority, the Borrower, the Bond Trustee and the Registered Owners will be restored to 
their former positions and rights under the Loan Agreement.  No waiver, whether by the Bond Trustee or the Registered 
Owners, extends to or affects any subsequent or other Event of Default or impairs any rights or remedies consequent 
thereon. 

Remedies Subject to Law 

All rights, remedies and powers given by the Loan Agreement to the Authority and to the Bond Trustee, as its 
assignee, by the Loan Agreement may be exercised only to the extent that the exercise does not violate any applicable 
provision of law.  All the provisions of the Loan Agreement are intended to be subject to all applicable mandatory 
provisions of law which may be controlling and to be limited to the extent necessary so that they will not render the Loan 
Agreement invalid or unenforceable under the provisions of any applicable law. 
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APPENDIX E 

FORM OF OPINION OF BOND COUNSEL 

July 12, 2022 

We have acted as bond counsel in connection with the issuance by the Wisconsin Health and 
Educational Facilities Authority (the “Authority”) of $56,590,000 of its Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series 2022 
(Marquette University) (the “Bonds”).  The Bonds are being issued pursuant to Chapter 231 of the Wisconsin 
Statutes (the “Act”) and a resolution adopted by the Authority on April 1, 2022 (the “Resolution”) and under a 
Bond Trust Indenture dated as of July 1, 2022 (the “Bond Indenture”) between the Authority and U.S. Bank 
Trust Company, National Association, as bond trustee (the “Bond Trustee”). 

Under a Loan Agreement dated as of July 1, 2022 (the “Loan Agreement”) between the Authority and 
Marquette University (the “Borrower”), the Authority is loaning to the Borrower the proceeds from the sale of 
the Bonds to (a) currently refund a portion of the outstanding Wisconsin Health and Educational Facilities 
Authority Revenue Bonds, Series 2012 (Marquette University) (the “Series 2012 Bonds”) and (b) pay certain 
costs associated with the issuance of the Bonds and the refunding of the Series 2012 Bonds.   

The Borrower’s obligation to repay the loan is evidenced by its Promissory Note, Series 2022 dated 
July 12, 2022 (the “Note”).  The Note is being issued by the Borrower under and pursuant to an Amended and 
Restated Master Trust Indenture dated as of November 1, 1998, as heretofore supplemented and amended and as 
currently being supplemented and amended by a Sixteenth Supplemental Master Trust Indenture dated as of July 
1, 2022 between the Obligated Group created by such Master Trust Indenture (of which the Borrower is the sole 
member) and The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., as the current trustee thereunder. 

The Bonds are issuable as fully registered bonds in the denominations, bear interest at the rates and 
mature on the dates and in the amounts as provided in the Bond Indenture.  The Bonds are subject to redemption 
prior to maturity at the times, in the manner and upon the terms set forth in the Bonds and the Bond Indenture. 

We have examined (a) copies of Bonds numbered R-1 through R-10, (b) the Loan Agreement, (c) the 
Note, (d) the Bond Indenture, (e) a Tax Exemption Certificate and Agreement dated July 12, 2022 (the “Tax 
Exemption Agreement”) among the Authority, the Borrower, and the Bond Trustee, (f) a Bond Purchase 
Agreement dated April 5, 2022 (the “Bond Purchase Agreement”) among the Authority, the Borrower and 
Barclays Capital Inc., as representative of itself and Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated, and (g) the 
Resolution.   

As to questions of fact material to our opinion, we have also examined and relied upon representations 
and certifications of officials of the Authority, the Borrower, and others delivered in connection with the 
issuance of the Bonds (including without limitation, certifications as to the use of proceeds of the Bonds and the 
Series 2012 Bonds and the ownership, operation and use of the property financed and refinanced therewith) 
without undertaking to verify the same by independent investigation.  We have also relied upon a legal opinion 
dated the date hereof of Jessica Franken, Associate General Counsel of the Borrower, with respect to various 
matters concerning the Borrower, including its status as an organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”), which is exempt from federal income taxation 
pursuant to Section 501(a) of the Code and is not a private foundation as defined in Section 509(a) of the Code.  
We have also examined the other documents we deemed relevant and necessary in rendering this opinion. 

Based upon the examination described above, it is our opinion under existing law that: 

1. The Authority is a public body corporate and politic created and existing under the laws of the 
State of Wisconsin and has authority under the Act to issue the Bonds and to enter into and perform its 
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obligations under the Loan Agreement, the Tax Exemption Agreement, the Bond Purchase Agreement, and the 
Bond Indenture. 

2. The Bonds are in the form required by law and have been authorized, executed, issued and 
delivered by the Authority in accordance with law, the Resolution and the Bond Indenture.  The Bonds are valid 
and binding limited obligations of the Authority and are entitled to the protection given by the Bond Indenture 
except that enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, arrangement, moratorium, 
fraudulent transfer or other laws affecting creditors’ rights generally.  Enforceability of the Authority’s 
obligations is also subject to general principles of equity (regardless of whether enforceability is considered in a 
proceeding in equity or at law).  The principal of, premium, if any, and interest on the Bonds are payable solely 
out of the revenues derived from the Loan Agreement and the Note or, in the event of default under the Loan 
Agreement, as otherwise permitted by the Bond Indenture or the Resolution and by law.  The Bonds do not 
constitute or give rise to a pecuniary liability of the Authority or a charge against its general credit.  The 
Authority has no taxing power. 

3. The Loan Agreement, the Note and the amounts payable under the Loan Agreement and the 
Note by the Borrower (excluding the Unassigned Rights, as defined in the Loan Agreement) have been pledged 
and assigned by the Authority under the Bond Indenture as security for payment of the principal of, premium, if 
any, and interest on the Bonds.   

4. The Bond Indenture, the Loan Agreement, the Bonds, and the Tax Exemption Agreement have 
each been duly authorized, executed and delivered by the Authority, are each in full force and effect and, 
assuming the due authorization, execution and delivery of them by the other parties to them, constitute valid and 
legally binding agreements of the Authority except to the extent limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, 
reorganization, arrangement, moratorium, fraudulent transfer or other laws of general application relating to or 
affecting the enforcement of creditors’ rights generally.  Enforceability of the Authority’s obligations is also 
subject to general principles of equity (regardless of whether enforceability is considered in a proceeding in 
equity or at law). 

5. The interest on the Bonds is excludable for federal income tax purposes from the gross income 
of the owners of the Bonds.  The interest on the Bonds is not a specific preference item for purposes of the 
federal alternative minimum tax imposed by Section 55 of the Code on individuals.  The Code contains 
requirements that must be satisfied subsequent to the issuance of the Bonds in order for interest on the Bonds to 
be or continue to be excludable from the gross income of the owners of the Bonds for federal income tax 
purposes.  Failure to comply with certain of those requirements could cause the interest on the Bonds to be 
included in gross income retroactively to the date of issuance of the Bonds.  The Authority, the Bond Trustee, 
and the Borrower have agreed to comply with all of those requirements and the opinion set forth in the first 
sentence of this paragraph is subject to the condition that the Authority, the Bond Trustee, and the Borrower 
comply with those requirements.  We express no opinion regarding other federal tax consequences arising with 
respect to the Bonds.   

In giving the foregoing opinions, where we have assumed the due authorization, execution and delivery 
of certain documents by certain parties to them other than the Authority and the Borrower, we have not 
attempted to verify the correctness of that assumption, including without limitation whether such parties other 
than the Authority and the Borrower have the power or authority to take the actions taken or whether those 
actions violate existing corporate articles or bylaws, agreements or court decisions or are the subject of or may 
be affected by any litigation. 

This opinion letter deals only with the specific legal issues that it explicitly addresses and no opinions 
may be inferred or implied beyond the matters expressly contained herein.  The opinions expressed herein are 
specifically limited to the laws of the United States and the present internal laws of the State of Wisconsin.  The 
opinions expressed herein are based upon those facts and circumstances in existence and laws in effect on the 
date hereof, and we assume no obligation or responsibility to update or supplement this opinion letter to reflect 
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any facts or circumstances that may hereafter come to our attention or any changes in laws that may hereafter 
occur, or to inform any person of any change in circumstances occurring after the date hereof that would alter 
the opinions rendered herein. 
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APPENDIX F 

FORM OF CONTINUING DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT 

$56,590,000 
Wisconsin Health and Educational Facilities Authority 

Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series 2022 
(Marquette University) 

 
This Continuing Disclosure Agreement dated as of April 1, 2022 (this “Disclosure Agreement”) 

is executed and delivered by Marquette University, a Wisconsin nonstock, nonprofit corporation (the 
“University”), and U.S. Bank, Trust Company, National Association (the “Dissemination Agent”), in 
connection with the issuance of $56,590,000 in aggregate principal amount of Wisconsin Health and 
Educational Facilities Authority Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series 2022 (Marquette University) (the 
“Bonds”). 

The Bonds are being issued under a Bond Trust Indenture dated as of July 1, 2022 (the “Bond 
Indenture”), between the Wisconsin Health and Educational Facilities Authority (the “Authority”) and the 
U.S. Bank, Trust Company, National Association, as trustee (the “Trustee”).  The proceeds of the Bonds 
are being loaned by the Authority to the University pursuant to a Loan Agreement dated as of July 1, 
2022 (the “Loan Agreement”), between the University and the Authority. 

The Bonds are secured by Promissory Note, Series 2022, of the University issued under the 
Amended and Restated Master Trust Indenture dated as of November 1, 1998, as supplemented and 
amended through the date hereof (the “Original Master Indenture”), as further supplemented and amended 
by the Sixteenth Supplemental Master Trust Indenture dated as of July 1, 2022 (the “Sixteenth 
Supplement” and, together with the Original Master Indenture, the “Master Indenture”), each between the 
University and The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., as successor master trustee (the 
“Master Trustee”). 

The University and the Dissemination Agent covenant and agree as follows: 

Section 1.  Definitions. 

Except as hereinafter provided, capitalized terms used in this Disclosure Agreement shall have 
the same meanings as set forth in the Bond Indenture. In addition to the definitions set forth in the Bond 
Indenture or elsewhere in this Disclosure Agreement, the following capitalized terms shall have the 
following meanings: 

“Annual Report” shall mean any Annual Report provided by the University pursuant to, and as 
described in, Sections 3 and 4 of this Disclosure Agreement. 

“Bondholders” shall mean the owners and beneficial owners from time to time of the Bonds. 

“Financial Obligation” means (A) debt obligation; (B) derivative instrument entered into in 
connection with, or pledged as security or a source of payment for, an existing or planned debt obligation; 
or (C) a guarantee of (A) or (B). The term "Financial Obligation" shall not include municipal securities as 
to which a final official statement has been provided to the MSRB consistent with the Rule. 

“Listed Events” shall mean any of the events listed in Section 5(a) of this Disclosure Agreement. 
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“MSRB” means the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board established pursuant to Section 
15B(b)(1) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. 

 
“National Repository” means the MSRB's Electronic Municipal Market Access system 

(EMMA), which, as of the date of this Disclosure Agreement, may be accessed at http://emma.msrb.org. 

“Obligated Issuer” means the University and any other Obligated Issuer identified in the 
Amended and Restated Master Trust Indenture dated as of November 1, 1998 between the University and 
The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., as amended and supplemented from time to time. 

“Obligated Person” shall mean any person, including an issuer of municipal securities, who is 
either generally or through an enterprise, fund, or account of such person committed by contract or other 
arrangement to support payment of all, or part of the obligations on the Bonds. 

“Official Statement” shall mean the Official Statement dated April 5, 2022, relating to the 
Bonds, as may be supplemented. 

“Participating Underwriter” shall mean any broker, dealer or municipal securities dealer acting 
as an underwriter in connection with the primary offering of the Bonds and required to comply with the 
Rule. 

“Rule” shall mean Rule 15c2-12 adopted by the Securities and Exchange Commission under the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as the same may be amended from time to time. 

Section 2.  Purpose of this Disclosure Agreement. 

The purpose of this Disclosure Agreement is to assist the Participating Underwriter in complying 
with the Rule in connection with the Bonds. In its actions under this Disclosure Agreement, if any, as the 
Dissemination Agent, the Dissemination Agent shall be entitled to the same protection in so acting under 
this Disclosure Agreement as the Trustee does in acting under the Bond Indenture. 

Section 3.  Provision of Annual Reports. 

(a) The University shall, not later than 180 days after the close of each fiscal year of the 
University (beginning with its fiscal year ending June 30, 2022), provide or cause to be provided to the 
National Repository an Annual Report that is consistent with the requirements of Section 4 of this 
Disclosure Agreement.  The Annual Report shall be provided in an electronic format and accompanied by 
identifying information as prescribed by the MSRB in accordance with the Rule. If the University's fiscal 
year changes, the University shall give notice of such change in the same manner as for a Listed Event 
under Section 5 of this Disclosure Agreement.   

(b) If the University is unable to provide to the National Repository an Annual Report by the 
date required in subsection (a), the University shall send or cause to be sent a notice, in the form of 
Exhibit A, of such fact to the National Repository. 

(c) The Annual Report may be submitted as a single document or as a package comprising 
separate documents. Any or all of the items constituting the Annual Report may be incorporated by 
reference from other documents that have been submitted to the National Repository or the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. If the document incorporated by reference is a final official statement, it must be 
available from the MSRB. The University shall clearly identify each such other document so incorporated 
by reference. 

http://emma.msrb.org/
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(d) Documents provided to the National Repository shall be accompanied by identifying 
information as prescribed by the National Repository. 

(e) The University shall determine each year prior to providing the Annual Report the 
electronic address of the National Repository. 

(f) The University shall provide a written certification to the Dissemination Agent promptly 
upon filing the Annual Report or the notice in the form of Exhibit A with the National Repository stating 
the actions taken by the University. 

Section 4.  Content of Annual Reports. 

The Annual Report shall include audited financial statements of the University for its fiscal year 
last ended, together with an opinion from an independent certified public accountant relating to such 
financial statements. Such financial statements shall be prepared in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles and shall be audited by an independent certified public accountant. The Annual 
Report shall also provide financial and operating data, if material, for the University of the type included 
in Tables A-1, A-2 and A-3 of Appendix A of the Official Statement. 

Section 5.  Reporting of Listed Events. 

(a) The University shall give, or shall cause the Dissemination Agent to give, notice of the 
occurrence of any of the following events (the “Listed Events”) with respect to the Bonds to the National 
Repository (in an electronic format as prescribed by the MSRB and accompanied by identifying 
information as prescribed by the MSRB) within ten (10) Business Days after the occurrence thereof: 

1. Principal and interest payment delinquencies; 

2. Non-payment related defaults, if material; 

3. Unscheduled draws on debt service reserves reflecting financial difficulties; 

4. Unscheduled draws on credit enhancements reflecting financial difficulties; 

5. Substitution of credit or liquidity providers, or their failure to perform; 

6. Adverse tax opinions, the issuance by the IRS of proposed or final determinations of 
taxability, Notices of Proposed Issue (IRS Form 5701-TEB) or other material notices or determinations 
with respect to the tax status of the Bonds, or other material events affecting the tax status of the Bonds; 

7. Modifications to rights of Bondholders, if material; 

8. Bond calls (other than scheduled mandatory sinking fund redemptions), if material; 

9. Tender offers; 

10. Defeasances; 

11. Release, substitution or sale of property securing repayment of the Bonds, if material; 

12. Rating changes; 
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13. Bankruptcy, insolvency, receivership or similar event of the University or any other 
Obligated Issuer; 

14. Consummation of a merger, consolidation, or acquisition involving the University or any 
other Obligated Issuer or the sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the University or any other 
Obligated Issuer, other than in the ordinary course of business, the entry into a definitive agreement to 
undertake such an action or the termination of a definitive agreement relating to any such actions, other 
than pursuant to its terms, if material;  

15. Appointment of a successor or additional Trustee or Master Trustee, or the change of 
name of the Trustee or Master Trustee, if material; 

16. Incurrence of a Financial Obligation of the University or any other Obligated Issuer, if 
material, or agreement to covenants, events of default, remedies, priority rights, or other similar terms of a 
Financial Obligation of the University or any other Obligated Issuer, any of which affect security holders, 
if material; and 

17. Default, event of acceleration, termination event, modification of terms, or other similar 
events under the terms of a Financial Obligation of the University or any other Obligated Issuer, any of 
which reflect financial difficulties. 

(b) For purposes of the event identified in subsection 5(a)(13), the event is considered to 
occur when any of the following occur:  the appointment of a receiver, fiscal agent or similar officer for 
an Obligated Person in a proceeding under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code or in any other proceeding under 
state or federal law in which a court or governmental authority has assumed jurisdiction over substantially 
all of the assets or business of the Obligated Person, or if such jurisdiction has been assumed by leaving 
the existing governing body and officials or officers in possession but subject to the supervision and 
orders of a court or governmental authority, or the entry of an order confirming a plan of reorganization, 
arrangement or liquidation by a court or governmental authority having supervision or jurisdiction over 
substantially all of the assets or business of the Obligated Person. 

(c) Whenever the University obtains actual knowledge of the occurrence of any of the Listed 
Events, the University shall as soon as possible determine if such event would constitute material 
information for Bondholders; provided, that any event described in Section 5(a)(1), (3), (4), (5), (9), (10), 
(12), (13)  or (17) will always be deemed to be material. For purposes of this Disclosure Agreement, 
“actual knowledge” of the occurrence of such Listed Events shall mean actual knowledge by the 
Responsible Officer at the University with regular responsibility for the administration of matters related 
to this Disclosure Agreement, as described in Section 12 of this Disclosure Agreement. 

(d) If the University determines that knowledge of the occurrence of a Listed Event would be 
material, the University shall promptly file or cause the Dissemination Agent to file a notice of such 
occurrence with the National Repository. Notice of Listed Events described in Section 5(a)(8) and (9) 
need not be given under this subsection any earlier than the notice (if any) of the underlying event is 
given to affected Bondholders if it is required pursuant to the Bond Indenture. If the University 
determines that it failed to give notice as required by this Section 5, it shall promptly file a notice of such 
occurrence in the same manner. 

Section 6.  Termination of Reporting Obligation. 

The University's obligations under this Disclosure Agreement with respect to the Bonds shall 
terminate upon the defeasance, prior redemption or payment in full of all the Bonds or if the Rule shall be 
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revoked or rescinded by the Securities and Exchange Commission or declared invalid by a final decision 
of a court of competent jurisdiction. 

Section 7.  Amendment; Waiver; Modification.  

The University and Dissemination Agent may amend this Disclosure Agreement, and any 
provision of this Disclosure Agreement may be waived by the Dissemination Agent, if such amendment 
or waiver is supported by an opinion of counsel selected by the Authority expert in federal securities laws, 
to the effect that such amendment or waiver would not, in and of itself, cause the undertakings herein to 
violate the Rule if such amendment or waiver had been effective on the date hereof but taking into 
account any subsequent change in or official interpretation of the Rule or adjudication of the Rule by a 
final decision of a court of competent jurisdiction.  The University may modify from time to time the 
specific types of information provided in an Annual Report to the extent necessary as a result of a change 
in legal requirements, change in law or change in the nature of the University or its business; provided 
that any such modification will be done in a manner consistent with the Rule and will not materially 
impair the interests of the Bondholders. 

Section 8.  Additional Information. 

The University may from time to time choose to disseminate other information, using the means 
of dissemination set forth in this Disclosure Agreement or any other means of communication, or include 
other information in any Annual Report or notice of occurrence of a Listed Event, in addition to that 
which is required by this Disclosure Agreement. If the University chooses to include any information in 
any Annual Report or notice of occurrence of a Listed Event in addition to that which is specifically 
required by this Disclosure Agreement, the University shall have no obligation under this Disclosure 
Agreement to update such information or include it in any future Annual Report or notice of occurrence 
of a Listed Event. 

Section 9.  Default. 

A default under this Disclosure Agreement shall not be deemed an Event of Default under the 
Loan Agreement or the Bond Indenture, and the sole remedy of Bondholders under this Disclosure 
Agreement in the event of any failure of the University to comply with this Disclosure Agreement shall 
be an action filed in the Circuit Court for Milwaukee County, Wisconsin, to compel performance. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Dissemination Agent shall be able to maintain an action for damages 
for the repayment of fees and the reimbursement of its expenditures, if any, incurred in performing its 
obligations under this Disclosure Agreement. 

Section 10.  Dissemination Agent. 

The University may, from time to time, appoint or engage a Dissemination Agent to assist it in 
carrying out its obligations under this Disclosure Agreement, and may discharge any such agent, with or 
without appointing a successor Dissemination Agent. The Dissemination Agent shall not be responsible 
in any manner for the content of any notice or report prepared by the University pursuant to this 
Disclosure Agreement. The initial Dissemination Agent shall be U.S. Bank, Trust Company, National 
Association. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Dissemination Agent shall not be 
responsible for any determination as to the adequacy of the contents or format of any Annual Report, and 
as to the materiality of any Listed Event. The Dissemination Agent is entitled to the same protections and 
immunities granted to the Trustee in the Bond Indenture. The Dissemination Agent shall have no 
obligation to disclose information about the Bonds except as expressly provided herein. The fact that the 
Dissemination Agent or any affiliate thereof may have any fiduciary or banking relationship with the 
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University or the Authority, apart from the relationship created hereby shall not be construed to mean that 
the Dissemination Agent has actual knowledge of any event or condition except as may be provided by 
written notice from the University. The University shall indemnify and hold harmless the Dissemination 
Agent and its respective officers, directors, employees and agents from and against any and all claims, 
damages, losses, liabilities, reasonable costs and expenses whatsoever (including attorney fees) which 
such indemnified party may incur by reason of or in connection with the Dissemination Agent's 
performance under this Disclosure Agreement; provided that the University shall not be required to 
indemnify the Dissemination Agent for any claims, damages, losses, liabilities, costs or expenses to the 
extent, but only to the extent, caused by the willful misconduct or gross negligence of the Dissemination 
Agent in such disclosure of information hereunder.  The obligations of the University under this Section 
shall survive resignation or removal of the Dissemination Agent and payment of the Bonds. Nothing in 
this Disclosure Agreement shall be construed to require the Dissemination Agent to interpret or provide 
an opinion concerning any information made public. If the Dissemination Agent receives a request for an 
interpretation or opinion, the Dissemination Agent may refer such request to the University for response. 
The Dissemination Agent shall have no duty or obligation to review any information provided to it 
hereunder and shall not be deemed to be acting in any fiduciary capacity for the University, the 
Bondholder or any other party. 

Section 11.  Beneficiaries. 

The University and Dissemination Agent intend to be contractually bound by this Disclosure 
Agreement. This Disclosure Agreement shall inure solely to the benefit of the University, the 
Dissemination Agent, the Participating Underwriters and the Bondholders, and shall create no rights in 
any other person or entity. 

Section 12.  Responsible Officer. 

The University's Treasurer shall be the officer, agency, or agent of the University responsible for 
providing Annual Reports and giving notice of Listed Events, to the extent required hereunder, and any 
inquiries regarding this Disclosure Agreement should be directed to the University, to the attention of its 
Treasurer, at 915 West Wisconsin Avenue, Suite M215H, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233 or P.O. Box 
1881, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201-1881 (telephone:  (414) 288-1671) (facsimile:  (414) 288-6600). 

Section 13.  Counterparts. 

This Disclosure Agreement may be signed in any number of counterparts with the same effect as 
if signatures thereto and hereto were upon the same instrument. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the University and the Dissemination Agent have caused this 
Disclosure Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized officers. 

Date:  ___________, 2022 

MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY 
 
 
By:  

Joel Pogodzinski 
Senior Vice President and  
Chief Operating Officer 

 
 
U.S. BANK, TRUST COMPANY, NATIONAL 
ASSOCIATION, 
as dissemination agent  
 
 
By:  

Yvonne Siira 
Vice President 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[Signature Page to Continuing Disclosure Agreement]



 

EXHIBIT A 
NOTICE OF FAILURE TO FILE ANNUAL REPORT 

 
 
Name of Issuer:   Wisconsin Health and Educational Facilities Authority 
 
Name of Bond Issue:  Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series 2022 (Marquette University) 
 
Date of Issuance:  July 12, 2022 
 
 NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the University has not provided an Annual Report with respect to the above-
named Bonds as required by Section 3 of the Continuing Disclosure Agreement dated as of July 1, 2022 
between the University and U.S. Bank, Trust Company, National Association, as trustee.  The University 
anticipates that the Annual Report will be filed by __________________. 
 
 
 
 
Date:  _______________ 
 

MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY 
on behalf of ISSUER 
 
 
 
 

cc: Wisconsin Health and Educational Facilities Authority 
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APPENDIX G  

FORM OF SERIES 2022 BONDS DELAYED DELIVERY CONTRACT 

 
Barclays Capital Inc., as Representative  
of the Underwriters named in the Bond Purchase Agreement 
New York, New York  

$56,590,000 
WISCONSIN HEALTH AND EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES AUTHORITY 

REFUNDING REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 2022 
(MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY) 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

The undersigned (the “Purchaser”) hereby agrees to purchase the Bonds from Barclays Capital 
Inc. (the “Representative”), as representative for itself and Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated 
(collectively, the “Underwriters”), when, as, and if issued and delivered to the Underwriter by the 
Wisconsin Health and Educational Facilities Authority (the “Authority”), and the Underwriters agree to 
sell to the Purchaser Wisconsing Heath and Educational Facilities Authority Refunding Revenue 
Bonds, Series 2022 (Marquette University), (the “Bonds”) described as follows: 

Par Amount Maturity Date Interest Rate CUSIP Number Yield Price 
      
 
(the “Purchased Bonds”) offered by the Authority under the Preliminary Official Statement, dated 
March 29, 2022 (the “Preliminary Official Statement”), and the Official Statement, dated the date of 
sale of the Bonds (including any supplements thereto, the “Official Statement”), relating to the Bonds, 
at the purchase price and with the interest rates, principal amounts, and maturity dates shown above, 
and on the further terms and conditions set forth in this Delayed Delivery Contract. The Bonds are 
being purchased by the Underwriters pursuant to a Bond Purchase Agreement, dated the date of sale of 
the Bonds (the “Bond Purchase Agreement”), among the Wisconsin Health and Educational Facilities 
Authority (the “Authority”), Marquette University (the “University”), and the Underwriters. 
Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed thereto in the Official 
Statement. 

The Purchaser hereby confirms that it has reviewed the Preliminary Official Statement and the 
Official Statement (including, without limitation, the information under the caption CERTAIN 
FORWARD DELIVERY CONSIDERATIONS RELATED TO THE SERIES 2022 BONDS 
therein), has considered the risks associated with purchasing the Purchased Bonds and is duly 
authorized to purchase the Purchased Bonds. The Purchaser further acknowledges and agrees that the 
Purchased Bonds are being sold on a “forward” or “delayed delivery” basis, and the Purchaser hereby 
purchases and agrees to accept delivery of such Bonds from the Underwriters on or about July 12, 
2022 (the “Settlement Date”). 

Payment for the Purchased Bonds shall be made to the Underwriters or upon its order on the 
Settlement Date upon delivery to the Purchaser of the Purchased Bonds through the book-entry system 
of The Depository Trust Company. The Purchaser agrees that in no event shall the Underwriters be 
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responsible or liable for any claim or loss, whether direct or consequential, which the Purchaser may 
suffer in the event the Authority does not for any reason issue and deliver the Purchased Bonds. 

On the Settlement Date, the obligation of the Purchaser to take delivery of the Purchased Bonds 
hereunder shall be unconditional unless the Representative terminates the Bond Purchase Agreement 
and the Underwriters’ obligation thereunder to purchase the Bonds on the Settlement Date for re-sale 
to the Purchaser. The Purchaser may terminate its obligation to purchase the Purchased Bonds in the 
event that between the date of this Delayed Delivery Contract and the Settlement Date, one of the 
following events shall have occurred after the date of this Delayed Delivery Contract and the Purchaser 
has notified the Underwriter in writing as provided herein: 

(a) legislation shall be enacted by the United States or a decision by a court of the 
United States or the United States Tax Court shall be rendered or a ruling or regulation (final, 
temporary or proposed) shall be made by or on behalf of the Treasury Department of the United 
States, or a release or official statement shall be issued by the President, or the Treasury 
Department, that makes the revenues or other income of the general character expected to be 
derived by the Authority under the Loan Agreement or the Bond Indenture, or the interest 
received on bonds of the general character of the Bonds, subject to federal income taxation, or 
would have the effect of changing directly or indirectly the federal income taxation, on bonds 
of the general character of the Bonds in the hands of the owners thereof, and as a result of 
which, Quarles & Brady LLP (“Bond Counsel”) cannot deliver its opinion on the Settlement 
Date in substantially the form attached to the Official Statement as Appendix E; or   

(b) for any other reason on the Settlement Date, Bond Counsel cannot deliver its 
opinion substantially in the form attached to the Official Statement as Appendix E; or  

(c) there shall have been (i) any change in or addition to applicable federal or state 
law, whether statutory or as interpreted by the courts, including any changes in or new rules, 
regulations or other pronouncements or interpretations by federal or state agencies, (ii) any 
legislation enacted by the Congress of the United States or introduced therein or recommended 
for passage by the President of the United States (if such enacted, introduced or recommended 
legislation has a proposed effective date that is on or before the Settlement Date), (iii) any law, 
rule or regulation proposed or enacted by any governmental body, department or agency (if such 
proposed or enacted law, rule or regulation has a proposed effective date that is on or before the 
Settlement Date) or (iv) any judgment, ruling or order issued by any court or administrative 
body, which in any case would, (A) as to the Underwriters, prohibit (or have the retroactive 
effect of prohibiting, if enacted, adopted, passed or finalized) the Underwriters from completing 
the underwriting of the Bonds or selling the Bonds or beneficial ownership interests therein to 
the public or, (B) as to the Authority and the University, would make the issuance, sale or 
delivery of the Bonds illegal (or have the retroactive effect of making such issuance, sale or 
delivery illegal, if enacted, adopted, passed or finalized); 

(d) there shall be in force a general suspension of trading on the New York Stock 
Exchange or other major exchange, or minimum or maximum prices for trading shall have been 
fixed and be in force, or maximum ranges for prices for securities shall have been required and 
be in force on any exchange, whether by virtue of determinations by that exchange or by order 
of the Securities Exchange Commission or any other governmental authority having 
jurisdiction; 
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(e) a general banking moratorium shall have been declared by federal, Wisconsin or 
New York authorities; or a material disruption in commercial banking, security settlement or 
clearance services that, in the reasonable judgment of the Representative, would prevent 
delivery of the Bonds;  

(f) General Counsel to the Authority and Special Counsel to the University fail to 
deliver their respective opinions that the Bonds will be exempt securities under the Securities 
Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”) and it is not necessary in connection with the 
offering and sale of the Bonds to register the Bonds and the Series 2022 Note under the 
Securities Act, and that it is not necessary in connection with the offering and sale of the Bonds 
to qualify the Bond Indenture and the Master Indenture under the Trust Indenture Act of 1939, 
as amended (the “Trust Indenture Act”), for any reason; or  

(g) a stop order, ruling, regulation, or statement by or on behalf of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission or any other governmental agency having jurisdiction of the subject 
matter shall be issued or made to the effect that the issuance, offering, sale or distribution of 
obligations of the general character of the Bonds is in violation or would be in violation of any 
provisions of the Securities Act, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Trust 
Indenture Act; or  

(h) (i) any legislation shall be enacted, or (ii) any action shall be taken by: (1) the 
Securities and Exchange Commission or any other agency of the federal government having 
jurisdiction of the subject matter or (2) a court of competent jurisdiction, which has the effect 
of requiring registration of the Bonds under the Securities Act, or the Bond Indenture or Master 
Indenture, or any other document executed in connection with the transactions contemplated in 
the Bond Purchase Agreement, to be qualified under the Trust Indenture Act; or that the 
issuance, offering, or sale of obligations of the general character of the Bonds, as contemplated 
by the Bond Purchase Agreement or by the Official Statement or otherwise, is or would be in 
violation of federal securities law as amended and then in effect; or  

(i) any fact, condition or circumstance exists that, but for the passage of time or 
giving of notice or both, would constitute an Event of Default under the Sixteenth 
Supplemental Master Trust Indenture (and relatedly the Master Indenture), the Loan Agreement 
or the Bond Indenture upon the execution and effectiveness thereof; or  

(j) the Underwriters determine that, in their reasonable opinion, the Official 
Statement contains an untrue statement of a material fact or omits to state a material fact 
necessary to make the statements herein, in the light of the circumstances under which they 
were made, not misleading, which untrue statement or omission has not been addressed by an 
amendment or supplement to the Official Statement in a form and in a manner approved by the 
Representative; or  

(k) on the Settlement Date, the Bonds are not rated by Moody’s.  

If any change in law involves the enactment of legislation which only diminishes the value of, as 
opposed to eliminating the exclusion from gross income for federal income tax purposes of interest 
payable on “state or local bonds,” the Authority and University may, nonetheless, be able to satisfy the 
requirements for the delivery of the Bonds. In such event, the Underwriters would be obligated to 
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purchase the Bonds from the Authority and the Purchaser would be required to accept delivery of the 
Purchased Bonds from the Underwriters. 

The Purchaser acknowledges and agrees that it is obligated to take up and pay for the 
Purchased Bonds on the Settlement Date unless the Representative terminates the Bond Purchase 
Agreement, which termination will be in the Representative’s sole and absolute discretion, or the 
Purchaser terminates its obligation to purchase the Purchased Bonds as described herein. To effect a 
termination by the Purchaser, the Purchaser acknowledges and agrees that it must give written notice of 
termination of this Delayed Delivery Contract to the Representative before the Settlement Date.  The 
Purchaser understands and agrees that no termination of the obligation of the Purchaser may occur on 
or after the Settlement Date. The Purchaser is not a third party beneficiary under the Bond Purchase 
Agreement and has no rights to enforce, or cause the Underwriters to enforce, any of the terms thereof. 
The Purchaser acknowledges that it will not be able to withdraw its order as described herein, and will 
not otherwise be excused from performance of its obligations to take up and pay for the Purchased 
Bonds on the Settlement Date because of market or credit changes, including specifically, but not 
limited to (a) changes in the rating assigned to the Bonds between the date of this Delayed Delivery 
Contract and the Settlement Date or changes in the credit associated with the Bonds generally (other 
than suspension or withdrawal of the rating), and (b) changes in the financial condition, operations, 
performance, properties or prospects of the University from the date of this Delayed Delivery Contract 
to the Settlement Date. The Purchaser acknowledges and agrees that it will remain obligated to 
purchase the Purchased Bonds in accordance with the terms hereof, even if the Purchaser decides to 
sell Purchased Bonds following the date hereof, unless the Purchaser sells Purchased Bonds to another 
institution.   

The Purchaser acknowledges and agrees that it will remain obligated to purchase the Purchased 
Bonds in accordance with the terms hereof, even if the Purchaser decides to sell Purchased Bonds 
following the date hereof, unless the Purchaser sells Purchased Bonds to another institution with the prior 
written consent of the Representative and such institution provides a written acknowledgment of 
confirmation of purchase order and a delayed delivery contract in the same respective forms as that 
executed by the Purchaser. 

The Purchaser represents and warrants that, as of the date of this Delayed Delivery Contract, 
the Purchaser is not prohibited from purchasing the Purchased Bonds hereby agreed to be purchased by 
it under the laws of the jurisdiction to which the Purchaser is subject. 

This Delayed Delivery Contract will inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties 
hereto and their respective successors, but will not be assignable by either party without the prior 
written consent of the other. 

The Purchaser acknowledges that the Representative is entering into the Bond Purchase 
Agreement to purchase the Bonds in reliance in part on the performance by the Purchaser of its 
obligations hereunder. 

This Delayed Delivery Contract may be executed by either of the parties hereto in any number 
of counterparts, each of which shall be deemed to be an original, but all such counterparts shall 
together constitute one and the same instrument. 

It is understood that the acceptance by the Representative of any Delayed Delivery Contract 
(including this one) is in the Representative’s sole discretion and that, without limiting the foregoing, 
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acceptances of such contracts need not be on a first-come, first-served basis. If this Delayed Delivery 
Contract is acceptable to the Representative, it is requested that the Representative sign the form of 
acceptance below and mail or deliver one of the counterparts hereof to the Purchaser at its address set 
forth below. This will become a binding contract between the Representative and the Purchaser when 
such counterpart is so mailed or delivered by the Representative. This Delayed Delivery Contract does 
not constitute a customer confirmation pursuant to Rule G-15 of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking 
Board.  

This Delayed Delivery Contract shall be construed and administered under the laws of the State 
of New York. 

   
 Purchaser 
  
   
 Address 
  
   
 Telephone 
  
  
 By:  
 Name:  
 Title:  
  
Accepted by the Representative  
BARCLAYS CAPITAL INC.,  
    as Representative of the Underwriters  
 

 

  
By:   
Name:   
Title:   
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